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PhD Abstract 
A review of normative literature, in the field of e-government, indicates that the 
transactional stage of e-government is one of the most important to the implementation of an 
e-government system as it represents the highest level of interaction within organisations 
and between customers and government organisations. Due to the importance of the 
transactional stage of the e-government system and its positive impact, not only in making 
the delivery of external services quicker, but also in increasing the efficiency of internal 
government processes, government organisations might seek to reach this stage. 
In fact, in the literature, there appears to be an absence of theoretical models for the 
technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-government systems. 
Furthermore, there is a lack of studies focusing on identification of the importance, 
categorisation and presentation of strategies for overcoming technical and organisational 
challenges. Consequently, this dissertation attempts to fill the information gap based on 
empirical data derived from two case studies. 
This work proposes a novel model for the technical and organisational challenges facing 
transactional e-government systems. In moving from the conceptual to the empirical, the 
work is based on a qualitative case study approach to examine the proposed model for the 
technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-government systems. In doing 
so, two case studies were conducted, presented and analysed. During the empirical research, 
additional technical and organisational challenge(s) facing transactional e-government 
systems emerged, which resulted in modifications being made to the previously presented 
conceptual model. 
However, this dissertation proposes the conceptual model, identifies the importance, 
categorisation, and presentation of the strategies for overcoming, technical and 
organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government system. This results in the 
development of a frame of reference that will lead to a model that can be used to enhance 
decision-making. 
Keywords: technical and organisational. challenges; transactional e-government; 
goverment organisations. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 An Overview of E-government 
As a result of the prevalence of the information age, the starting point of the concept of 
e-government came about in the early 1990s (Kei Ho, 2002). E-government can be 
considered the newest (e) evolution since e-commerce. The difference is that e- 
government is intended to provide services to all customers (citizens, businesses and 
public administrations) while the services of e-commerce focus on specific customers. 
E-government is a relatively young field and, among academics and researchers, the 
concept of e-govemment itself is still an arguable issue, as are issues such as 
definitions and models of the stages of e-government that have appeared. E- 
government can be seen from different perspectives, for example on the one hand 
Sharma and Gupta (2002) argue that e-government has the greatest potential to 
revolutionize the performance of government through increasing efficiency and 
speeding-up transactions. Abie et al. (2004) add that e-government could be considered 
a powerful tool that could effectively manage and integrate the huge amount of 
existing information and seamlessly integrate citizen interaction into its services. On 
the other hand, Shiver (2000), cited in Doty and Erdelez (2002), argues that an e- 
government system could lead to public services becoming worse because government 
workers will be responsible for providing simultaneous services, that is, services via 
the internet and also via traditional channels i. e. phones, paper work and face to face 
transactions. However, other scholars, such as Chandler and Emanuels (2002), believe 
that e-goverriment itself does nothing, that it is just a tool. The importance of e- 
government comes from its applications. Riley (2001) argues that e-government is a 
tool that has limited value in itself; its value comes from the ability to apply it to 
specific goals and objectives. 
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Scholars of e-government, such as Riley (2001) and Moon (2002), argue that the 
concept of e-government is without a specified definition. There are two main reasons 
why the definition of e-government is an arguable issue. The first is that the definition 
of e-government has different sectors or dimensions, which includes applications (see 
Section 1.4) such as government to citizens (G2Q, government to businesses (G213), 
government to employment (G2E) and government to government (G2G). It can also 
be viewed from different perspectives, for example, those of societies, businesses, 
economies, services, organisations and politics. The second reason is that the definition 
of e-government varies according to the values, goals and cultures of a community. 
Although there are many definitions of e-govemment in the literature review, such as 
Silcock (2001), Duffy (2000), Aldrich (2002), Katzen (2000) and Tyndale (2002), 
according to Metaxiotis and Psarras (2005, p. 78,79): 
"E-government is simply using information technology to deliver public services 
directly to the customer. " 
1.2 E-government Services 
Aichholzer and Schmutzer, (1999), cited in Dridi et al. (2001) note that services that 
can be provided by governinent electronically can be classified into three types 
according to their functions: 
Information services, which enable citizens to obtain information about 
education, laws, culture, etc. 
Communication services, which give the opportunity of interaction with 
groups of people or individuals, for example, politicians and civil servants. 
Transaction services, which include submitting data or getting products or 
services online. 
Chandler and Emanuels (2002) argue that e-government is only useful when it does not 
exclude citizens from access to public services. Timonen et al. (2002) have suggested 
that some strategies can be adopted in order to make e-government services more 
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accessible and reduce the exclusion of citizens from these services, some of which are 
listed below: 
m Paying attention to and improving the levels of computer literacy; this 
strategy can be done by adopting a plan of computer literacy training in 
primary schools, workplaces, social centres etc. 
a Making e-govemment services available to citizens free of cost - if that is 
possible - in public places such as shopping centres, schools, hospitals, 
libraries etc. 
m Taking into account those who have few or no computer skills and making 
the use of e-government services simple. 
o Making sure that e-government services meet the highest international 
standards and ensuring that they can be used by disabled people. 
Morris (2002) compared the traditional and electronic paths of government services. 
Traditional public services can be delivered by direct interaction between a citizen or 
business and representatives or agents of government who are considered transaction 
processors or gatekeepers to the desired transactions and/or information. On the other 
hand, delivering of public services electronically leads to a change in the role of 
government representatives from gatekeepers to problem solvers or service providers. 
Furthermore, electronic public service delivery enables citizens and businesses to serve 
themselves. 
Howard (2001) argues that e-government services at all levels will increasingly be 
delivered through electronic methods, but this will not replace the traditional ways of 
delivering government services. Instead, electronic channels will be additional paths of 
delivery for e-government services. Morris (2002) claims that governments still need 
to provide citizens and businesses with public services through traditional channels 
because not all services are suited to electronic delivery; additionally, not all citizens 
and businesses have the desire or the ability to access public services via electronic 
channels. 
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However, there are several characteristics that allow us to differentiate between 
electronic and traditional delivery of government services (Warkentin et al. 2002). 
These characteristics include wide use of communication technology, smooth 
collection and processing of information, the development of communication 
mediums, the impersonal feature of the online environment, and the full benefit of 
using a high standard of technological infrastructure for transactions. 
1.3 Critical Success Factors of E-government 
There is no doubt that successful implementation of e-government is a significant 
issue; Warkentin et aL (2002, p. 16 1) argue that: 
it successful implementation of e-Government in all itsforms will be an important 
issuefor the coming decade. " 
Chandler and Emanuels (2002) claim that strong e-govemment will lead to increased 
and improved interaction between citizens, businesses and other government agencies 
and will also support the efficiency of government services. Layne and Lee (2001) 
argue that three main issues must be taken into account by government to ensure the 
efficiency and effectiveness of e-government for citizens: 
1) Universal access: for various reasons some people are unable to access 
government services online, therefore, government has to provide citizens with 
the same services outside the web whilst seeking to encourage access to the 
Intemet through public services. 
2) Privacy and confidentiality: citizens worry a great deal about privacy and 
confidentiality issues when they submit personal data through the Internet as 
part of the process of obtaining government services. Governments must, 
therefore, adopt practical steps and find technical solutions to provide 
goverment websites with high levels of security. 
3) Citizen focus on government management: by adopting an e-government 
system, govemment has to seek not only efficiency within the system but also 
seek convenience and meet the needs and wishes of its citizens. 
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Timonen et al. (2002) argue that the successful e-government has to reach at least the 
level of combination between the guarantee of security and privacy of personal data of 
users, efficiency of services for citizens and efficiency of delivery services for 
government. They also argue that to be accepted by citizens, e-government services 
must not be of a lower standard than service delivery via traditional methods. Hughes 
et al. (2002) claim that there are some factors that can lead to successful e-govemment, 
these include enabling citizens to make online transactions conveniently saving them 
time, effort, and cost; enabling integration across different functions and departments 
by re-engineering the internal processes effectively and providing IT skilled workers; 
building the trust of citizens towards Internet use by adopting technical solutions to 
security and privacy issues so that they feel safe transmitting personal data. 
Successful e-government initiatives rely on an e-government infrastructure that 
satisfies the following criteria (e-government strategy and solutions team, IBM Public 
Sector, 2001): 
m Flexibility that enables the addition of new applications of technology to support 
rapidly evolving e-govemment models. 
Scalability that leads to accommodate unexpected public demand and user 
workload. 
m Reliability that is required to help ensure the security and availability of 
government services to users. 
However, Metaxiotis and Psaffas (2004) claim that achieving e-government success 
requires not only active partnerships between the government, citizens and the private 
sector, but also changes in how a government works, how it deals with information, 
and how officials see theirjobs and interact with the public. However, Tambouris et aL 
(2001, p. 13) claim 
"... essential ingredients of a successful transformation from government to e- 
government include a vision, relevant policies, mission, strategic objectives and 
frameworks. Careful planning, strong and committed leadership and guaranteed 
funding are also criticalfactorsfor success. " 
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1.4 Sectors of E-Government 
There are many studies in the literature, such as Bonham. et al. (2000); General 
Accounting Office (2001) and Office of Management and Budget (2002) that discuss 
the sectors of e-govemment. E-government is responsible for delivery of the full range 
of government activities such as internal processes, the development of policy and 
services to citizens electronically (Metaxiotis and Psarras, 2004). Bonham et al. (2001) 
argue that although there are many activities provided by e-govemment, three different 
sectors can be positively identified: 
1) Government-to-Government (G2G). This sector is considered to be the 
backbone of e-govemment where governments at all levels need to support and 
update their own internal systems and procedures before electronic transactions 
with businesses and citizens can be successfully established. 
2) Govermnent-to-Business (G2B). This sector receives a high level of attention 
where the business sector seeks to reduce costs via improved procurement 
practices and increased competition. 
3) Government-to-Citizen (G2C). This sector can be considered as the primary 
purpose of e-government. G2C initiatives are built to enable citizens to access 
high quality government services and seek to make transactions, such as 
obtaining certification and renewing licenses, easier and less time consuming. 
The Inter-American Development Bank (2001) has discussed another sector of the e- 
government system, which is a government-to-employee system. It argues that there 
are four different possible clients in an e-government system: the employees (G2E), the 
private sector (G213), the citizenship (G2C) and the government itself (G2G). 
Other studies have resulted in similar categorisations of the sectors of e-government. 
The GAO (General Accounting Office) (2001) identifies four categories in the sector 
of e-government: G2C that allows citizens to access high-quality government services 
easily; G2E that enables governments to interact with employees more efficiently and 
therefore supports productivity and human resources management; G2G that allows the 
government agencies and departments to interact with each other easily, and G2B that 
leads to reduce the government's burden on businesses through providing better 
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leveraging e-business technologies for communication. Furthermore, the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) (2002) classifies the sectors of e-government into 
G2C, G213, G2G and IEE. Instead of G2E, OMB includes IEE (Internal Efficiency and 
Effectiveness) as a fourth sector of e-government. IEE leads to better use of new 
technology to reduce costs and improve effectiveness and efficiency of government 
administrations by eliminating delays in processing and improving employee 
satisfaction. 
Hiller and Belanger (2001) categorise the sectors of e-government into six types: 
Government Delivering Services to Individuals (G21S) that enables citizens to interact 
with government; Government to Individuals as a part of the political process (G21P) 
that refers to the relationship between the goverment and its citizens regarding the 
political aspects; Government to Business as a Citizen (G2BC) enhances capabilities 
such as paying fines and filling-in forms online; Government to Business in the 
Marketplace (G2BMKT) refers to e-procurement; Government to Employees (G2E), 
and Government to Government (G2G). However, Carter and Belanger (2004) noted 
that Hiller and Belanger's (2001) G21S and G21P are comparable to the G2C sector, 
while G213C and G2BMKT are comparable to G213. Furthermore, the G2E and G2G 
categories are comparable to those identified by GAO and OMB. 
1.5 E-Government Around the World 
There is no doubt that e-government has become a reality and in many countries is 
developing very rapidly, especially in the developed countries (Riley, 2002). Layne 
and Lee (2001) have divided e-government systems into four stages, namely: 
cataloguing, transaction, vertical integration and horizontal integration (see Section 
2.7, Table 2.13). According to this division, Ronaghan (2002), cited in Hughes et al. 
(2002), claims that the result of classifying the 190 UN member states has revealed that 
97 have reached stage 1,55 have reached stage 2 and only 17 have arrived at stage 3 
while none have reached stage 4. 
Hughes et al. (2002) argue that the United States is the leader and innovator of e- 
goverment initiatives; the federal states offered over 1,300 independent initiatives 
between 1993 and 2001. The IDC (International Data Corporation) study categorised 
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Finland as currently the most advanced provider of e-govemment services in Europe 
(Sharma and Gupta, 2002) followed by Italy, Spain and France (Internet Business 
News, 2001, cited in Sharma and Gupta, 2002). The Global Information Technology 
Report (GITR) surveyed 75 countries, including all the world's industrialized 
economies and the Asian countries, the result revealed that Singapore was the nation 
best prepared for e-government. The same study found that other Asian countries are in 
the bottom half of the list, Thailand was categorised at 41, Malaysia at 45, the 
Philippines at 57, Indonesia at 62, and Vietnam at 65 (Wong, 2002, cited in Sharma 
and Gupta, 2002). 
West (2002) studied the features of 1,197 government websites in 198 different 
countries. This study revealed that there are wide differences in the percentage of 
government sites with services that are only fully executable online. The Bahamas, 
Vanuatu, Chile, and South Korea are first with 100% of their websites providing some 
types of services. Furthermore, the performance of e-government differs from country 
to country. Taiwan has the top ranking at 72.5 percent. This means that every analysed 
website for that country has around three-quarters of its features, which include citizen 
access, service delivery, information availability and portal access. Taiwan is followed 
by South Korea (64.0 percent), Canada (61.1 percent), and the United States (60.1 
percent). This study also revealed that there are major regional differences in the 
performance of e-governments. The highest score was in North American countries 
(60.4 percent), followed by Asia (48.7 percent), Western Europe (47.6 percent), 
Eastern Europe (43.5 percent), and the Middle East (43.2 percent). Overall, these 
ratings are higher than those for the 2001 regional figures. 
The United Nations - DPEPA (2002) surveyed 190 UN Member States. The results of 
this survey revealed the following important points: 
There are 169 national governments that use the Internet to provide services 
and information. 
As discussed (see Section 2.7, Table 2.13) the stages of e-government have 
been divided by the United Nations (DPEPA, 2002) into five stages namely: 
emerging, enhanced, interactive, transactional, and seamless or fully integrated. 
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The survey found that 32 governments were at the emerging stage, 65 
governments at the enhanced stage, 55 governments at the interactive stage, 17 
governments at the transactional stage; no country has reached the final stage, 
i. e. fully integrated or seamless. 
m According to the classification of e-govemments by geographic region, North 
America was the leader followed by Europe, South America, the Middle East, 
Asia/Oceania, Africa, the Caribbean, and Central America. 
m The survey also revealed that, among countries, the United States was the 
leader followed by Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, Norway, Canada, the 
UK, the Netherlands, Denmark and Germany. 
The survey carried out by the United Nations (UNPAN, 2003) revealed that the 
number of member states that used the Internet to provide services and information (a 
website presence) increased from 143 out of 191 member states in 2001 and 169 in 
2002 to 173 in 2003. The United States is the world leader, followed by Sweden, 
Australia, Denmark, the UK, Canada, and Norway. In the developing countries, the 
leader is Singapore, followed by the Republic of Korea, Estonia, and Chile. 
However, one of the most recent reports provided by the United Nations (UNPAN, 
2004) revealed that in the past years, governments worldwide have made rapid 
progress in embracing ICT technologies for e-government. While the UN e- 
government survey, in 2001, listed 143 member states as using the Internet in some 
capacity; by 2004,93 % or 178 out of 191 member states had a website presence. 
1.6 Background to the Research Problem: Transactional E-government Systems 
E-government is a relatively new topic. It is a multidisciplinary area, since the scope of 
e-government is very wide and interrelated with other areas. E-government is a 
complex issue that touches on and involves many aspects including technological, 
political, administrative, social, economic and business perspectives. 
E-government systems pass through stages until they reach the highest potential of 
providing customers (citizens, businesses and public administrations) with full online 
interaction with their governments, thus enabling them to obtain government 
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information and services from a single point of access. The transaction stage of e- 
government is one of the most important to the implementation of an e-govemment 
system as it represents the highest level of internal interaction between customers and 
governments. It can be viewed from the perspective of the author of this thesis as 
follows: the transaction stage of e-government systems is the stage that enables 
customers (citizens, businesses and public administrations) to carry out complete 
transactions, such as obtaining visas, passports and renewing licenses with specified 
government organisations, online, safely and (almost) without the need to go to the 
office of the appropriate organisation. The implementation of this stage is within the 
scope of any one (specific) organisation. 
There are several reasons that might push government organisations to reach the 
transactional stage of an e-government system, for example: saving of time, effort, and 
cost of delivery of services by making the delivery of external services quicker, and 
enabling customers to implement a complete transaction electronically, also increasing 
the efficiency of the internal government process. 
In order to reach a transactional e-government system, government organisations face 
interrelated and complex challenges. These challenges could be: political, technical, 
social, organisational and/or economic. There is an absence of theoretical models for 
different challenges (specifically technical and organisational) facing transactional e- 
government systems. Furthermore, there is a lack of studies that focus on identification 
of the importance of categorisation of and presenting of the strategies for overcoming 
technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-govemment systems. 
1.7 Research Aim and Objectives 
1.7.1 Research Aim 
Because this dissertation focuses on the challenges (technical and organisational) 
facing transactional e-government systems, the author has suggested that there are a 
number of criteria that could be used to identify government organisations reaching the 
transaction stage of their e-government system. These criteria are: (a) enabling 
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customers to fill in and electronically submit different types of forms such 
registrations and payments; (b) providing a secure connection by enabling customers to 
complete their transaction with the required government organisation online, safely and 
with trust in the system. For this reason, government organisations should ensure: (i) 
the security of any confidential data stored in government databases and, (ii) the 
privacy of transactions of personal data provided by citizens as part of obtaining 
government services; (c) allowing customers to perform online financial transactions 
(if applicable) such as payment of bills and fines; (d) enabling customers to create 
online accounts with their own usemames and passwords within government 
organisations and, (e) providing customers with instant decisions, meaning that as soon 
as a customer has completed a transaction such as filling in a form or paying a bill 
online, a message will appear that confirms the process has been executed successfully. 
As discussed earlier, there is an absence of theoretical models for the technical, 
economic, political, social and organisational challenges facing a transactional e- 
government system. Due to the limitation of time, this dissertation focuses only on 
technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government system. 
Moreover, there is a lack of studies that focus on identification of the importance of, 
categorisation of, and presentation of the strategies for overcoming of technical and 
organisational challenges facing transactional e-government systems. Consequently, 
this dissertation aims to: 
identify the importance, categorisation, and presentation of the strategies for 
overcoming, technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e- 
government system; resulting in the development of a frame of reference that 
leads to a model that can be used to enhance decision-making. 
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1.7.2 Research Objectives 
To meet the research aim, the research objectives of this dissertation are: 
m To conduct a comprehensive literature review in the e-government area with 
particular focus on challenges and stages of e-government. 
To identify the importance of technical and organisational challenges facing 
transactional e-government systems. 
To categorise technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e- 
government systems based on their levels of importance. 
To identify the strategies used (suggested) to overcome technical and 
organisational challenges facing transactional e-government systems. 
To develop and propose a frame of references that can be translated into a 
model for technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e- 
govemment systems. 
1.8 Dissertation Outline 
The structure of this research is divided according to the methodology described by 
Phillips and Pugh (2000), into four elements namely: (a) background theory, (b) focal 
theory, (c) data theory and (d) novel contribution. Background theory (Chapter 2) 
focuses on identifying the domain of the problem based on a comprehensive literature 
review. Focal theory (Chapter 3) concentrates on developing a conceptual model. The 
data theory deals with issues such as: (a) identifying and developing an appropriate 
research strategy (b) identifying an appropriate research method and (c) developing a 
research protocol. These issues are discussed in Chapter 4 of this research. The data 
theory also deals with the process of collecting and analysing data (Chapter 5). The 
novel contribution (the fourth element) will be the results of this research (Chapters 6 
& 7). The outline of the dissertation is illustrated in Figure 1.1 and is explained in the 
following paragraphs. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Chapter I starts by providing an introduction to some issues regar ing e-government, 
focusing on e-govemment services, characteristics and factors of successful e- 
government, and e-government around the world. This is followed by concentration on 
the research problem. Thereafter, the aim and objectives of this dissertation are stated. 
Finally, the outline of this dissertation is provided. 
Chapter 2: Literature Review - Background Theory 
After providing a brief introduction to the area of research and establishing the scope 
of the dissertation, a literature review on e-government is presented. Chapter 2 begins 
by giving a brief history of the emergence of e-government before discussing 
definitions of e-government. This is followed by a classification of motivations for e- 
government (into: change of traditional government methods for delivery of services, 
technological, economic and social forces). Thereafter, benefits, costs and risks of e- 
government are discussed. The challenges of e-government are also discussed. Then 
different models of the stages of e-government are briefly considered. Finally, the 
relationships between stages of e-government, types of online services and the benefits 
to the public (citizens and businesses) are clarified. 
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Introduction 
Chapter I 
Literature review leading Literature review to 
to development of a identify the emergence, 
conceptual model definition, motivations, 
benefits, challenges and the 
models of the stages of e- 
government 
Chapter 3 Chapter 2 
Modifications to 
proposed model 
Identification of research issues 
Identification of suitable 
research strategy and 
research methodology 
Chapter 4 
Determine issues in 
practice based on empirical 
data. 
Chapter 5 
Analysis of empirical data 
Chapter 6 
Summary and conclusions 
Chapter 7 
Critical analysis 
Figure 1.1: Dissertation Outline 
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Chapter 3: Conceptual Model for Technical and Organisational Challenges - 
Focal Theory 
Chapter 2 revealed that: (a) political, technical, economic, social and/or organisational 
issues are interrelated and complex challenges faced when reaching the transaction 
stage of an e-government system. There is an absence of theoretical models for 
different challenges (specifically technical and organisational) that face the emergent 
transactional stage of an e-government system, as well as a lack of studies that focus 
on identifying of the importance of, categorisation of, and presentation of the strategies 
for overcoming technical and organisational challenges faced in reaching the 
transactional stage of an e-govemment system; and (b) there is a surprising lack of 
detail regarding the transactional stage, i. e. its location among different models of the 
stages of e-government, its importance and the need for government organisations to 
reach it, its scope of implementation and criteria identifying government organisations 
reaching this stage. 
Chapter 3, therefore, aims to: clarify the confusion surrounding the transaction stage of 
an e-govemment system, develop a framework for this dissertation, and develop a 
conceptual model of technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e- 
government systems. As a result a framework for this dissertation is developed in first 
part of this chapter. Thereafter, a novel model of technical and organisational 
challenges facing transactional e-government system is developed and analysed. The 
proposed conceptual model attempts to classify technical and organisational challenges 
facing transactional e-government systems based on common characteristics. 
Consequently, technical challenges are categorised into: (a) challenges faced after 
installation of software that enables government organisations to reach a transactional 
e-government, including: maintaining high levels of performance and service 
availability and trouble shooting technical problems; (b) setting technical standards for 
all e-services; (c) showing the capability of the infrastructure in terms of handling the 
range and number of transactions; (d) security challenges including: ensuring the 
security of confidential data stored in government organisation databases and e- 
government sites from attack and misuse, and ensuring privacy of personal data that is 
provided by citizens as part of obtaining government services; (e) Financial challenges 
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that include: finance required to install a software system and finance required to 
provide more computers; (f) the back-end servers (communication failures between 
internal systems and the external web-server); 0) compatibility of e-government 
technology available to the internal system; and (h) vendor challenges, including: 
vendor pressure to buy their solutions, false promises of vendors, and exaggerated 
vendor prices. 
Organisational challenges are categorised into: (a) employee challenges - these 
included the lack of IT skilled employees, resistance to change (from traditional to 
electronic ways working) by the employees, and changing the culture of employees 
(government processes should be organised for the convenience of the citizens rather 
than the convenience of the department); (b) re-engineering of internal process 
challenges, including: the transforming of existing off-line data to digitalisation, 
double process front-end (interaction between government organisations and their 
customers needs to be offered in both a traditional manner and also through the 
internet), time required to reengineer and change the internal business processes and 
structure of the organisation, and finance required to reengineer and change the internal 
business processes and structure of the organisation; (c) adopting new legislation to 
deal with new issues such as electronic receipts and digital signatures; and (d) change 
of organisational structure. 
The proposed conceptual model makes a novel contribution at three levels: (a) it 
combines the challenges (which can be classified into technical and organisational) of 
an e-government system identified separately in previous studies; (b) it attempts to 
categorise technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-government 
systems based on their common characteristics; and (c) it could be used as a frame of 
reference by government organisations that seek to reach a transactional e-government 
system. It can also be used as a decision-making tool to support management when 
taking the decision to reach a transactional e-government system. Furthennore, the 
model can be used by researchers to analyse and understand technical and 
organisational challenges facing transactional e-government systems. 
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Chapter 4: Research Methodology- Data Theory 
Chapters 2 and 3 led the author to understand and identify research issues. To deal with 
the research that focuses on these issues, a research methodology had to be adopted. 
Chapter 4, therefore, provides the justification for using an appropriate methodology 
for this dissertation based on the inherent problems within different research 
philosophies. The research strategies existing in the IS area are described within this 
chapter. 
Chapter 5: The Issues in Practice (Case Studies and Preliminary Research 
Findings) - Data Theory 
After understanding of the issues relevant to this research, this chapter provides a 
description of the case studies scrutinised for this dissertation. In this context, two 
government organisations were studied and the background to these organisations is 
presented here. Chapter 5 also describes and analyses the main issues including: (a) the 
importance of technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e- 
government systems and (b) the strategies used (suggested) to overcome technical and 
organisational challenges facing transactional e-government systems. However, this 
chapter provides an empirical analysis of the perspectives offered by different case 
studies that describe human and organisational behaviour and perceptions during the 
implementation of an e-governrnent system when attempting to reach a transactional e- 
government system. 
Chapter 6: Model of Technical and Organisational Challenges Facing 
Transactional E-government Systems - Novel Contribution 
Chapter 6 seeks mainly to revise the conceptual model (proposed in Chapter 3) for 
technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government system 
based on empirical data derived from Chapter 5. Consequently, a novel conceptual 
model for technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government 
system will be proposed. Such a model could benefit government organisations 
through using it as a tool for decision-making when implementing an e-government 
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system and attempting to reach a transactional e-government system. Furthermore, to 
satisfy the aim of this dissertation, chapter 6, based on empirical data, seeks to: (a) 
identify the importance of technical and organisational challenges facing a 
transactional e-government system (which are included in the revised model); (b) 
categorise technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-government 
systems (which are included in the revised model), based on the level of importance; 
and (c) provide strategies used (suggested) to overcome technical and organisational 
challenges facing a transactional e-government system, which are included in the 
revised model. 
Chapter 7: Summary and Conclusions - Novel Contribution 
Chapter 7 aims mainly to: (a) provide a summary of the research presented in this 
dissertation, (b) present the novel contribution identified in this chapter, and (c) 
suggest areas for further work. This chapter begins by giving a summary of the thesis 
and offering conclusions derived from the literature review and the empirical data 
presented. Thereafter, the novelty claimed in this dissertation is summarised. Finally, 
recommendations for further research in the area of technical and organisational 
challenges facing a transactional e-government system are provided. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Summary 
This chapter aims to present a critical review of e-govcrnment systems; to do so it 
mainly presents: (a) a brief history of the emergence of e-government; (b) a novel 
taxonomy for classification of the main characteristics of the definition of e- 
government; (c) a categorisation of motivations for e-government; (d) a discussion of 
the benefits, costs and risks of e-government; (e) a discussion of challenges of e- 
government systems; (f) a brief analysis of different models of the stages of e- 
government; and (g) a relationship between the stages, types of online services and 
benefits of e-government. 
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2.1 Introduction 
This chapter seeks to discuss the issues related to the e-govemment area in order to 
identify the domain of the research problem. In doing so, firstly, a brief history of the 
emergence of e-govemment will be offered; secondly, a definition of e-govemment 
will be discussed and the reasons that have made it a contentious issue among scholars. 
The characteristics of a definition of e-government will also be explored and a novel 
taxonomy for classification of the main characteristics of the definition of e- 
government will be developed. Thirdly, motivations for e-government will be 
classified into: changes of traditional government methods for delivery of services, 
technological, economic and social forces; fourthly, the benefits, costs and risks of e- 
government will be discussed, the benefits of e-government will be divided into citizen 
benefits, government benefits and business benefits; fifthly, the challenges of e- 
government will be discussed and categorised into social, technical, political, 
organisational and economic challenges. This section will conclude by articulating the 
fact that although an e-government system may have many benefits, it also leads to 
new kinds of challenges, with comparisons between benefits and challenges of e- 
government and will focus on various issues including money, employees, 
accessibility/digital divide, single point of access/security and efficient relationship/ 
gap between expectations and awareness. Different models of the stages of e- 
government will then be discussed. Discussion of the challenges of e-govemment and 
models of the stages of e-govemment will lead to enhancement of the identification of 
research issues that should be studied. Finally, the relationship between stages of e- 
government, the types of online services and the benefits to the public (citizens and 
businesses) will be clarified. 
2.2 The Emergence of E-Government 
E-government has become the new wave of technology application in the public sector 
now that e-commerce in the private sector is maturing (Eyob, 2004). The evolution of 
e-government can mainly be attributed to the prevalence of the information age (Tian 
and Tainfield, 2003). 
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Sharma (2004) argues that since the mid-1990s, governments around the world have 
been making extraordinary efforts to allow services and information to become 
available over the Internet. The emergence of information and communication 
technology (ICT) has affected the functions and roles of governments (Palanisamy, 
2004). Akman et aL (2002) argue that during the 1990s the proliferation of information 
and communication technologies has not only affected the daily life of people but has 
also affected the nature of relationships between governments and citizens. These 
changes have led to new forms of government called "e-government". Kei Ho (2002) 
claims that the early 1990s were the starting point of the concept of e-government. The 
reason for this was the use by city governments of electronic mail, listserv and the 
World Wide Web to deliver services and information to its citizens. Im and Seo (2005) 
claim that the first emergence of the concept of e-government took place in the USA. 
However, the concept of e-government can be expressed in different ways, e. g. 
transparent governinent, one-stop-shops, integrated services delivery (Bannister, 2005). 
By the end of the 1990s, governments were pushing the projects of e-govemment to 
provide information and services to citizens and businesses electronically (Chen and 
Gant, 2001). 
Atallab (2001) claims that there have been two primary effects of e-government. The 
first has been the transformation of government operations, which has benefited 
citizens, businesses and the government itself. This means that the needs of citizens are 
more likely to be met, and allows businesses to benefit by making them both 
consumers of government services and providers of services and goods to the 
government. It also benefits the government by reducing operational costs via 
increasing the efficiency of internal operations. The second effect has been the 
transforination of governance, positively affecting the relationship between citizens 
and governments via improving the interactivity between government and citizens and 
making it smoother, faster and more responsive. 
Backus (2001) argues that the difference between internal objectives of e-goverriments 
that concentrate on processes and external objectives of e-government that focus on 
services should be noted. From the front-office perspective, the external objective of e- 
government concentrates on delivery of government services efficiently and effectively 
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by using ICT in a way that meets and satisfies the needs and desires of the public. The 
internal objectives of e-government, from the back-office perspective, focuses on 
government operations that lead to cost saving (per transaction) through increasing the 
efficiency in performing the activities of government administration. 
E-government and e-goverriance are interrelated concepts; defined as follows: e- 
government concentrates on processes that enable citizens to benefit from information 
and services through electronic channels, while e-governance means giving 
opportunities to citizens to participate in the activities of government, express their true 
needs and desires by using e-government as a tool. It can therefore, be said that the 
term e-governance is more comprehensive and beyond the scope of the term of e- 
government (Inter-American Development Bank, 2001). However, e-government is a 
tool that leads to achievement of the target of e-governance. Bonham et aL (2001) 
argue that e-government tries to evoke the goals of governance to reinforce 
participation of citizens and to aid the global information media. 
Bose (2004) points out that e-government is called by various names in different 
countries, for example, in Australia it is called 'government online', in Hong Kong it is 
called 'electronic service delivery', and in India as well as in the UK it is called 
6electronic government'; however, all these terms refer to the same thing, that is 
providing government services and information through the web. Sometimes, e- 
government is called digital government; however, there is a small difference between 
e-government and digital government. The term e-government often refers to the 
application of information technology (IT) to government services, while the term 
digital government refers to the larger concept of government that is based on IT to 
achieve basic missions (Marchionini, 2003, cited in Tian and Tainfield, 2003). 
Moreover, sometimes, e-government is defined as a comparison with e-commerce; in 
other words, e-government provides services for the whole community (industries, 
agencies and all citizens), while e-commerce provides services to specified customers 
(Elmagarmid, 2001, cited in Tian and Tainfield, 2003). Bames and Vidgen (2004) 
argue that unlike e-commerce, e-government must be accessible to all in most 
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societies. On the other hand, Carter and Belanger (2004) identify the similarity 
between e-govermnent and e-commerce. They argue: 
"Both e-commerce and e-government are based on Internet technology designed 
to facilitate the exchange of goods, services and information between two or 
more parties. " 
2.3 Derinition of E-Government 
The definition of e-government is a debatable issue among the scholars of e- 
government. Jain (2002, p. 238) claims that e-government is a suggestive, illusory, 
confusing term. In accordance, this section seeks to: (a) discuss briefly the reasons that 
have made the definition of e-goverriment an arguable issue among scholars, and (b) 
explore the characteristics of a definition of e-government. At the end of this section, 
the taxonomy for classification of the main characteristics of the definition of e- 
government will be developed. 
There is no doubt that e-government is in its infancy, with scholars such as Riley 
(2001) and Moon (2002) arguing that the concept of e-government is without a 
specified definition, i. e. there is no agreed definition. There are two main reasons for 
this, which are as follows: 
1. The definition of e-government has different sectors or dimensions, which 
includes government to citizens (G2C), government to businesses (G213), 
government to employment (G2E) and government to government (G2G). 
It can also be viewed from different perspectives, for example, those of 
societies, businesses, economies, services, organisations and politics. 
Seifert and Peterson (2002) define e-government from perspectives of a 
very basic level, a technical level and a political level. Other observers, 
such as Tambouris et aL (2001) define e-government from the technological 
and business perspectives. Tian and Tainfield (2003) argue that the 
definition of e-government can be seen from four viewpoints: (a) 
information technology; (b) government service; (c) government efficiency; 
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and (d) a political view. Schedler and Scharf (2001) claim that the term e- 
government comprises heterogeneous elements and multiple dimensions, 
and no common definition can be found. 
2. The definition of e-govemment varies according to the values, goals and 
cultures of a community. For example, the United Nations - DPEPA (2002) 
argues that due to cultural and economic conditions, the goal of adopting an 
e-government programme in some developing countries is only just 
reaching stage three or even stage two (see Table 2.13), which should 
ensure reasonable online response. The situation in developed countries is, 
however, completely different. 
The following tables illustrate different classifications of definitions of e-government. 
Each table of the following six includes definitions of e-government that have common 
characteristics. The author of this thesis notes - as shown in the following six tables - 
that the definitions that concentrate on the characteristic of putting the needs of citizens 
at the centre, providing government services from a single point of access and 
considering e-govemment as a phenomenon (see Tables 2.4,2.5 and 2.6) are very few 
in comparison with the definitions that focus on the characteristics of using technology 
for delivery of government services, the process of transaction and transformation of e- 
government services and the benefits of delivery of e-government services 
electronically (see Tables 2.1,2.2 and 2.3). The reason for this might be that the 
concept of e-government is still in its infancy. Scholars are therefore seeking to focus 
on simple issues of e-government and to upgrade citizens' awareness of the e- 
government system and its importance. However, the purpose of this classification of 
definitions of e-government is reaching an identification of the main characteristics of 
a definition of e-government. 
1) Many definitions of e-govermnent, as with the following, focus on the use of 
technology to deliver government services electronically. 
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Table 2.1: Definitions Emphasising Use of Technology for Delivery of CoNernment Services 
Electronically 
Definition Characteristics Reference 
Broadly defined, e-govern tile rit includes tile usage of Focus ()It ICT. UN and ASPA 
all information and communication technologies Firiphasis oil effective (2001 ), cited in 
from fax machines to wireless paint pilots, to delivery of' services Moon (2002) 
facilitate tile dailN achninistration ofoovernment. through ICT. 
E-overnment is tile use of technolooy to enhance Focus oil deliverN of 
the access to and delivery of oovernment services to government services via Silcock, 200 1 
benefit citizens, business partners and employees. technolom'. 
Electronic government refers to government's use of Focus oil use of 
technology particularly Web-based Internet applications of' McOure (2000), 
applications to enhance tile access to and delivery of' tccllnologyý especially cited in Layne and 
government information and service to citizen, web-based Internet, to I ýcc (200 1 business partners, emploNees, other agencies, and deliver 00vernillent 
government entities. services -- - ---- E-overnincrit is simply using IT to deliver Vocus oil delivery of 
governincrit services dircctlý to tile customer 24/7. oovernment services to Duffy, 2000 
Tile customer call be a citizen, a business or even the customer anytime 
another government entit%. throut, li 11'. Z! 
gowniment is the use of information technolooy I Vocus Oil use of IT to 
to Support government operations, enoage citizens, deliver governnicnt ('ook el al, 2002 
and provide government services. serv ices. 
2) The main characteristic ofthe tlollmAing delinitions is the process oftransaction 
and its transformation ofe-government services. 
Table 2.2: Definitions Emphasising The Process of Transaction and Transformation of F- 
government Services 
Definition Characteristic Reference 
Hectrollic go\CrIllnent, or -e-1_1o\crIII1ICIItý 11 is the Strom, f(MIS oil proce', s Le"islative 
process of' transacting business between the public of' transaction between Analyst's Office, 
and -overnment through the use of' autornated the public and 2001 
systerns and the Internet network, more commonly government via tile 
referred to as the World Wide Web. Internet. 
E-government means exploiting tile power of Focus On taking 
information to help transtlorm the accessibility, advantage of' power Aldrich, 2002 
quality and to help revitalize the relationship information 1,01- 
between custorners and citizens and public bodies transforniation of' 
who work oil their behalf'. accessibilitv. 
Electronic Government (, government) refers to the Focus on the process of' 
processes and structures pertinent to the electronic delivery ol, e- Okol-urna, 200 1 
delivery ot'government services to the public. pvernment services. 
3) Some definitions of e-government. as with the lollo"ing, concentrate oil tile 
benefits of defivery of government services and inflormation electronically to 
citizens, businesses and employees. 
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Table 2.3: Definitions Emphasising Benefits of Delivery of CoNernment Services Electronically for 
the Public 
Definition Characteristics Reference 
F-goýernnient has been defined as: implementing Focus Oil benel-11" Of C- 
cost-effective models for citizens, industry, federal government through I. icbcr (2000), 
employees, and other stakeholders to conduct reduction of' cost. cited in Whitson 
business transactions online. The concept integrates Emphasis on and Davis (2001 
strategy, process, Organisation, and technolog Y- uncoration of concept 
ofc-govcrnnient. 
E-government involves access to government Strom, focus on 
information and services 24 hours a day, 7 days a benefits of' delivery of' 
week, in a way that is t`0CLIsed oil the needs of our government Services 
citizens and businesses. F. -Governinent relies heavily electron ical ly. Katzen, 2000 
on agency use of' the Internet and other emerging Emphasis on the desires 
technologies to receive and deliver information and Of citizens and 
services easily, quickly, efficientlý, and businesses. 
inexpensively. 
4) A t'ew definitions ofe-governnient. such as the flollowing, considcr citizens and 
their needs one of' the most important goals of' c-gowninicnt, which seeks to 
put citizens at the centre ofoverything. 
Table 2.41: Definitions Placing Citizens mid their Desires a( 1he Centre 
Definition Characteristics Reference 
An e-overnment is it government that makes full Stroll" locil" oil pultillo . ... ...... 
use of the polential of technology to help put its Citizens and theil. Waller et it], 200 1 
Citizens at tile centre of everything it does, and which desires at the witre. 
makes its citizens its purpose. 
5) A few definitions of e-government. as with the 1'()Ilo\, \iilg, focus on the delivery 
of government services through a single point ofaccess on the Internet. 
Table 2.5: Definitions Emphasising Delivery of Gmernment Services Electronicallý Throngh 
a Single Point of Access 
Definition Characteristics Reference 
F-govcniment is usuallý explained as a way of' Strong focus on 
improving the delivery of government services by delivery of' government Mitchinson, 2001 
making them available through a single point of services via single point 
access on the Internet so-called "One-stop ofaccess on Internet. 
shopping. 
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6) A 1eNA- definitions. as shown in the t1ollowing table, consider e-governincrit to be 
a social, economic and political phcnonicnon v\ithout spccified dclinition that 
delivers government services in an alternative %Nay. 
Tahle 2.6: Definitions Considering E-government as Phenomenon and Alternatke Way of 
Delkery of Government Services 
Definition Characteristic Reference 
Indeed, e-government is a concept that exists witliout Alternative delivery 
a f-irm definition. To some it represents traditional mettiod, social, 
government -with ail *e"', providing an alternative economic and political 
delivery method for government services. For plienonlenon. Ri Icy, 200 1 
offiers, it is a social, economic and political 
phenomenon, w1iicli promises to re-enoineer the 
nature of democratic government itself'. 
As a result of the above six classifications tile author ofthis thesis COIIClUdCS that there 
are six main characteristics ol'a dcl-mition ofe-governincilt. These characteristics tire: 
(I) Use oftechriology to deliver e-gowninicrit services and inflormation. (2) Process ol 
trans flormation and transaction e-government services and information to puhlic. (3) 
Benclits of using electronic channels t'or delivery of e-governnient services and 
intlormation. (4) Placing the needs of'citizens at the centre. (5) Delivery ol'government 
services through a singlc point ofaccess. (6) Social. political and economic plienonicna 
that enable citizens to get government services by aitcrnative nictliods. These different 
characteristics of'e-govcrnment definitions can be shoNA n in the l'ollo" ing inatrix: 
I. Technolop_v 2.1rocess 3.11enefits 
Using of technology as tool to Process oftransaction and Benefits ofdclivery of' 
deliver government services transformation ofc- government services and 
and information. government services and inl'ormation throtjoh electronic 
Source: table 2.1 information to public. Channels. 
Source: table 2.2 Source: table 2.3 
4. Citizens at centre 5. Sinp_lc point 6. Phenomenon 
Putting the needs and desires of Enables citizens to obtain Social, economic and political 
citizens at the centre of , overnment services and phenomenon that provides 
everything. inl'ormation from a single citizens with alternative ways to 
Point. obtain government services. 
Source: table 2.4 Source: table -1.5 Source: table 2.6 
Figure 2.1: The Main Characteristics of the Definition of 1, --(. oN ernment 
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2.4 Motivations for E-Government 
Many governments, globally, are moving to adopt an e-government. system and 
provide electronic services (Sharma and Gupta, 2002). Qwentes (2002) argues that 
there are five reasons for the growth of e-govemment. The first is accessibility where 
the availability of new technology in communication makes services more accessible; 
the second is simplicity, which means eliminating the routine of paperwork and getting 
the desired government information and services in a simple and convenient way; the 
third is transparency, the possibilities of the Internet that enable citizens to access 
government services and information whenever and wherever they want ensure that the 
government becomes more transparent; the fourth is traceability, which comes with 
transparency through time. Traceability is a kind of knowledge management. The final 
reason is cost-effectiveness that leads to a reduction in the operating costs of delivering 
government services. 
Following the comprehensive literature review, the author of this thesis discusses, in 
this section, the interrelated and integrated motivations that might have pushed and led 
to the adoption of e-government. These motivations can be identified as follows: 
8 Technological force: there is no doubt that the evolution of technology has 
affected different aspects of life such as society, business, education and 
government. Silcock (2001, p. 88) has pointed out that: 
"the explosive entry of technology into every aspect of life has changed how 
people live, how they work, how companies do business - and how 
governments serve their people. " 
Budhiraja (2001) argues that as Information Technology is going to dominate 
the next century, government has to take this fact into account and create smart 
governance (moral, accountable, simple, responsive and transparent 
government). Consequently, the evolution of information technology and the 
desire of governments to benefit from the advantages and characteristics of new 
technology to deliver services and information efficiently and effectively (see 
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Section 1.2) can be considered one of the strongest motivations for the adoption 
of e-government. However, Chandler and Emanuels (2002) claim that 
technology itself is just a tool that can be used to facilitate the process of 
development; although Jain (2001) claims that technology is the main source of 
change and power and thus an enabling force for e-government. 
M Changes of traditional government methods for delivery of services: there is 
no doubt that government plays an important role in any society and can be 
considered as the main provider of information and services. Tian and Tainfield 
(2003) argue that government is a complex system that involves all sectors of a 
society. Government provides not only the political, legal and economic 
infrastructure to enhance other sectors, but also exerts important influences on 
social factors (Elmagarmid, 2001, cited in Tian and Tainfield, 2003). Metaxiotis 
and Psarras (2004) argue that the traditional model of government is no longer 
functional. Furthermore, Chandler and Emanuels (2002) point out that traditional 
forms of government are failing because their hierarchical structure is based on 
central systems that have been unable to reflect the needs and beliefs of its 
citizens and have been unable to solve social problems effectively. So, this 
deficit in the traditional model of government may be another motivation for 
governments to adopt e-government, where, as argued by Larson (2001) e- 
government has an opportunity to improve the delivery of government services 
and create significant cost-savings, this can lead to governments becoming more 
efficient and more effective. Evaristo and Kim (200 1, p. I 11) claim that: 
"For centuries government has endeavoured to serve its different 
constituents. Bureaucracy and lengthy delays in communication have been 
one of the unfortunate consequences of many of the services provided by 
the government to the public and to the other organisations, be they 
private or governmental at different levels. Now this situation is changing, 
partly due to the use of advanced applications of information technology. 
Much of this can be seen with the newest e-government solutions available 
forfederal, state, and municipal agencies. " 
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However, Atallab (2001) claims that e-government cannot be considered as a 
solution for failed development and routine systems. The author of this thesis 
argues that e-government, if it is implemented successfully (see Section 1.3, 
Chapter 1), can be considered to be a significant tool that can help to overcome 
the shortcomings of traditional systems and increase the efficiency and 
effectiveness of government. 
0 Social force: the demands of citizens, who want information about government 
services and a convenient method of obtaining such information whenever and 
wherever they want it, can be considered as another motivation for e- 
government. Morris (2002) argues that modem day citizens have high demands 
and expectations for the delivery of information and services. Heath (2000, p. 11) 
also argues that 
"Business and citizens demand better services, and as technology use spreads so 
does the expectation that government should use it to deliver better services more 
conveniently. " 
According to Microsoft E-Government Initiatives (2001), by adopting an e- 
government system, citizens expect a lot from their governments. Citizens want 
to be able to access information and public services 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. They also want to access services from home, from work or any other 
place. Citizens have no desire to know which agency or officials are responsible 
for public services, but they expect all information and services to be accessible 
with no limitation on how it is provided, i. e. mobile phone, PC, wireless device 
or Web TV. 
Economic force: in addition to technical, political and social forces for adoption 
of an e-govemment system, economic forces can be considered another 
motivation for adoption of an e-government system; where governments can 
support local businesses they gain competitive advantage by not only stimulating 
demand but also by furnishing key statistics for decision-making (Lee-Kelley and 
Kolsaker, 2004). 
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However, Bonliam el al. (2001 ) suggest that the motivating I'Orces behind c- 
government can be discussed according to the sectors ofe-goverrinient: 
" The G2G sector 1`6rces an increase in the effliciency of' delivery of' services and 
reduces the cost bý increasing the speed oftransactions and reducing the number 
of' personnel needed to complete a task. (Trattrier. 2000. cited in Bonharn ef (1/. 
2001) 
" G213 sector 11orces: there are two main lorces motivating the G213 sector. The first 
is the desire ot'cornpanies to expand cost savings to their businesses as realised 
in their electronic B211 transactions with national, provincial, and local 
governments. The second reason is the increasing demand and pressure by policy 
makers Ior cost cutting and more ell'icient procurement. 
" The G2C sector includes increasing pressure 1rorn citizens NAho require cheaper 
and more effective government services, which ý, vould lead to the saving ol'tillie 
and effort. 
In light of' the above discussion, the motivating lorces behind adoption of' e- 
government can be sho\Nn in the l'ollomng figurc (21.2). L- 
Motivations for E-Government 
Chan-e of I 
Technological traditional Economic Social 
force government force force 
method 
Figure 2.2: Moti%ations for E-go%ernmeut 
2.5 Benefits, Costs and Risks of E-government 
2.5.1 Benefits of E-government 
Therc is no doubt that c-,, o% enimcnt brinos ýý ith it nianý benefits. Jacger (2002, p. 366) 
claims that: 
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"The E-government is merely an extension of the government, with the potential 
to produce benefits in speed, accessibility and convenience of information 
access, along with many other benefits. " 
E-government allows governments to provide better services to their customers 
(Chircu and Lee, 2005). It enables governments to deliver services and information 
cost effectively and more efficiently (World Markets Research Centre, 2001). 
Additionally, citizens can receive government services and information anywhere, 
anytime, saving both time and effort. E-government could enable citizens to interact 
with and receive services from the government 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 
making this more convenient, dependable, and less costly (Bonham et al. 2001). 
McDaniel (2005) argues that e-govermnent not only provides opportunities to 
streamline business processes and communication but also seeks to deliver better 
services to, and engagement of, citizens. Furthermore, e-government can lead to more 
efficient and effective conduct of business transactions between citizens, employees, 
businesses and government agencies (Wang and Rubin, 2004). 
E-government is about transforming the method of interaction between the government 
and the governed (Mextaxiotis and Parras, 2004). Yang and Paul (2005) argue that e- 
government is anticipated to play a more important role in the lives of people in the 
future. E-government can play a significant role, not only in improving services to 
citizens and developing business, economy and society, but also in renewing the role of 
government itself. Bose (2004) argues that e-government can open up many 
possibilities to upgrade and bring about innovation of government services. 
A Project of InfoDev and The Centre For Democracy & Technology (2002) argues that 
e-government includes: 
0 Providing greater access to government information; 
Supporting civic engagements by enabling the public to interact with government 
officials; 
Making government more accountable by making its operations more transparent 
and thus reducing the opportunities for corruption; and finally 
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Providing developmental opportunities, especially benefiting rural and 
traditionally underserved societies. 
Ebrahim et til. (2003) clarit'v the characteristics of' the most important benclits of' c- 
government for government organisations (see Table: 2.7). 
Table 2.7: Characteristics of Benefits of E-government. Source: Ebrahim et al. (2003) 
Benefits Characteristics 
Improve efficiency ot'government service Reducin- delivery lime, speeding transactional 
tinie and quick process and response of citizen's 
needs and expectations 
Reducing layer of or-anisational administration Re-engineerin- of' services and operating 
processes within government pr(IL: edures 
_ Develop new skills and moti\, ations fo r _ - ReducinO arnount oftime spent on repetitive tasks 
employees 
Better management and control of oovernment Digitising procurement services from and to 
Procurement s)stems business sectors 
Increase understanding of public services and Enhance availability and access to government 
procedures bý employees information 
Improve cross-or-anisational cooperation and Strengthen connections within govcniment 
coordination departments and a,, encics 
Reduce operations cost of services delivery and Reducino government operation expenditures and 
commun icat ions between oovernment and manpower 
citizens, business and employees 
Increase transparencý of government operating Monitoring and controlling performance of' 
and clecision-making processes process resources, e. g. hurnan and financial 
- 
Although most studies 1`6cus on discussing the bencl-its of' e-gowninient generally 
researchers such as ('handler and Frnanuels (2002) &I leath (2000) argue that there are 
several expected benct-its that can be gained From e-goverrinicrit: tor example it: 
m Increases the response to the citizens' needs and demands, 
0 Provides different choices ofaccess to government services leading to improved 
access to Hil'Ormation, 
Provides new models, more open and transparent ways of decision-making, 
delivery of services and more interactivity between government and their 
citizens; 
m Leads to an increase in international interaction on issues related to regulation, 
trade andjoint policy delivery and lakN enflorccment, 
Improves cost-effectiveness that can be diverted to provide better public services, 
0 Leads to making internal government processes more et'licicnt and the delivery 
ot'external services quicker: 
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m Breaks down the barriers of geography. ability to pay. and individual skill and 
knov, ledge. 
Some studies, ilICILiding those of'Morris (2002), Zahran (2003), Yuan el al. (2004). and 
Microsoft E-Government Initiatives (2001) divide the benetits of e-government into 
those for citizens, those I'Or the government and those lor business. For example, 
Morris (2002) argues that electronic delivery of services leads to many henelits l'or 
both government and citizcils. and Microsoft F-Government Initianx, cs (2001 ) also 
says that e-govcriitlicnt benctits businesses in dit'llerent ways. These benel-its can he 
classified as shoNAn in Table 2.8 below. 
Table 2.8: Benefits of E-Covernment 
Benefits of E-Governmen t 
Morris (2002); Zahran, (2003) and. Yuan ef al, (2004) Microsoft F-Government Initiatives, 
(200 1)& Zahran, (2003) and, Yuan 
et al, (2004) 
Citizens Benefits Government Benefits Btisiness Benefits 
Savino time and money. 0 Reductions of' 01 he dcliý Cr\ of' i lite o rated, ' Multiple services from a administration processes SillIIlC-SOUl_CC public services call ZI 
sinole point. 0 Less cost lor services make file relationship between 
" Availability of' services delivery. business and government more 
whenever and wherever. 0 Increasin(I understandin 9 ell'icient and lead to partnerships 
" More convenient access ol'public services. With each other. 
to public services. 0 Quicker Process ol, a (jovernments Call provide 
" Quicker responses to adopting citizens needs. businesses vV it It it healilly 
enquiries. 0 Improving services bý ell\ irollinclit in Which to carl-N 
" Better responses to dealino with coiiununitý out their tasks more easily. 
fieedback. t'ced back More 1 0 Ali e-government system enables 
" Services in ternis of effilciently. businesses to conduct 
Personalization should 0 Improving stall' transactions Willi "Overnillent 
make it possible to be ell-iciency. online thus overcoming previous 
more inclusive ill 0 Leads to support of' routines and silllplil, ý ill" tile 
offering services in more efl-iciencv and regulatory processes. For 
languages and in ways, efTectiveness from better example, businesses can apply 
which are accessible to use and manauement of' online for schedule inspections 
those W ho have a information. and building permits. 
disability. 0 Less corruption. 0 Reducim, file cost and better I 
" Increased transparency. procurement. 
" Growth ofrevenue. 0 Reducing file effect of' 
I'CýUl lilt ions oil businesses. 
0 Improving Interaction between 
government, businesses and 
industries. 
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The benefits of e-government (as discussed above) are enormous. Some of these 
benefits to be gained from an e-government system will be discussed in more detail 
from the following perspectives: 
M Services and information can be available anytime and anywhere, thus services 
will be improved and citizens can access information smoothly and quickly. 
Carter and Belanger (2004) argue that e-government enables the citizens to 
benefit from government services and information conveniently and provides 
more accessibility. So, citizens can receive quicker, more convenient services 
from a more responsive and informed government. 
0 Citizens can gain services from a single point, so there is no need to know which 
agency provides which service; time and effort is therefore saved and the 
delivery of services is vastly improved. This benefit of e-government could also 
positively affect the economic aspects. 
As a result of e-government, operating costs will be reduced. Brarmen (2001) 
argues that e-government leads to reduced expenditure, for example by reducing 
the number of staff (personnel) and reducing the number of officers. This benefit 
of e-government shows one of the advantages of using technology, i. e. saving 
money by decreasing the number of employees. 
M The relationship between citizens and government will be more effective. West 
(2000) claims this can be considered one of the most promising aspects of e- 
government, enabling citizens to become more aware of their governments. 
0 Employees of govemment will be provided with better tools to do their work 
more easily and efficiently. They will be enabled to concentrate on the delivery 
of services rather than on bureaucratic processes (Duffy, 2000). 
The above discussion reveals that the benefits of e-government could be classified into 
citizens' benefits, government benefits and business benefits. However, as will be 
shown (see Table 2.14) there is a positive correlation between the level of the stages of 
e-government maturity and the benefit levels of e-government. 
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2.5.2 Costs of E-government 
Improving the ability to identify all cost categories and estimate specific costs is a 
growing concern in both public and private sector IT (Lavigne, 2001). Costs that are 
related to the adoption of technology were discussed in literature such as Irani and 
Love (2001), Irani (1998) and Irani et al. (1998). They were classified into direct and 
indirect cost factors. Direct costs, that may include hardware and software costs, 
maintenance costs, system development costs etc., are financially tangible and are 
those that can be attributed to the implementation and operation of IT costs. Indirect 
costs are financially tangible/intangible and non-financial in nature. They can be 
divided into indirect human costs and indirect organisational costs. Indirect human 
costs could include employee training, employee motivation and management effort 
while indirect organisation costs may include business process reengineering, losses in 
productivity, organisational restructuring etc. 
E-government may bring unexpected additional costs that result, for example, from 
delivering government services online and educating staff to deal with new technology 
(Heath, 2000). La vigne (2001) argues that the costs of e-govemment are often 
underestimated for two reasons: (a) under-appreciation the complexity of e- 
government (see Section: 2.6) - more ability to break down the complexity of e- 
government leads to more ability to predict the resulting costs; and (b) lack of guides 
for identifying all costs factors. 
However, based on the above analysis and in the light of classification of EAl 
(Enterprise Application Integration) costs (Themistocleous, 2002), the e-government 
costs could be classified as shown in the following Table. 
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Table 2.9: Classification of E-go%ernment Costs 
Dimension Sub-Dimension 
a I lardware costs 
Direct Costs a Sofmare costs 
M Development costs 
Maintenance costs 
w Consultancy costs 
Lniployees training 
Indirect Human Costs Changing culture 
Mana-ement efforts 
Business process re-engineering 
Indirect Organisational 
1 
0 Or(ganisational restructuring 
Costs M Strategy redcsilg, 11 11 
2.5.3 Risks of E-government 
British Standards Institute (2000). cited in Ivangelidis and Macintosh (2003) defiric 
risk managcnient as: 
. "VII'slemalic applicalion Of policies, procedures, melhody, and practices to the 
lasks ol'identi&ing, analysing, evalualing, Irealing and moniloring risk. 
The risk management process provides a frarncNAork I'Or not only identiFying risks but 
also deciding how to manage them (Abie el ul. 2004). l,,,, angclidis and Macintosh 
(2003) suggest implementing e-government pro. jects may involve many factors of'risks 
that could affect the success of the prQject negatively. I-leeks (2003) argues that most c- 
government projects ilail, so identifying the risks of' e-government l1lay stop c- 
governnicrit pro. iccts failing. Adequate risk assessment and managerriciiI proccdures 
may assist to avoid major risks, though sometimes I'ailures cannot he expected 
appropriately (Evangelidis and Macintosh, 2003)). 
Aichholzer (2003) argues that risks correlate with the complexity of a project. F- 
government projects have a broad scope, so risks can be found in variOLls areas, which 
may be related to social, technological or even political I'actors. Consequently, risk 
management in e-government should be viewed in a %cry Multidisciplinary and broad 
env i roil ment in order to have reasonably adequate positive effects (I 'vangel idis and 
Macintosh, 2003)). Abic cl til. (2004) argues that successful risk management leads to 
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enhanced sense of confidence in and safety of e-govemment services available to 
citizens. 
Evangelidis (2004) categorise the main risk factors that surround e-govemment 
projects into social, technical, economical, political and security risks. Kertesz (2003) 
classifies the risks of e-govemment as follows: 
8 Political risks that are related to the lack of political support. 
Organisational risks, which refers to work-process change within the 
organisation. such as resistance to change from employees and fear of new 
technology on part of employees, leading to delays in the implementation of a 
project. 
User risk, which refers to a low level of user acceptance of the new delivery 
method for services, which can lead to decrease all the benefits expected from 
the project of e-government. 
Technological risks that arise from the adoption of new technology to deliver 
government services. 
Vendor risks that arise from dealing with companies that provide the technology, 
where all of the hardware and most of the software required for e-govemment 
projects are outsourced from local or multinational vendors. 
Execution risks that associated with the implementation of the e-government 
project (lack of funding, shortage of skilled employees, exceeding the budget 
etc. ) 
2.6 Challenges to Government of E-Government 
The previous section focused mainly on the benefits of e-government. However, it can 
be said that although the e-goverrunent system has many benefits, it can also lead to 
new kinds of challenges (see sub-section: 2.6.1). Seifert and Peterson (2002, p. 203) 
claim that: 
"Despite the potential opportunities for the implementation of e-government 
initiatives, there are a number of challenges that couldprevent the realization of 
these anticipated benefits. " 
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However, e-govemment is a complex issue because the scope of e-government is very 
wide and interrelated with other areas. Wimmer and Traunmuller (2002) claim that e- 
government is a multidisciplinary and multidimensional area; it is not only about using 
the technology for delivery of government information and services; it also touches on 
and involves many other issues including political, administrative, social, economic 
and business aspects. Chandler and Emanuels (2002) claim that adopting an e- 
government system is a long-term challenge that touches on all aspects of government. 
In fact, the process of efficient delivery of electronic government services and 
information requires some changes in the role of officials and their relationships with 
government, businesses and citizens (Pacific Council on International Policy, 2002). 
Sharma (2004) argues that the implementation of e-government requires not only many 
changes at the government level but also at the cultural level. The challenge of a 
change of culture could be considered the greatest e-government challenge because it 
involves people and their attitudes. Consequently, governments in the information and 
communications technology age must deal with new ways of thinking and new kinds 
of difficulties. Riley (2001) argues that in evolutionary times, such as the current era, 
governments have to deal with new challenges related to adoption of new ways of 
thinking, innovations, new strategies and new structures. E-government involves new 
ways of accessing services, new ways of listening to citizens and communities, new 
ways of transacting business and new ways of organising and delivering information 
and services (Metaxiotis and Psarras, 2004). 
Backus (2001) divides the challenges of e-governance in developing countries into four 
groups as shown in the following table. However, the author of this thesis notes that 
this study is unique in that it classifies the challenges of e-government into political, 
economic, social and technological areas. It is also a comprehensive study giving a 
complete description and guidelines to points of challenges of e-government. 
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Table 2.10: Aspects of E-Governance Challenges in Developing Countries 
Dimension Sub-Dimension 
Political aspects Include strategies and policies, law and legislation, leadership, decision- 
making processes, funding issues, and political stability. 
Econornic aspects Include fundin,,, cost-savings, business models, and E-conimerce. 
Social aspects Include level of education, incorne, employment, literacy, Digital divide 
and IT skills. 
Technological aspects Related to infrastructure, sol'tware and hardware, sat'ety and security issues, 
maintenance, and IF skilled people. 
Although this study shows the challenges of' e-government in developing countries. 
these challenges also exist in developed countries, the differences lie onlý in tile degree 
ofthese challenges. A lack ot'nioney and kno\Nledge in most dcveloping countrics. as 
well as the wide gap bet"een developing and developed countries ill technological 
aspects, are factors \Nhich make the challenges of e-gmermilclit in developing 
countries much more complicated than in dcvelopcd oncs. Al MaktOLIIII (2001 ) notes 
that the technological issue is the greatest challenge standing betweell the ilia . ority of' 
developing and industrial countries. 
Thc challengcs of e-government system havc bcen catcgoriscd into various typcs. 
Chesi ei al. (2005) and Oreste ei al. (2005) argLie that challenges ol'c-goý, eriiiiieiii can 
be classified into technical, economical and social challcngcs. I lowever, Layne and 
Lee (2001 ) have discussed another type ot'cliallenge to e-governnicnt, vvilich they call 
the organisational challenge. 
Although many studies have discusscd the clialicngcs restricting e-government, there 
appears to be a complete lack of studies 66cusing oil the challenges ofe-government in 
the light ofthe stages ofan e-governinent system. For example. Layne and Lee (2001 ). 
from their observations and experience with e-government in the USA, have provided 
a unique study and discussed the challenges ofeach stage ol'an e-government system 
separately. Layne and Lee (2001 ) claim that challenges restricting c-government 
systems differ frorn one stage to another. They focused their study oil tile 
organisational and technical challenges ofeach stage ol'an e-government system. They 
came to the conclusion that e-governinent systerns could be divided into I'our stages, 
namely: (I ) cataloguing, (2) transaction. (3) vertical integration, (4) horizontal 
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integration. The characteristics and challenge(s) of each stage are classificd in Table 
1) below. 
Table 2.11: The Definition, Benefit(s) and Challenge(s) of each Stage of E-government 
Stage Characteristics Challenge(s) 
a The demands 1rom citizens and Hie technolooy that is used at 
businesses are some of tile most this stage is not complicated, 
important reasons pushing governments so the challenges will be 
Stagel: to move to this sta(, e. linlited. I ION%ever, these 
Cataloguing m Creating websites and making the challenges include resource 
oovernment int'Ormation and services allocation and maintainino of' 
, iýailable online. , website 
irilormation. 
Lnablinu the citizens to obtain limited 
ooýernment services and intorniation 
such as printing and down load ing florins 
in convenient ways and saving tile time 
and effort ot'both citizens and employees. 
After publishing the government Nvebsitc File challenges of' this staoe 
and realizin- the importance of' getting will increase in comparison 
government services and int'orination via " ith stage one. Fhcse 
the Internet, citizens, demands will challcriges include security 
Stage 2: increase tor more ell-icient and interactive issues and policý issues such 
Transaction oovernment services. as confidentiality and 
This sta,, e is the real beginning of' authentication. 
changim, tile nature of' interaction 
between people and their governincrits. 
Hiis stage enables citizens to complete 
their work electronicallý in convenient 
ýýays, whenever and wherever instead of' 
having to go to a specified agency or 
department. 
, I'his stage appears as a natural result after Although this stage may 
online transactions have become mature. provide more efficielicy, 
I lie purpose ol'this stage i's to concentrate conficlentiality and privacy 
Stage 3: Vertical oil transt'ormim, -overnment services and issues are still cliallenocs. 
integration. combining and integrating scattered Integration and automation of' 
svsterns at different levels. the systern leads to changes to 
the roles of'employees. 
This stage call be considered top of the 1 This sta e includes technical 9 int'ormation technolo" leadino to and management challenges. 
Stage 4: integration of government services for The main challenge fI acino aný ZI 
horizontal different functions horizontally. government reaching, this 
integration. stage is the conflict between 
databases across different 
Functions. 
However, there is a shortcoming in Layne and Lee's study because the practical 
implementation of an c-govcniment systern does not follo%N the theoretical frarne"ork 
as stages can be omitted, added to or combined (see section 3.6). 
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Timonen el ul. (2002) have provided a unique study that focused on the challenges 
faced by policy niakcrs in Ireland before their e-governincrit could move frorn 
provision of int-orniation and one-way communication (such as downloading forms) 
towards complete transaction capacity (see Figure 2.3). They clairn that although their 
study concentrated on the challenges facing e-government before it reaches its full 
potential (complete transaction capacity) in Ireland, policy makers in many other 
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Figure 2.3: Development of the Stages of E-government. Source: Tinionen el a/ (2002) 
As shown in the following table. Timoncn el al. (2002) claim that the benefits ofc- 
government include increased efficiency. paying more attention to custonler needs and 
desires and decreasing abuse of the systern. Their study concentrated oil and discusses 
in depth three challenges of e-government, these are rc-engineering tile processes of' 
internal government, accessibility to e-government services, and providing trust I'm the 
user ofonline services. 
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Table 2.12: Benefits and Challenges of E-Government. Source: Tinionen el al (2002). 
Benerits Challenges 
Efficiency Re-en!,, ineering processes 
" Reduced costs 0 Initial costs 
" Increased speed 0 Stalfre-skilling 
" Greater co-ordination a Possible re-location 
" Avoiding duplication Access 
Customer Imus 0 Ensuring equality of' 
" Services delivered where and when access 
needed 0 Material and knowledge 
" Resource and time savinos for resources 
customers. 0 Providing alternative 
('traditional') delivery 
Greater securitý reduced abuse of the systern channels 
" Clieckino information Confide nce in c-government 
against multiple data 0 Assuring users ofprivacy and 
" Complete control of data security 
by service user 0 Putting in place appropriate I 
sat'ety protocols. 
It can be claimed that the Study of' Timonen ei al. is a unique study as it puts the 
challenges and benefits ofe-government Into one frame and also considers the stages 
of' e-governinciit when t'OCLISIIlg Oli the cliallengcs of' c-govcrilnient. This studý has 
discussed the challenges of e-government in the light of the stagcs of' e-government 
systenis and concentrates on the challenges facing e-govo-nnicilt before it reaclics its 
full potential (complete transaction capacity). Thc author of' this thesis argucs that, in 
light of Table 2.12, Figure 2.3) can be modified and presented simply, as shown in 
Figure 2.4. This shows that there is no need to mention dit'llerent stages hel'ore e- 
government can reach complete transaction capacity because, 1`6 1 low I lig 
comprehensive literature review, specifically Baum and Di Maio (cited in Scifert and 
Petersen, 2002) and the Pro. ject of Iiit'()Dcv and The Ccntrc Ior Democracy & 
Technology (2002), c-gowri-imcnt pro. jects 111LISt 110t necessarily l'ollow all the stages 
progressively, bUt can skip stages either from the start or in the coursc of their 
development. It 1`611ows also that the stages of e-government arc not mutually 
dependent and none ol'thc stages necessarily depends or builds oil the cornpletion ol'a 
previous stage (see Section 33.6). Another shortcoming ofthe study ol"I'mionen ei al. is 
that it does not identi(v clearly the criterea of the stage posited bcl'()rc reaching 
complete transaction capacity. 
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Challenges of e-government before reaching complete transaction capacity 
Re-engineering 
processes Access Confidence in e-government 
Complete 
Transaction 
Figure 2.4: Challenges Facing E-government Before Reaching Complete Transaction Capacity 
I lowever. there arc niany challenges to e-government. some oftile most common and 
important e-government challenges are discussed from the following perspectives: 
0 The shortage of skilled IT \vorkers as \, xcll as the lack of technical staff is one 
of' the biggest challenges to e-governnicnt, this challenge could actually 
threaten the success ol'e-government (Brown, 2002). The study carried out by 
the University ol'Albany in New York revealed that 47 OLIt of'50 states reported 
a lack of' IT workers (National Centre flor Small Communities. 2001 ). The 
Pacific Council on International Policy (2002) argues that of ficials may' refuse 
the pro'lects of' e-government bccaLlse of' a lack of' human resources, poor 
economy and dillicultics in finding other Job opportun i tics-, in this l, cspcct 
developing countries may suffer more than developed countries. The leaders of' 
c-governinci-it projects must deal with these problems by Irving to ldciltliv the 
SOUrces of' resistance and adopting a plan to owrconic tlicill. llo\Nc\, cr. 
resistance to e-government pro. jects by officials may include the l'ollomng 
reasons: 
Fear that by adopting the e-government system theirJobs will be lost. 
Fear that the iicw technology will cause them problems in front of' 
others ifthey cannot use it correctly. 
.- Comparcd xvith the current systcrn. thcy 11car that ncNA, tcchnology NAIII 
lead to a loss of their power. 
., Fear that technology xvill cost them more \vork, I'M exampic, 
COIlStitLItional e-niail nILIst be answered. 
Belief that there is nothing to be gained by adopting new technology 
and nothing to be lost ifthis technology is refused. 
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Security and privacy challenges represent a big concern for Internet users. The 
World Markets Research Centre (2001) surveyed 2,288 government websites of 
196 nations and found that many government websites are unable to give 
citizens privacy and security policies. The survey shows that only 6% have the 
reassurance of visible privacy policies and only 3% have the privilege of a 
public security policy. 
A lack of funding is considered the biggest challenge to e-government. The 
results of the questionnaires distributed by National Association Counties 
(2000) revealed that the greatest challenge to moving a county's government 
services to the Internet is funding. 
Another challenge facing e-government is known as the 'digital divide', which 
means the digital divide between those with access to the Internet and online 
services and those without. Some people are unable to access the Internet for 
reasons that include a lack of income and a lack of knowledge. Konga (2002) 
pointed out that data from Statistics Canada shows that 78% of Internet users 
had an income of $60,000 (annual income), while 24 percent of users had less 
than an annual income of $20,000. So, it can be claimed that the level of 
income and the level of knowledge are an important factor affecting the 
percentage of Internet users and hence the success of an e-government system. 
Another challenging issue surrounding e-government is that there is a gap that 
needs to be bridged between expectations of government and citizens' 
awareness of e-govemment services (National Centre for Small Communities, 
2001). According to Hart-Teeter poll conducted for the Council for Excellence 
in Government, cited in the National Centre for Small Communities (2001), 
while 84% of government officials claim the Internet has improved their work 
and communication with citizens, only 29 percent of citizens and 37 percent of 
business leaders feel comfortable and familiar with e-government. 
* An e-government infrastructure is the set of tools that allow the implementation 
of e-government (e-government strategy and solutions team, IBM Public 
Sector, 2001). Basic infrastructure such as internal connections and 
telecommunication lines is a main requirement for e-government initiatives. 
One of the challenges that may face implementation of e-government, 
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especially for poor countries, is a lack of basic infrastructure (Bancrijee and 
Chau, 2004). 
Following a comprehensive literature review related to the challenges ofe-governillent 
system discussed in this section, two main points can be derived: (a) there is a lack of 
studies focusing on the challenges of e-government in the light of the stages of all e- 
government system, and (b) the challenges of e-governinent can be classified into 
political, economic, organisational, social and technological challenges (as shown in 
Figure: 2.5). 
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Figure 2.5: Types of Challenges of E-government 
2.6.1 Benefits/ Challenges of E-government 
As a result of the different challenges and benefits of' e-government that have been 
discussed in the previous sections. some points have emerged to confirill \Nllat has been 
discussed, i. e. that although an e-government system may have many benefits, it also 
leads to new kinds of challenges. The author of this thesis, 1101lowing tile 
comprehensive literature review, will focus only oil some of the contentious issues, 
these will include: money, employees and accessibility/digital divide, tile single point 
ofaccess/security and efficient relationship/gap between expectations and awareness. 
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M Money: Adopting an e-government system enables the government to deliver 
their services and information efficiently and cost-effectively, especially when 
the e-government system reaches its full potential. However, e-government 
systems can be extremely costly in different ways; for example, establishing an 
infrastructure (salellite, earth station, LAN) and training government workers to 
use the new technology efficiently. 
0 Employees: Although using new technology to deliver govermnent services 
electronically leads to a reduction in the number of government workers and 
saves money, this means that the e-government system would lead to many 
government workers losing their jobs, especially those not qualified to use the 
new technology; additionally, sometimes a government has to retrain their 
workers and train them to use the new technology efficiently, which leads to 
further costs. 
m Accessibility/digital divide: Although e-govermnent provides an opportunity to 
deliver government services in alternative and more sophisticated ways and 
allows a wide choice of delivery of government services, a new challenge called 
the digital divide will appear; this means the divide between those who can 
access the Internet and those who cannot. Some of the reasons behind an inability 
to access the Internet include a lack of knowledge, lack of money and the fact 
that some people have no desire to use the Internet for government services. 
m Single point of access/security: There is no doubt that one of greatest values of 
e-government is delivery of e-government services through a single point of 
access, as it leads to the integration of government services through different 
departments as well as providing citizens, businesses and government itself with 
the highest level of benefits. However, different challenges face reaching the 
delivery of government services through a single point of access. One of the 
greatest of these challenges is security and privacy; reaching this high level of 
delivery of government services involves a high level of need for security and 
privacy. 
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Efficiency - relationship/gap between expectations and awareness: It is clear 
that e-government leads to an increase in interactivity and improves the 
relationship between government and citizens, through allowing citizens to 
receive quicker, more convenient services from a more responsive and informed 
government. However, before reaching this benefit, there is a gap between the 
expectations of government to reach high levels of interactivity with citizens 
online, and citizens' awareness of the importance and benefits of e-government, 
that needs to be bridged. 
2.7 Models of the Stages of E-government 
A comprehensive literature review reveals that there are various models of the stages 
of e-government such as Heath (2000), Adam et aL (2003) and Eyob (2004). Yang and 
Paul (2005) argue that the level of developmental stages of e-govemment reached by 
different governments may vary according to differences in human resources and 
financial conditions. Different models of the stages of e-government can be viewed 
from a perspective that focuses on aspects of development, i. e. providing 
communication facilities and fully realising the integration of government systems . III 
(Wimmer et al. 2002, cited in Ebrahim et al. 2003). However, this section aims to 
classify different models of the stages of e-goverriment system based on the number of 
stages suggested by each model. 
The various models of the stages of e-government, based on the number of stages and 
their perceptions, can be seen in Table 2.13. As a result, a brief analysis of different 
models of the stages of e-govermnent systems will be provided. 
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Table 2.13: Different Classifications of the Stages of E-government 
Stage Perception Reference 
Stag, c 1: publish: Ainis onlý to make information abont actikitics ot'gokenimcm available online. 
Sttýiýw 2: intcract: Fnables citi/ens to hake simple interactions \kith their goNernincias such it,., sending c-mail and 
participating in "chat roorns" oil specific policý questions. I lo\kard. 2001 
Stake 3: transact: Pro\ides citi/cns N%ith t'ull berict-its from transaction-, oker the Internet. such as appl\ing for 
progranis and scr\ ices. purchasing license,, and perillits. etc. 
Slake 1: itil'ormation Ocli\crý of' gmcniment scr%iccs online. Ollc-\kaý communication hcI\kccn gmerlilliclit and 
citi/ell's. ChandlCr and 
Slage 2: interaction: I. cads to simple interaction bet\keen citi/ciis and governments. 1.111antiels. 
Staý,, e 3: transaction: Scr\ ices that enable transaction,, ot'\alue between citi/ens and Lo\ crimicni. 2002 
Stage 4: integration: Leads to integration ot',., cr\ iccý, across the agencies and departments of'go\ eminent. 
Sta eI: presence: al intorination about w\ cninicni. mailable oil line \% ithout am interaction. Geller, Baum and Di 
e 2: interaction: Pro\ ides limited interaction. e. g. down- loading forms and responses to simple question', Maio. 
Sitwe 3: transaction I)t-o\ ides a Ickel ot'intcractiý itý higher than at the . "ccond stage. 
2000, cited in. 
Stage 4: transf'ormation I acilitatcs the integration of' go\crilincin itil'ormation bct\%ccn dillerent lc\cls of' agencic', and SCilCrt and 
departments. 1'elci-,, cii, 2002 
Slage 1: posting Dcli\ers general information \ia \kcbsitc lorone-\kaý communication. 
itil'orination: 
Sta3ze 2: t%% 0 \kit\ ýkchsites enable t\%o-\NaN communications \\here lint-nis and inforillatioll (ILIcrics can he dealt \61h 
communication: oil Ii lie. Atallah. 2001 
Sfage3: exchange of Websites enable cwhange of' kalue to be adopted \khcrc agencies of' gmcrilincilit can interact 
kalue: dircctlý \N ith clients online. 
Stagt, 4: integrated Ranges ol'&mernment services kkill be integrated bý portal reliance being oil needs and l'unctions 
scrý ices & exchani" not )it departments. 
sfak, e 1: intormation. Establishment of' gmernment \kcbsites that make gmcniment scr%iccs and information a\ailahlc 
Online. I lie 1,01,11lat ol'the %\Cbsitc at this stage \\oil](] look like a brochure oi it leaflet. 
Slafý, e 2. - interaction: 1: , 11"IbIcs the public (citi/ells and businesses) to hakc some 
interaction \kilh then- go\cninicin', \ia 
the Internet, ['or cunipic: domiloading forms and documents and asking LlUCstiOllS through c-mail. I lack us. 200 1 
Stm,, e 3: transaction: Leads to enabling the public to make complete transactions. such as rciick%al ol'ki,, as, license., Mid 
passports online \%ithOLIt the need to go to in oil-ice. 
Slag, e 4. - transibrination: Leads to integration of' all information sýstcms and enable,, the public to obtain gmernment 
'single point. sm ices Froin one 
Slage/ calaloguing. - Creating \%cbsites and making the gokcrimient information and scr\ ices akailabIc online. , 
Stage 2. Iransuciion: I'llis stm"C enables citizens to interact \Nith their gokcrnnicnt,, and complete then \\oik 
elcctronicallý in comenicnt \kay, \%Iiciic\cr and \\Ilcj-ckci-. Laý lie and Lcc 
Sla-ge J. - verficol I'his stage concentrates oil integrating ol'scattered systems at dillercin, lckcls. (2001) 
mleLwafion. 
St(15"C 4: horLowal I his stage focuses oil integration go\ eminent , cr\ ices tor dillerent l'unctions hori/onta IIý, 
I nlei,, rah oil. 
Sla. j., e /: ernerginit,,: Creating it government \%cbsite \kith limited, basic and static information. 
Stag, e 2: enhanced: I 1pdating itil'ormation \ý ith greater regularity. 
Staý,, c 3: iiitcracti\c: Pro\ides users kkith reasonable lc\cls of' interaction enabling them to domiload lorms and contact I nitcd Nalioný 
offilcials. I WITA 
Slage 4: transactional I nables users to complete transaction!, Stich as obtaining kisas. licenses. passports. birth and death (2002) 
records. etc. oil line sale]\ and scctjrel\. 
Slage 5: scaniless or I)ro\ ides ser\ ices across administrali\ c and departmental lilies \k ith the highest level ol'integration. 
Fully intcý,, ratecl 
Stak, e 1. int'ormation Creates \\ebsitcs bý departments and agencies. Olic-kkaý Conlin ull icat ion. 
Sitwe 2: 'ollicial' t\\o- Enables customers to hake electronic interaction %kith gokernment services such as renc\61g. 
%ka\ transactions: tcic\ ision licenses and pit) in&, parking tickets. 
Sla. sy 3: multi-purpose Fnables customers to obtain gokernment sm ices and infinrination 1rom it single point. I )cloiuc 
portals: research 
Slage 4: Portal I)roý ide customers \\ ith opportunities to customize portals according to their needs. (2000) 
personalization: 
Stage 5. - clustering of As a result of'portals becoming stronger. indi\idual gowniment departments \kill disappear \kllcrc 
common services, gowl-nnicilt \\ill seek to gather common scr\ ices to htjrrý the process ot'clclikcrý. 
Sta e 6. Cull integration At this stage. some gowl-nment departments %kill disappear other, \kill appear: "Onie klcpaltnlClW,, 
and enterpris kk ill keep the same names but become entire]\ dillercm internal[\. 
transt'orination: 
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As a result of the above classifications of different models of the stages of e- 
government, the following points should be noted: 
0 The specified approach of stages of e-government systems has not been agreed 
among scholars, nor has there been agreement on the number of stages required 
for an e-govermnent system. However, the stages required by an e-govemment 
system have been classified into three, four, five or six stages. 
0 Although scholars have called stage one of e-govemment systems by different 
names, i. e. information, publishing, information publishing/dissemination and 
emerging, they agree as to the purpose of this stage: that it makes government 
services and information available online without any interaction. 
Although scholars have called the last stage of e-government systems by 
different names, i. e. integration, transaction, full integration, enterprise 
transformation and seamless or fully integrated, they agree as to the purpose of 
this stage: that it leads to integrated government services and information from a 
single point of access. 
0 Almost all models mention the transaction stage of the e-government system. As 
can be derived from the different models shown above, regarding the transaction 
stage (see Table 2.13), scholars almost all agree on the purpose of this stage, i. e. 
that it leads to enabling the public to make complete transactions, such as 
renewal of visas, licenses and passports online. The transaction stage should 
provide a level of interactivity much higher than at the initial stages, such as 
information and interaction. The maximum benefit of these initial stages is the 
downloading forms. The comprehensive literature review reveals that there are 
only a few studies, such as those of Adam et al. (2003), Layne and Lee (2001) 
and Ebrahim et al. (2003), that provide general information regarding the 
transaction stage of an e-government system; but there is in fact still a surprising 
lack of detail regarding the transaction stage. 
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2.8 The Transaction Stage of E-government Systems 
Based on the above discussion, it can be claimed that the process of implementing an 
e-government system passes through different stages until it reaches its highest 
potential stage, which is the integration of government information and services in 
different departments, for different functions and at different levels of the government 
system, enabling customers to obtain government services and information online from 
a single point of access. The transaction stage of an e-government system can be 
considered to be one of the most important stages in the implementation of any e- 
government system because it leads to enabling customers to carry out complete 
transactions, such as renewal of visas, licenses, and passports online. It could therefore, 
be claimed that this stage might be the target of government organisations setting up an 
e-government system (see Section 3.3). 
2.8.1 Absence of Theoretical Models of Challenges Facing Reaching the 
Transaction Stage of E-government 
There is no doubt that reaching the transactional stage of an e-government system is 
not easy because at this stage the customers (citizens, businesses and public 
administrations) should be able to implement a complete transaction with specified 
government organisations electronically. Because this stage represents a high level of 
interactivity between government organisations and customers, it requires, according to 
Layne and Lee (2001) and Ebrahim et al. (2003): (a) a high level of privacy and 
security of personal data to be provided as part of obtaining government services, 
because at this stage the organisational. system, such as the application servers and 
databases, can be accessed directly by the public via the Internet; (b) the upgrading 
and re-engineering of the internal business process and structure of the organisation 
before implementation of this stage; and (c) since this stage gives customers access to 
the back-office of an organisation to complete the transaction processing, organisation 
administration should train their workers to deal with new ways of implementing 
procedures and management more efficiently, such as using electronic receipts and 
digital signatures. 
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However, according to the previous discussion regarding challenges to e-govemment 
systems (see section 2.6) and models of the stages of e-goverriment (see section 2.7), 
three main issues can be derived: (a) there is a lack of studies focusing on the 
challenges of e-government in the light of the stages of an e-government system. 
Although a unique study was provided by Timonen et aL (2002), which focused on 
challenges faced by policy makers in Ireland before the e-government could move 
from provision of information and one-way communication (such as downloading 
forms) towards complete transaction capacity (see Figure 2.3), there is an absence of 
theoretical models that focus on different challenges (specifically technical and 
organisational) after reaching the transaction stage of an e-government system. 
Moreover, there is a lack of studies that focus on identification of the importance, 
categorisation, and presentation of strategies for overcoming these technical and 
organisational challenges. (b) The challenges of e-government can be classified into 
political, economic, organisational, social and technological challenges. The author of 
this thesis argues that these various types of challenges might be faced when reaching 
the transaction stage of e-government. And (c) although there are many studies that 
provide a perception of the transaction stage of e-government systems (see Table 2.13), 
there are extremely few in the literature that discuss this stage in detail. There is a 
surprising lack of detail regarding the transaction stage, i. e. its location among different 
models of the stages of e-government, its importance and the need of government 
organisations to reach it, its scope of implementation and the criteria identifying 
government organisations reaching this stage. 
2.9 The Relationship Between the Stages, the Types of Online Services and the 
Benefits of E-Government 
According to Aichholzer and Schmutzer (1999), cited in Dridi et d (2001) services 
that can be provided by government electronically can be divided into three categories 
(as shown in Figure 2.6) namely: information, communication, and transaction services 
(see Section 1.2). 
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Services that can be provided 
by government electronically 
(Aichholzer and Schmutzer ( 1999). 
cited in Dridi tt al (2001 )1 
Infonnation that Communication that transaction services 
Enables the allows interaction that represent a high 
Citizens to obtain 
between government level of interactivity 
goveniment and their citizens. between government 
information online. and citizens. 
Figure 2.6: Týpcs of Government Services Online 
As a result ofthe above classifications ofthe stages ofc-government, tile author ofthis 
thesis notes that regardless of the narnes of the e-government stages. there is - Lis 
shown in 'Fable 2.14 below -a relationship between them, regarding the types ofonline 
services and the benefits to the public (citizens and businesses). 
Table 2.14: The Relationship Bet"cen the Stages of E-Cmernment, the Types of Online Services 
and the Benefits to Citizens and Rosinesses 
Level of the stages of 
e-government The type of service Benefit levels 
maturity 
Information services, static inf'ormation, onc-wav 
communication. Information services meet the 
Staý, e I requirements of the first stage of e-government where The benefit is low 
the purpose of government is only to present static 
information and services online. The benefits of this 
sta,, e for both citizens and busincsses are limited. 
Communication services meet interaction or two-way 
communication stage. The main purpose of The benefit is medium 
Stage 2,3, or even 4 government at this stage is to obtain at least simple 
interaction online with its citizens and businesses. 
The benefits of an e-governnient system will 
increase. 
Transaction services that lead to enabling customers 
to complete transactions with agencies online such as 
renewal of visas, licenses and passports as well as 
transaction services allowing integration of 
Final stages government services and enable citizens to access The benefit is high. 
government services front a single point. The benefits 
1'rorn e-government at this stage will be at the highest 
level. This services meets transaction and integration 
sta-es ofe-overnment system. 
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However, as a result of the above table, the author of this thesis notes that there is a 
positive correlation between the level of the stages of e-government and the benefit 
levels of e-government. Higher levels of the stages of e-government maturity lead to 
higher benefit levels of e-government. 
2.10 Conclusions 
This chapter focused on reviewing normative literature to identify research issues. In 
doing so, the author of this thesis discussed the various issues related to e-government; 
firstly, by giving a brief history of the emergence of e-government. Secondly, the 
definition of e-government was given; however, the author of this thesis concluded that 
any definition of e-govemment is debatable since there is no specified definition 
among scholars. The reasons for this were discussed and the main characteristics of 
definitions of e-government concluded. Thirdly, motivations for e-govemment were 
classified into change of traditional government method for delivery of services, 
technological, economic and social forces. Fourthly, benefits, costs and risks of e- 
government were discussed and the benefits of e-government were categorised into 
citizens' benefits, government benefits and business benefits. Fifthly, challenges to e- 
government were discussed. As result, some of the arguable issues including money, 
employees, accessibility/digital divide, the single point of access/security and efficient 
relationship/gap between expectations and awareness, are discussed to confirm that 
although an e-goverriment system may have many benefits, it also leads to new kinds 
of challenges. Finally, the author of this thesis found that there was no specified 
approach for stages of e-govemment systems, and furthermore there is a relationship 
between the stages, type of online services and benefits of e-goverm-nent. Higher levels 
of the stages of e-government maturity lead to higher benefit levels of e-government. 
Discussion of the challenges of e-govemment and models of the stages of e- 
government led to the identification of research issues that should be considered. 
Consequently, three important issues derived from the literature review were presented 
in this chapter. The first issue is that the process of implementing an e-government 
system passes through different stages. The transaction stage of an e-government 
system can be considered one of the most important stages of the implementation of 
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any e-government, because it leads to enabling the public to make complete 
transactions online. Therefore, government organisations might seek to reach this 
stage. The second issue is that very few studies have focused on the transaction stage 
of an e-government system nor provided a detailed description of the issues related to 
this stage, i. e. its location among different models of the stages of e-government, its 
importance and the need of government organisations to reach it, its scope of 
implementation, and criteria identifying when government organisations reach this 
stage. The third issue is that political, technical, economic, social and/or organisational 
issues are various challenges that may be faced when attempting to reach the 
transaction stage of an e-government system. There is an absence of theoretical models 
for different challenges (specifically technical and organisational) that are faced when 
reaching the transaction stage of an e-government system; there is also a lack of studies 
that focus on the identification of the importance, the categorisation and presentation of 
the strategies for overcoming the technical and organisational challenges faced when 
reaching the transaction stage of e-government systems. These research issues came 
from the literature review presented in this chapter and are taken into account in 
Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3: Framework 
Summary 
This chapter focuses on the investigation of the research issues derived from Chapter 2. 
It seeks mainly to: (a) clarify the confusion surrounding the transaction stage of an e- 
government system, (b) develop a framework for this dissertation, and (c) develop a 
conceptual model of technical and organisational. challenges facing transactional e- 
government systems. 
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3.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter focused on issues related to e-government, including: definition, 
benefits, challenges, level of e-government maturity and motivations for e-government. 
The main research issues, derived from chapter 2, are that: (a) to reach a transactional 
e-government, government organisations face various challenges. These challenges 
could be political, economic, social, organisational and/or technical; (b) there is an 
absence of theoretical models for different challenges (specifically technical and 
organisational) that are faced when reaching the transaction stage of an e-govemment 
system as well as a lack of studies that focus on the identification of the importance, 
categorisation and presentation of the strategies for overcoming of technical and 
organisational challenges faced in reaching the transactional stage of an e-goverriment 
system and (c) there is a surprising lack of detail regarding the transaction stage in the 
literature i. e. its location among different models of the stages of e-government, its 
importance and the need of government organisations to reach it, its scope of 
implementation and criteria identifying when government organisations reach this 
stage. 
Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is: (a) to attempt to clarify the confusion 
surrounding the transactional stage of an e-govermnent system, (b) to develop a 
framework for this dissertation, and (c) to develop a conceptual model of technical and 
organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government system. In doing so, this 
chapter will focus on: (a) analysis of different models of the stages of e-government; 
(b) a description of the importance of the transaction stage and the need for 
government organisations to reach this stage; (c) development of a clear perception of 
the transaction stage that adds a characteristic that has been missed by most scholars 
who have provided various perceptions of the transaction stage of an e-government 
system, and identification of the scope of implementation of different stages of e- 
government; (d) discussion of the criteria involved in identifying the transaction stage, 
criteria that could be used by decision-makers to measure progress towards 
implementing an e-govenunent system insýde government organisations; (e) 
development of a framework for this research; (f) a conceptual model of technical and 
organisqtional challenges facing transactional e-government systems will be proposed; 
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(g) a brief description of technical and organisational challenges, included in the 
proposed conceptual model, facing a transactional e-government system will be 
provided; and finally (h) the strategies for overcoming each technical and 
organisational challenge, identified in the proposed conceptual model, will be 
suggested. 
3.2 Analysis of Different Models of the Stages of E-government: 
Different models of the stages of an e-government system were discussed briefly in 
Chapter 2 (see Section 2.7). A comprehensive literature review (Adam et al. 2003; 
Ebrahim et al. 2003; Heath, 2000) reveals that there are many models of the stages of 
an e-government system. Most of these models have divided e-government systems 
into four stages and the justification for this will be discussed in a later in sub-section 
3.2.2. However, it is not possible to present and analyse all models of the stages of e- 
government, it should, therefore, be noted that the different models of the stages of e- 
government presented and analysed in this section have already been discussed briefly 
in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.7) and chosen (as sample) because they represent different 
models of the stages of an e-government, i. e. three, four, five and six stages. This 
section aims mainly to explore the existence and location of the transaction stage 
within different models of the stages of e-government; therefore, different models of 
the stages of e-government system will be presented and analysed. 
However, there is much debate among researchers as to the number of stages that an e- 
government system goes through. Some, such as Howard (2001), believe that only 
three stages are necessary to implement an e-government system while others believe 
four, five or even six stages are required. Therefore, various models will be (as 
mentioned earlier) classified according to the number of stages, i. e. 3,4,5, and 6, and 
analysed to identify and locate the transaction stage within the different models. A 
table will be created for each model and these will be divided into three columns as 
follows: 1) the names and number of stages, 2) the perspective of the author of each 
stage, 3) references. At the end of the section the results of the analysis of this 
information will be provided, which means that the existence and location of the 
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transaction stage within the various models of the stages of e-government will be 
clarified (see section 3.2.2). 
3.2.1 Evaluating Models of the Stages of E-government 
3.2.1.1 The Three-Stage Model of an E-government System 
Howard (2001 ) provided one of' the pioneer StUdics that divided the stages of all e- 
government systern into three. namely: publication. interaction, and transaction (see 
Table 3.1) below. 
Table 3.1: The Three-Stage Model of an E-government System 
Stage Perception Reference 
Stage 1: publication: Ainis only to make information about activities of' 
government available online. 
Stage 2: interaction: Enables citizens to have simple interactions with their 
oovernments such as sending e-mail and participating 
in "chat rooms- on specific policy questions. II oward, 200 1 
Stage 3: transaction: Provides citizens with Full benct-its from transactions 
over the Internet, such as applying Im programs and 
services, purchasing licenses and permits, etc. 
Table 3.1 above shows that tile perceptions ofthis three-stagc systeill arc similar to tile 
perception of the first three stages that are provided by most authors - including 
Chandler and FrnaIILICIS (2002), BaUrn and Di Maio (2000, cited in Scillert and 
Petersen. 2002) and Backus (2001 ), all ofvd-iich divide e-govcrimient systcrils into I, our 
or more stages (see tour stage model belov, ). Table 3.1 also sho\As that tile interaction 
and transaction stages have been classified as the second and third stages rcspectively 
in three- and most fOUr-stage models. Although the first stage has been given various 
names such as information, publication and presence. there is almost agreement arriong 
the scholars, such as tlo\, \ard (2001 ) and Atallab (2001 ), as to tile purpose of this stage, 
i. e. that it makes government services and information available online without any 
interaction. 
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However, there is a shortcoming in Howard's (2001) study which divides e- 
government systems into three stages ignoring the integration stage even though this 
can, from the perspective of the author of this thesis, be considered as a very important 
part of any e-government system since, as discussed earlier, the integration stage leads 
to the facilitation of the integration of government information between different levels 
of agencies and departments and enables the customers to obtain government services 
from one single point. However, although the integration stage of e-government has 
been given different names, including transformation, almost all scholars of e- 
government, such as Chandler and Emanuels (2002) and Backus (2001), who divide e- 
government systems into four, five or six stage models have included it as one of their 
stages. 
3.2.1.2 Four Stage Model of an E-government System 
Many studies - as shown in table 3.2 - have divided e-government into four stages. 
Table 3.2 below shows that almost all authors - there are a few exceptions such as 
Layne and Lee (2001) and Atallab (2001) - divide e-government into four stages, 
including stage two 'interaction' and stage three 'transaction', and almost all agree on 
the perception of these stages. This implies the importance of these stages, i. e. 
interaction and transaction, because the interaction stage means providing limited and 
simple interaction with government information and services online with the ability to 
download forms and documents and ask questions via e-mail. The interaction stage is 
seen as a bridge between the information and transaction stages, and the transaction 
stage as that allowing the customers (citizens, businesses and public administrations) to 
complete full transactions with government services such as renewing visas, licenses 
and passports etc. online. 
It should be noted that Layne and Lee (2001) do not mention the interaction stage, 
instead, they move directly to the transaction stage because, as can be seen from their 
perspective regarding the transaction stage (see Table 3.2), they have embedded the 
function of the interaction stage (as have different researchers of e-government such as 
Chandler and Emanuels, 2002 and Backus 2001), into the perspective of the transaction 
stage. Layne and Lee (2001) argue that the vertical integration stage concentrates on 
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transforming government services and combining and integrating scattered systems at 
different levels, whilst the horizontal integration stage can be considered as the top of 
the information technology leading to integration of government services for different 
functions horizontally. However, Layne and Lee (2001) have provided a unique 
contribution to the division of the stages of e-govemment by dividing the integration 
stage into vertical and horizontal integration, where they differentiated between 
integration of systems at different levels and services for different functions. 
Atallab (2001) calls stage two a 'two-way communication', which is similar in its 
purpose to the interaction stage that enables customers (citizens, businesses and public 
administrations) to carry out simple interactions with government services and 
information online, such as downloading forms and documents and asking questions 
through e-mail. Atallab (2001) also calls stage three the 'exchange of value' stage 
which means that websites enable an exchange of value to take place as government 
agencies interact directly with customers electronically, including recording and 
storing sensitive information. However, the 'exchange value' stage is similar in its 
purpose to the so-called 'transaction' stage, which enables customers to exchange 
values and carry out transactions with government agencies online. 
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Table 3.2: The Four-stage Model of an E-government System 
Stage Perception Reference 
Sta,, e 1: information Delivery of ooýcniment service,., online. One-way 
communication between government and citizens. 
Stage 2: interaction: Leads to simple interaction between citizens and Chandler and 
(Yovernments. Ernanuels, 2002 
Stage 3: transaction: Transaction stage enables transactions of value 
between citizens and government. 
Stage 4: integration: Leads to inteoration of services across the agencies 
and departments ofoovernnicnt. 
Staoe I: presence: General information about government available on- 
line without aný interaction. 
Stage 2: interaction: Provides limited interaction, e. g. downloading flornis Bauni and Di 
and responses to simple questions. Maio. 
Stage 3: transaction: Enables customers to complete tasks such as license 2000, cited in, 
renewals and paý in,, fees electronically at any tinie of 'Scifert and 
the dav or niolit. Petersen, 2002 
Staoe 4: trans format ion Facilitates the integration of' government information 
between diff'erent levels ofagencies and departments. 
Staoe I posting Delivers ocneral information via website of' one-way 
information: Communication. 
Stage 2: two-way Fnables two-way communication where forms and 
communication: information queries can be dealt with online. 
Stage3: exchange of Friables exchange of value to be adopted where 
value: agencies of government can interact directly Will) Atal lah, 200 1 
clients online. 
Stage4: integrated Ranges of' government services will be integrated b,, 
services & exchanges portal reliance being on needs and functions not on 
departments. 
Stage 1: inflorination: Establishment of' government websites that make 
oovernment services and iril'orniation available online. 
Fhe format ol'the website at this stage Would look like 
a brochure or a leaflet. 
Stage 2: interaction: Enables the public (citizens and businesses) to have Ilacku. s, 2001 
sorne interaction "ith their ý-, overnrncnls via the 
internet. for example: domiloadino forms and 
documents and asking- questions through e-Illail. 
Stage 3: transaction: Leads to public abilitý to make complete transactions, 
such as renewal ot'visas, licenses and passports online 
without the need to oo to ail 011-1ce. 
Stage 4: transformation: Leads to integration of all inflormation systems and 
enables tile public to obtain govcniment services Croril 
one single point. 
Stage I: Cataloguing: Creating websites and makino the governincrit 
information and services available online. 
Stage 2: Transaction: Enables citizens to interact with their governments 
and complete their work clectronically in convenient Layne and Lee 
ways, whencver and Micrever. (2001) 
Stage 3: Vertical Concentrates oil integration of' scattered systerns at 
integration. different levels. 
Stage 4: horizontal Focuses oil integration of' government services t1or 
integration. different Functions horizontally. 
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3.2.1.3 The Five- and Six-Stage Models of an E-government System 
A few studies have divided e-governnicnt systems into five and six stages. Table 3.3 
below shows that a report prepared by the United Nations (Division t'or Public 
Economics and Public Administration) divides e-government into tive stages (United 
Nations - DPI, 'PA, 2002). It splits the stages between the first and final stage into 
three. This study added an enhanced stage between the emerging stage (stage one) and 
the interactive stage (stage three). The author of' this thesis argues that the enhanced 
stage, as can be seen fi-orn its perception in Table 3.3, can be embedded or 
encompassed into stage one because, based on its I, Linction, which is that of updating 
information, it does not include any interactive functions and the Upgrading of' 
iril'ormation can be done NAithin stage I (emerging), since its role is to create a 
government wcbsite with limited, basic and static int'Ormation. It should be noted that 
the transaction stage arises in this model as stage 4. 
Table 3.3: The Five- and Six-Stage Model of an F-government System 
Stage Perception Reference 
Stage 1: enlerginp: Creating a government \ýcbsite with limited, basic 
and static intormation. 
Stage 2: enhanced: Updating information with greater rcoularity. I 
Stage 3: interactive: Provides users with reasonable levels of' interaction 
enablino theill to domiload forms and contact Unitcd Nations 
officials. DPLIPA, 2002 
Stage 4: transactional ZI Enables users to complete transactions such as 
obtaining visas, licenses, passports, birth and death 
records, etc. on line safely and securely. 
Stage 5: searnless or fully Provides services across administrative and 
integrated departmental lines with the highest level of' 
integration. 
Stage 1: information Creates \Aebsites by departments and agencies. 
publishing/dissernination: One-way communication. 
Stage 2: 'official' two- Enables electronic interaction with government 
way transactions: services such as renewing television licenses and 
paying parking tickets. 
Stage 3: inulti-purpose F'riables customers to obtain government services 
portals: and information from a single point. Deloitte research 
Stage 4: portal Provides customers with opportunities to custornize (2000) 
personalization: portals according to their needs. 
Stage 5: clustering ot As a result of portals bcconlino stronger, individual 
common services: government departments will disappear since 
governments will seek to gather common services 
to hurry the process ot'delivery. 
Stage 6: full integration At this staoe, sorne government departments will 
and enterprise disappear others will appear. some departments 
trail sformat ion: will keep the sarne names but become entirely 
different internally. 
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The Deloitte Research (2000) divides e-government into six stages (as shown in Table 
3.3 above). Even though it has the role of joining or linking the information and 
transaction stages, the Deloitte Research (2000) does not mention the interaction stage 
but moves directly to the transaction stage from stage one (information). It should also 
be noted that from stage three to stage five, the Deloitte Research (2000) focuses on 
delivery of government services from a single point by using a portal which provides a 
full range of services and enables customers easy and single access to government 
services, without the need to know which agency is responsible for which service. 
Eyob (2004) has collapsed stages 3,4 and 5 of this model into 'portal for government 
services'. The author of this thesis argues that this might refer to the fact that stages 3, 
4 and 5 provided within this model (six-stage model) have similar functions, so they 
could be embedded or encompassed into one stage. Since the above analysis of five- 
and six-stage models shows that some stages can be encompassed into other stages of 
e-government, the author of this thesis argues that, from the theoretical perspective, the 
four-stage model might be closest to reality (see sub-section 3.2.2). 
3.2.2 Results of the Analysis of Different Models of the Stages of E-government 
The above analysis of the different models of the stages of e-government shows that a 
specific approach to the stages of e-government systems has not been agreed between 
the researchers, neither has there been an agreement on the number of stages required 
for an e-government system, since they have been classified into either three, four, five 
or six stages. The author of this thesis claims that this argument between the 
researchers on the number of stages of e-government might refer to the fact that most 
of these classifications of the stages of e-government - such as that of Layne and Lee, 
(2001) - depend on theoretical perspectives. It is also evident from analysis of different 
models of the stages of e-government that most studies have classified e-government 
into four stages, although, as previously shown, some studies have classified e- 
government into three, five and six stages. It would appear that, theoretically, the four 
stage model of e-government is the nearest to reality, since the three-stage model leads 
to the ignoring of the interaction, transaction or integration stages. The author of this 
thesis argues that it is not possible to ignore these stages due to their importance; they 
are, in fact, included in almost all studies. The interaction stage is also important 
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because of its role as a bridge between the information and transaction stages. 
Choosing the five- or six-stage model could lead to the addition of new stages that 
could be embedded into other stages of e-government (see discussion of five-stage 
model above). In fact, the practical implementation of an e-government system does 
not follow the theoretical framework as stages can be omitted, added to or combined 
(see Section 3.6). 
Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 2 (see section 2.7), different models of the stages 
of e-govemment show that there is almost a consensus that the first stage of an e- 
government system aims to create a static website that contains information and 
services of e-government without interaction. However, this first stage has been given 
different names including 'information', 'presence' and 'emerging'. It should also be 
noted that there is almost total agreement on the main purpose of the final stage, that is, 
to integrate government information and services between different departments, 
functions and levels of the government system to enable citizens to obtain government 
services and information online from a single point of access. The final stage of e- 
government has also been given different names such as 'transformation' and 
'integration'. Finally, the different models of the stages of e-government show that 
there remains an argument among researchers of e-government systems on the 
perception and number of stages that arise between the first and final stages. 
However, different models of the stages of e-government also reveal that firstly, as 
discussed earlier (see section 2.7) almost all models mention the transaction stage of e- 
government systems (see section 3.3); and secondly, the transaction stage of e- 
government (the focus of this research) usually arises between the first and the final 
stages of an e-government system, except within the three-stage model where the 
transaction stage appears as the final stage. The transaction stage almost always arises 
as the third stage before integration (final stage); it rarely arises as a second or fourth 
stage (see section 3.4). Even within different models of the stages of e-govemment, the 
transaction stage of an e-governnient system is almost always called the transaction 
stage, except for a few models, such as the six-stage model, where it is called 
6 'official' two-way transactions'. 
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3.3 The Importance of the Transaction Stage of E-government 
As mentioned in section 2.7, previous analysis of different models of the stages of e- 
government systems show that almost all models mention the transaction stage. This 
indicates the importance of this stage. A similar conclusion was reached by (Ebrahim 
et al. 2003). 
However, the importance of the transaction stage of e-government comes from its 
impact on implementing e-government systems. The roles of the initial stages, such as 
information and interaction (see section 3.2), are only to reduce the need for resources 
to inform customers (citizens, businesses, public administrations). They provide 
limited improvement in their satisfaction levels (Adam et al. 2003). The maximum 
benefit of these initial stages lies in the capacity to download forms. These initial 
stages enable one-way communication 'push e-government' where government 
information is pushed by government organisations to be available to customers online. 
The transaction stage, on the other hand, enables two-way communication 'push/pull e- 
government' where government services are pushed by government organisations to be 
available to customers online and data can be pulled from customers online. Thus the 
transaction stage enables customers to carry out complete transactions such as 
renewing visa and paying bills with specified government organisations safely online. 
Chapter 2 (Table 2.13) reveals that the transaction stage provides the high benefit of an 
e-government system where this stage leads to enabling the customer to complete 
transactions, such as renewal of visas, licenses, and passports online. The transaction 
stage can be considered to be the highest level of maturity of an e-government system 
inside government organisations; the scope of implementation of all stages until e- 
government reaches the transaction stage (see section 3.4), because, as shown in the 
previous paragraph, the transaction stage leads to a high level of interactivity between 
government organisations and customers. The transaction stage could lead to abolition 
of entire services and their processes; this has the great possibility of reducing both 
cost and time. The transaction stage could help public administrations to increase 
efficiency and lower costs (Adam et al. 2003). 
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As mentioned earlier (see sub-section 3.2.2), the transaction stage almost always arises 
as a third stage before integration (final stage), so it can be considered as an 
introduction to the integration stage whereby each government organisation can reach 
the highest level of interactivity with its customers. Thus the process of transformation 
to the integration stage that leads to integration of services across different agencies 
and departments of government will be easier, quicker and more efficient because at 
the transaction stage (as mentioned earlier) different government organisations are 
supposed to reach the highest level of maturity of an e-government system inside 
government organisations. 
Consequently, it can be said that government organisations might seek to reach the 
transactional stage of an e-govemment system for several reasons, including saving 
time, effort and cost of delivery of services, by increasing the efficiency of internal 
government processes as well as making the delivery of external services quicker and 
enabling customers to implement a complete transaction electronically. 
3.4 Analysis of Different Perceptions of the Transaction Stage of E-government 
Analysis of different models of the stages of e-government systems (see section 3.2 
above) shows that the transaction stage is classified into various locations within 
different models of e-government maturity. Most models have classified the 
transaction stage as the third, regardless of the number of stages (see Table 3.4 below), 
except for a very few models, such as Layne and Lee's (2001). The transaction stage 
here is classified as the second stage because the interaction stage is ignored. The 
transaction stage is also very rarely classified as a fourth stage as in the United Nations 
- DPEPA (2002) model, where an enhanced stage has been added between the 
emerging and interactive stages. Although the integration stage is generally considered 
important, Howard (2001) has ignored it and classifies the transaction stage as the final 
stage of an e-government system (see sub-section 3.2.1.1). 
However, this section aims to find a clear perspective of the transaction stage of e- 
government by analysis of different Perceptions (see Table 3.4) regardless of whether 
the transaction stage has been classified as stage 2,3 or 4. 
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The following table shows various perceptions ofthe transaction stage and the location 
of this stage vvithin different models of an e-governinent system as discussed carlier. 
Table 3.4: Various Perceptions of the Transaction Stage of E-government 
Location of 
transaction stage 
(Within different Perception Reference 
models) 
']'his staoc enables citi/ens to interact ýNith their 
governments and complete their work electronically in I, aync and I. cc, 
convenient ways, whenever and wherever. 2001 
Stage 2 Enables electronic interaction with oovernment Deloittc research 
services such as rcriewin- television Ii censes and (2000) 
paying parking tickets. In this model the transaction 
stage has been called 'txN, o-\Aay transactions. 
The transaction staoe enables users to complete Z, United Nations - 
Stage 4 transactions Such as obtaining visas, licenses, ' 
DITTA, 2002 
passports, birth and death records, etc. on line sal clý 
and securely. 
, Fhe transaction stage also leads to enabling the public 
to make complete transactions, such as renewal of Backus, 200 1 
visas, licenses and passports online %Aithout the need to 
go to an office. 
The transaction stage enables customers to complete ILIUM and Di 
tasks such as license renewals and paying t'ees Maio, 
electronically at any time ofthe day or night. 2000, cited in, 
Seifert and 
Ile tersen, 2002 
Stage 3 Fhe transaction stage enables transactions of value Chandler and 
between citizens and government. I-Arianniels, 2002 
The transaction staoe provides citizens with full _ 
benefits from transactions over the Internet, such as 
applying for programs and services, purchasing I loward, 200 1 
licenses and permits etc. 
This stage represents the online counnunication 
between public administrations and their customers and 
already allows triggering processes of public Adam el al, 2003 
administrations electronically. It includes electronic 
financial transactions such as online declarations and 
payment of taxes. 
The above table shows that the transaction stage of e-govcninient has been vic\A/ed in 
different ways. It shows that sonle perceptions of' the transaction stage of c- 
government, such as those provided by I lo\Nard (2001) and Layne and Lce (2001), 
claim that services are provided by government only to citizens. I lowever, the services 
- such as renewal of visas and paying 1ees - provided bY government electronically 
should be available to all custorners including citizens, bLISiIICSSCS and public 
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administrations. Table 3.4 also shows that most perceptions ofthe transaction stage of 
e-government systems do not mention clearly the scope of the implementation ofthis 
stage. The author of this thesis argues - as slio\% n in Table 3.5 below - that aII stages 
(including transaction) are implemented inside the organisation. except t'or the final 
stage (integration). which requires integration with differcrit organisations of local. 
and/or central government. 
Table 3.5: The Scope of Implementation of Different Stages of E-government 
of I 
Different stages until e-government reaches the transaction stage 
Final stage (integration). 
Inside one (specific(l) 
oroanisalioll. 
Includes' dill'crcnt organisations, 
dcpartnicnts and m4encies of 
local and/or central government, 
Consequently, the transaction stage ol'an e-government system can he viovcd from tile 
perspcctive ofthe author ot'this thesis as I'ollows: 
The transaclion slage of' e-governmew is 1he sltiiýe Ihal enables cuslomers 
(cilizens, businesses and public 10 carry oil/ complew 
Iransactions, such as oblaining visas, passporis and renewing licenses 10117 
. yecified governmew organisal 
ions, online, sti/e/y and almost wilhoid lhe need Io 
go Io Me office ol'the appropriale 01-gliniSillion. The inl1)1CI)ICn1(l1iOn 0/'IhiSSItlge 
is within 117e scope of any one (yecific) organisalion. 
This perception adds a characteristic that has been missed by most authors \Nho have 
provided various perceptions of the transaction stage of' an e-government systern (see 
Table 3.4), i. e. the security and sat'ety, that is required at this stage to enable customers 
to carry out the highest level of interactivity \,,, Ith government organisations and 
complete their electronic transactions with full trust in the systern. 
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3.5 Criteria for Reaching the E-government Transaction Stage Within 
Government Organisations 
There is no doubt that reaching the transactional stage of an e-government system is 
not easy because this stage (as discussed in section 3.3 above) represents a high level 
of interactivity between government organisations and customers (citizens, businesses 
and public administrations). This section develops and provides criteria for reaching 
the e-government transaction stage within government organisations. These criteria 
could benefit government organisations that may be attempting to implement e- 
government, because they could be used to measure progress towards implementing an 
e-govemment system. 
A number of different websites of government organisations on the Internet, such as 
the site provided by the Dubai Municipality (http: //www. dm. gov. ae/DesktopServlet) as 
well as on various perceptions of the transaction stage provided in Table 3.4 and the 
perception of the transaction stage provided by the author of this thesis (see section 
3.4) have given rise to the criteria mentioned below. Furthermore, based on the studies 
discussed, such as Layne and Lee (2001) and United Nations - DPEPA, (2002), the 
author of this thesis suggests that there are a number of criteria that indicate 
government organisations have reached the transaction stage of their e-government 
system. These criteria are as follows: 
a) Enabling customers to fill in and electronically submit different types of forms 
such as registration and payment; 
b) Providing a secure connection by enabling customers to complete their 
transaction with the required government organisation online, safely and with 
trust in the system. For this reason, government organisations should ensure: 
(i) the security of any confidential data stored in government databases and, 
(ii) the privacy of transactions of personal data provided by citizens as part of 
obtaining government services. 
c) Allowing customers to perform online financial transactions (if applicable) 
such as payment of bills and fines. 
d) Enabling customers to create online accounts with their own usemames and 
passwords within government organisations. 
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e) Providing customers with instant decisions, meaning that as soon as a customer 
has completed a transaction SLICh as filling in a fOrm or paying a hill online, a 
message will appear. confirming that the process has been executcd 
Successfu I ly. 
Criteria lor identifying transactions of e-government systems, as discusscd above, can 
be shov, -n in the folloNAing figUre: 


















Figure 3.1: Model of Crite ria I deutiýNiug Transaction Stage of' F-goNc I'll Inen 
3.6 Frammork of this dissertation 
As discussed in Chapter 2 and earlier in this chapter, there Is a surprising lack of'detall 
in the literature regarding the transaction stage. thcrel'ore, the previous sections of' this 
chapter have attempted to fill in the iril'ormation gap and clard'y the coill'usion 
surrounding the transaction stage ot'an e-government system by discussing Its location 
\vithin differcrit models of' the stages of' e-government, its importance and the nced of' 
government organisations to reach it. its scope of' implementation and the criteria 
identil'ying whether a government organisation has reached this stage. Based oil the 
above, this section seeks, by developing a Irarricwork, to idcntily the boundaries ol'this 
dissertation. 
Figure (3.2) below slio\, N, s that an e-government system consists of' three main 
elements: (a) provider or server of government intlormation and services: the provider 
is the gowninicnt organisatlon and central and/or local government, (b) services that 
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are provided to customers and users. and (c) customers or users (citizens, businesses 
and public administrations). 
scrý ices Customers or users 
Prm ider or ser,, er 10 (Citizens, businesses and 
hil'ormation. interaction and trawsaction public administrations) 
Government 
oroanisations & 
central and/ or local 
uovernment 
Figure 3.2: The Flenients of an F-government System 
However, this paper \Nill t'ocus on government organisations as providers of 
government (information, interaction and transaction) services to customers (citizens, 
businesses and public administrations) and as scope for Implementation ol'all stages of 
e-gownimcnt including transactions (see Table 3.5). 
The reaching of the transaction stage of e-goverrinicrit by government orgallisatioris 
can be measured by several criteria (see section 3.5 above). I Imwver. tile reaching of 
the transaction stage of' an c-goverrimcrit system by government organisations \, NiII be 
called within this dissertation a it-annictiontil c-govenitnew s. vslem. 
Due to the importance of the transactional stage of the e-gowninlent system and its 
positive impact. not only oil making tile delivery of external services qUickcr, but also 
Oil increasing the efficiency of internal oovcninicrit processes, government 
organisations might seek to reach this stage (see section 33). In order to reach tile 
transaction stage of' e-go\ ernment, government organisations face various challenges. 
These challenges could be political. technical, economic, social or organisational. As 
discussed earlier there is an absence of theoretical models Ior political, technical, 
economic, social or organisational challenges already faced by government 
organisations in trying to reach a transactional e-governnicnt system. 
Due to time limitations. this dissertation tlocuses only on flic lechnictil and 
orgunisalional challenges already faced bý gowniment organisations trying to reach a 
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transactional e-govemment system. Technical and organisational challenges faced by 
government organisations during the development towards reaching the transaction 
stage of an e-government system will be called in this dissertation: technical and 
organisational challengesfacing transactional e-government system. 
This dissertation focuses on the technical and organisational challenges faced by 
government organisations during the development towards reaching the transaction 
stage (these challenges are faced at all stages until government organisations have 
reached the transactional stage). It does not provide the classification of technical and 
organisational challenges of each stage until e-government reaches the transactional e- 
government. Technical and organisational challenges facing the transaction stage of e- 
government systems should not be classified at each stage until reaching transaction. 
There are several reasons including, as discussed earlier, most of the classifications 
(such as those of Layne and Lee, 2001) depend on theoretical perspectives. In fact, the 
practical implementation of an e-government system does not follow the theoretical 
framework as stages can be omitted, added to or combined. Furthermore, (as discussed 
in Section 2.6), Baum and Di Maio (cited in Seifert and Petersen, 2002) argue that it is 
not necessary for e-govemment projects to start at the first stage and proceed through 
all stages; it is possible for a project to skip stages either from its start or as it develops. 
A project carried out by InfoDev and The Centre for Democracy & Technology (2002) 
claims that the stages of e-govemment are not dependent on each other, nor need one 
stage be completed before another can begin. 
As discussed earlier, there is a lack of studies that focus on identification of the 
importance, categorisation and presentation of the strategies for the overcoming of 
technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-govemment systems. 
This thesis, therefore, aims to identify the importance of technical and organisational 
challenges facing a transactional e-government system and to categorise them based on 
the level of importance (these challenges are faced at all stages until government 
organisations have reached the transactional stage) (see Figure 3.3). Furthermore, the 
strategies used/suggested for overcoming each technical and organisational challenge 
will be provided. 
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government inclUdim, transaction one 41 =1 
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transactional stage. 
Propose conceptual (revised) model for technical and organisational challenges 
facing transactional e-government 
Present thesiralegies Identiti, the Calegorise the 
used (suggested) to im1wriance o/ the technical and 
overcome the fechnical and organisational 
technical and organisational challenges facing 
organizational challenges facing 11-ansuctional e- 
challenges facing transuctional e- government 
transactional e- (_, overnment svstems. svstcliis. 
oovernment sN, stems. 
Figure 3.3: Framework of' this Dissertation 
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3.7 Model for the Technical and Organisational Challenges 
This section amis to contribute to the area of e-gowniment by proposing a model tlor 
technical and organisational challenges I'acing transactional c-gowninicrit systems. As 
discussed earlier. there is an absence of theoretical models Im technical and 
organisational challenges facing transactional e-government systems as well as a lack 
of studies that focus on identification of the importance, catcgorisation and 
presentation ofstrategies tor the overcoming oftechnical and organisational challenges 
facing transactional c-government system. As a result, the author of this thesis has 
identified technical and organisational challenges facing transactional c-gowninient 
systerns (see Figure 3.4) based mainiv on: (a) a comprehensive literature review SLIC11 
of' Backus (2001 ). Layne and I. ec (200 1). Tinioncri ef u/. (2002) etc. (see sections 2.6 
and 2.9). vviiere a comprehensive set ofe-government challenges (that can be classified 
into technical and organisational challenges) identified separately in previous StUdics 
have been combined, and (b) intbrination (face to face or tclephonc) given by 
stakeholders in different government organisations that have already reached a 
transactional c-government system (according to the critcria developed in section 33.5), 
and (c) attending ot'various workshops. 
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Re-engineering of intemal process 
Transforming of Double process Time for Finance for 
existing off-line data front-end reengineering reengineering Z- 
to digitalisation 
Figure 3.4: Proposed Conceptual Model for Technical and Organisational Challenges 
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3.7.1 A Novel Model for the Technical and Organisational Challenges 
It should be noted that the proposed conceptual model of this dissertation is based on 
the framework of this dissertation (see Figure 3.3). Consequently, the proposed model 
provides a novel contribution at three levels. Firstly, at a conceptual level, the model 
combines the challenges (that can be classified into technical and organisational) of e- 
government identified separately in previous studies. Secondly, the proposed 
conceptual model attempts to categorise technical and organisational challenges facing 
transactional e-government based on their common characteristics. Consequently, as 
shown in Figure 3.4, technical challenges are categorised into: 
2 Challenges after installation of software that enable government organisations to 
reach a transactional e-government that includes: (a) maintaining high levels of 
performance and service availability, and (b) trouble shooting technical 
problems. 
a Setting technical standards for all e-services. 
a The capability of the infrastructure in terms of handling the range and number of 
transactions. 
a Security challenges that include: (a) ensuring the security of confidential data 
stored in government organisation databases and e-government sites from attack 
and misuse, and (b) ensuring the privacy of personal data that is provided by 
citizens as part of obtaining government services. 
m Financial challenges that include: (a) finance required to install a software 
system, and (b) finance required to provide more computers; 
M The back-end servers (communication failures between internal systems and the 
external web-server). 
a Compatibility of e-government technology available to the internal system. 
0 Vendor challenges that include: (a) vendors pressure to buy their solutions, (b) 
false promises of vendors, and (c) exaggerated vendor prices. 
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Organisational challenges have been categorised into: 
M Employee challenges that include: (a) lack of IT skilled employees, (b) resistance 
to change (from traditional to electronic ways working) by employees, and (c) 
changing the culture of employees (government processes should be organised 
for the convenience of the customers rather than the convenience of the 
department). 
a Re-engineering of internal process challenges that include: (a) the transforming 
of existing off-line data to digitalisation; (b) double process front-end (the 
interaction between government organisations and its customers needs to be 
offered in both a traditional manner and also through the internet); (c) time 
required to re-engineer and change the internal business processes of the 
organisation; and (d) finance required to reengineer and change the internal 
business processes of the organisation. 
Adopting new legislation to deal with new issues such as electronic receipts and 
digital signatures. 
0 Change of organisational structure. 
Thirdly, the proposed model could be used as a frame of reference by government 
organisations that seek to reach a transactional e-government system. 
3.8 Description of Technical and Organisational Challenges 
This section aims to provide a brief description of technical and organisational 
challenges, identified in the proposed conceptual model (see Figure 3.4), facing a 
transactional e-government system. The importance of these technical and 
organisational. challenges and those explored based on empirical data will be presented 
and analysed in Chapter 5. As a result, to realise the aim of this dissertation, the 
importance of these technical and organisational challenges and those explored based 
on empirical data will be identified, and then categorised based on the level of 
importance in Chapter 6. 
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3.8.1 Description of Technical Challenges Facing Transactional E-government 
This sub-section seeks to provide the description of technical challenges that were 
identified in the proposed conceptual model (see Figure 1.4). There is no doubt that 
various technologies are applied to enhance e-government; these technologies include 
among others (Tian and Tainfield, 2003): web technology that is used l'or hil'orniation 
display and interface design. Internet and \vircless communication used to establish 
contact mth users and deliver e-gox, crinrient information and services, programme 
languages that are used to edit programmes. such as IITML, XMI. and Java. ill e- 
government system. and databases that are used to enhance the whole c-goverrinient 
processes. 
Follo\, \Ing compi-clicrisive literature such as I'vangelidis (2004) and e-government 
strategy and solutions tearn, 113M Public Sector (2001 ). the technical systern of' c- 
government for transaction service (as shown in Figure 3.5 below ) can be divided into 
three clerricrits: (a) back-crid systern that indicates the point where the c-scrvicc 
interacts with the organisation, which is responsible t'or file service, (b) Crolit-end 
system that represents the main application/Function that the user is interacting mth 
through \vcb-server; and (c) users ot'transaction service (see Section 1.2), who call be 
citizens. businesses and public administrations (see Figure: 3.2), that interact with the 





('0111111 till I Cýu 1011 
Back-end. 
Software, Front --end. Customers 
databases, Web- (users) 
infrastructure servers. 
and back-end Internet _j 
servers. 
Figtire 3.5: Techilic, 11 SN,,. Ielll of E-government ofTransaction Service 
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The above discussion, which is translated into Figure 3.5, is important and needed to 
make some technical challenges facing transactional c-government systems included in 
the proposed conceptual model more understandable. Table 3.6 belo" shows the 
description of technical challenges that are identified in the proposed conceptual model 
(see Figure 1.4). 
Table 3.6: Description of Technical Challenges 
Categorisation of Technical challenges facing Description 
technical Challenges transactional e-governmCnt system. 
Maintaining high levels of performance Ensurino acceptable response time f'or Customers 
and set-vice availability and ensuring that tile e-services are available 
After installation continuously without interruption. 
___ software system Beino able to quickly and efficiently pinpoint 
Trouble shooting technical problems technical problems and resolve them quickly to 
ensure IllillinlUin disruption toe-services. 
Putting in place a set of' technical policies and 
Technical standards Setting technical standards for all e- standards that Must be l'ollowed by all parties (ill- 
services house or external vendors) to ensure unit'orinity 
and compliance. 
File capability of the infrastructure in Makino sure the infi-astructure is scalable enotioll 
The capability of the terms of handling the range and number to cope with tile increasing number of' online 
infrastructure of transactions transactions that come front introducing, more and 
more online services. 
Ensuring the security of confidential data Putting in place the nccessjlrý security measures 
stored in government organisation and processes (technical and business related) to 
databases and e-government sites from ensure all data is securely stored and protected. 
Security attack and misuse 
Ensuring privacy of personal data that is Puttino ill necessary measures and processes to 
provided by customers as part of ensure that the data is only accessible to people 
obtaining government services %Oo need it to do their work. 
The back-end servers (communication Sendino data back and forth between c- 
Back-end servers failures between internal system and tile "Overmllent (0111ille) services and back-end 
external web--server) system, ", and ensuring data integrity and 
consistency between the 2 piall'orins. 
Compatibility of e-government Making sure tile tcchnolooieS used fOr running the 
technology available to tile internal online services are compatible with the 
Compatibility system technologies being used for the back-end systems 
ill order to ensure tile 2 plafforms call be well 
inte-rated 
Finance required to install a software Installation of software system that enables an 
systern organisation to reach it transactional c-government 
Financial system costs extra money. 
Finance required to provide more Implementation of e-overnillent requires more 
computers moncy to provide more computers. 
Vendors' pressure to buy their solutions Key vendors will always push their own solutions 
and make it sound like their lechnolo-ics will cure 
all problems. 
Vendors may also make promises that they are not 
Challenges of vendors False promises of vendors capable ofinceting during proýject execution. 
Since e-goovernment is the lie" Ily pe ill 
government, many vendors may try to take 
Exaggerated vendor prices advantage of' this fact by exaggerating tile prices 
and trvino to take advantage of' government 
organisations' enthusiasm to implement c- 
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3.8.2 Description of Organisational Challenges Facing Transactional E- 
government 
The tlollo\N ing Table (Table 3.7) shows the description of' organisational challenges as 
included in the proposed conceptual modcl (see Figure 3.4). 
Table 3.7: Description of Organisational Challenges 
Categorisation 
of Organisational challenges facing Description 
organisational transactional e-government system 
Challenges 
The lack otAT skilled employees The lack of' technical staff could be threatening to the I implementation of' e-government successfully where e- 
government proýject requires nianý IT skilled employees. 
Resistance to change (frorn Employees might refuse to transfer from traditional to 
Employees' traditional to electronic ways of electronic ways of' working Ior different reasons such its 
Challenges working) by employees. Ilear ot'new technology. 
Changing the culture of employees This refers to changing the culture of' cniplo,, ces and 
(government processes should be attempts to convince them to pill the needs and desires of' 
organised for the convenience of' the custoniet's at the centre. 
customers rather than the 
convenience ofthe department). 
The transforming of existing off-line The ability to make oftline information knoMedue rcadilN 
data to digitalisation. available to employees and customers to allow them to do 
their work in a more ell-icient manner. 
Double process front end (the Customers must have a choice between conducting their 
interaction between government interactions "ith government online or 1hough traditional 
organisations and its customers' over-the-counter methods. Online channels need to lie 
needs to be offered in both a marketed to customer,, due to their obvious benefits to 
traditional manner and also through both Customers and government. It is also essential to 
Challenges of the internet). maintain consistency of' data and hil'orniation across all 
Reengincering service delivery channels. 
ofinternal Time required for re-engineering and It is always important to review all set-vices bel'ore 
Processes changing the internal business transforming them to c-govern tile nt ill order to Silllplit'\r 
processes of the organisation. the process and reduce waste (process reenoincerino). It is 
also important to review the structure of' the organisation 
and ensure that it allows the organisation to respond to 
customer requirements and change. This is a time- 
C011SUrnill" and costly process but the benefits are hLi'le ill 
the long run. 
Finance required for re-engineering Process re-enginecring and organisational change takes 
and changing the internal business time and the effects are often long-term. As such, it is 
processes of the organisation. essential 1`6r senior management to believe in the beriefits 
of' process reengineering and organisational change and to 
secure the necessary funding required to carry out these 
activities. 
Adopting new legislation to deal with E-overnment often requires changes to legislation that is 
New legislation new issues such as electronic receipts outdated because such legislation tends to hinder 
Challenge and digital signatures. government departments' abilities to transform services to 
e-overnnient. 
Changes of Change of organisational structure t, This rcl'ers to chan ing the organisation's hierarchy _Lý Organisational structure in a way that compliments e-government and its 
Structure goal of improving customer services and responding to 
Challenge CUStnmo, r ...... nd efficient manner. 
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3.9 Strategies for overcoming technical and organisational challenges 
The purpose of this section is to provide strategies for overcoming each technical and 
organisational challenge identified in the proposed conceptual model (see Figure 3.4). 
However, in order to realise the aim of this dissertation, the strategies for each 
technical and organisational. challenge, included in Tables 3.8 and 3.9, will be revised 
(more might be added, some might be cancelled) based on the empirical data in 
Chapter 5, it will then be presented in Chapter 6. 
3.9.1 Strategies for overcoming technical challenges 
This sub-section seeks to present strategies for overcoming each technical challenge 
identified in the proposed conceptual model (see Figure: 3.4). It should be noted that 
almost all solutions for technical challenges presented in Table 3.8, except the 
solutions for security challenges (Reffat, 2003), have been taken from information 
(face to face or telephone) given by stakeholders in different government organisations 
that have already reached a transactional e-govemment system (according to the 
criteria developed in section 3.5) and through attending various workshops. 
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Table 3.8: Strategies for 0,, ercouning Technical Challenges 
Categorisation of Technical challenges facing 












Maintaining high levels of performance 
and service availability. 
Trouble shooting technical problems. 
Setting technical standards for all e- 
services. 
The capability of the infrastructure in 
terms of handling the range and number 
of transactions. 
Fnsurin- the security of' confidential data 
stored in government organisation 
databases and e-government sites from 
attack and misuse. 
Ensuring privacy of personal data 
provided by customers as part ot 
obtaining government services. 
The back-end servers (communication 
failures between internal systern and the 
external web server). 
Solutions 
Training the staff to deal with new 
sollware systems. 









Compatibility of e-government 
technology available to tile internal 
systern. 
Finance required to install a software 
Finance required to provide Illore Ia 
Challenges of Vendors' pressure to buy their solutions. 
vendors False promises of vendors. 
Exaggerated vendor prices. 
I \pectations of' how many 
transactions will be processed online 
and provide an extra margin of 20 
-30"0. Spccifý an offlicial responsible Im 
COMPLIter SeCUrity. 
Assess sNstems rcmilarlý to make 
sure security precautions are being 
implemented. 
Backup inflOrniation continually and 
store backup in a separate location. 
Provide onooin" training to 
employees Oil c security. 
- Limit access to personallý 
identifiable inlorniation. 
1'rain -overnment employees in the 
importance ot'privacy. 
I ristal lilt ion of' tools 
ý() 
monitor -back 
end server pulormance. 
I Ise tools to monitor the availabilitý 
ohietwork. 
Study technology solutions careftjllý 
to ensure high compatibility. 
Invest in strong integration solutions. 
Specify fixcd budgets fOr 
software systems and computers. 
Mlyiffil teC1111010gy in phases in order 
to sDread the cost over several vears. 
3.9.2 Strategies for Overcoming Organisational Challenges 
This sub-section airns to present strategies flor overcoming each organisational 
challenge identilied in the proposed conceptual model (see Figure: 3.4). It Should be 
noted that all solutions for organisational challenges presented in Table 1.9 have been 
taken from int'ormation (face to tace or telephone) given by stakeholders in different 
government organisations that have already reached a transactional c-government 
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systern (according to the criteria developed in section 33.5). and thrOLIgh attending 
various workshops. 
Table 3.9: Strategies for Overcoming of Organisational Challenges 
Categorisation of Organisational challenges facing Solutions 
organisational transactional c-government systems 
Challenges 
" Trainin- employees. 
" Lncouraging employees by giving them 
The lack of IT skilled employees. prizcs (money. certificates) to train to deal 
with new tcclinology. 
" Bringing, ill (contracting) new skilled people. 
" Arranging workshops for employees to 
Upgrade know ledge ofe-government. 
Resistance to chan,, e (from traditional to N Raisin, -, inkarcness of e-government 
electronic way S working) by tile sendin- c-inails to employees describing 
employees. importance and benefits ofe-government to 
customers and employees. 
" Assurino emploNces that e-overnnicnt "ill 
Employees not affect negatively the authority, and. jobs of 
Challenges 
-C " Raising awareness of' e-government by 
arrangim, presentations and scridino e-mails 
Changing the culture of employees to employees describinu, importance of' c- Z, 
(oovernment processes should be government to customers and employees. 
oroanised for the convenience of the I 0 
Arranoing workshops for employees to -- 
customers rather than the convenience of Up"rade their knoývlcdgc ofe-governincrit. 
the department). M 011-the- , 
job training on using c-services. 
0 Traillill" employees ill customer Service 
C( ncepts. 
The transt'orming of' existing oil'-line data Solutions (in general) for dealing %% i(h 
to digital ization. % arions challenges of re-engincering of 
- ____internal 
processes 
_ -- - -- Double process front-end (the interaction Flisurill- cillploNces, mkarelless of' 
between government organisations and its importance of' the re-enoinecring 0f 
customers needs to be offered in both a processes. 
traditional manner and also through the Frisurino employees' awareness of' 
internet). benefits of the re-enginecrino of 
Challenges of Time required to re-enoineer and change processes bet'Ore movinp them to e- 
Reenginecring of the internal business processes of the oovernnient. 
internal or-anisation. Ensuring enough time is provided 
Processes for pro. ject team to work oil re- 
Finance required to re-engineer and engineering processes. 
change the internal business processes of Involvement of all levels of' 
the organisation. employees in re-engineering 
processes. 
0 Support of' highcr management inside 
New legislation Adopting new legislation to deal with or-anisation. 
Challenge new issues such as electronic receipts and a Definin(I legislation that needs to be changed 
digital signatures. or introduced in order to facilitate reaching 
oroanisational transactional e-govcninient. 
Changes of Convincing management of importance of 
Organisational StRICtUral changes and requirements. 
Structure Change oforganisational structure. 0 ldcntifýino need for structural changes to 
Challenge organisation. 
0 Adopting new or-anisational department(s) 
to ensure success ofe--government project. 
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3.10 Conclusions 
This chapter aimed to: (a) attempt to clarify the confusion surrounding the transaction 
stage of an e-goVemment system, (b) provide a clear framework for this dissertation, 
and (c) propose a conceptual model for technical and organisational challenges facing 
transactional e-government systems. This was done by firstly analysing the models of 
e-government and secondly giving a description of the importance of the transaction 
stage. This was followed by the development of a clear perception of the transaction 
stage, there was then a discussion regarding the criteria involved in identifying this 
stage, and thereafter, the framework of this research was developed and a conceptual 
model of technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-govemment 
systems was proposed. The technical and organisational challenges facing transactional 
e-govemment system were then described and finally, the strategies for overcoming 
technical and organisational challenges were provided. 
According to the above analysis of various models of the stages of an e-government 
system, it has been concluded that: firstly, there is no specific approach to the stages of 
an e-government system; secondly, there is almost agreement among researchers as to 
the purposes of the first and final stages of e-government; and thirdly, there is still a 
debate about the perception and the number of stages which arise between the first and 
final stages of e-government. 
It has been shown that the transaction stage of e-govemment almost always arises as a 
third stage before integration (final stage); it rarely arises as a second or fourth stage. 
Researchers have reached a consensus among themselves as to the importance of the 
transaction stage of e-government systems. The importance of the transaction stage of 
e-government comes from its role, which is to lead to a reduction in the costs and time 
of customers by enabling them to implement complete transactions with the specified 
government organisations safely online without the need to go to the appropriate 
organisation. Therefore, the transaction stage should provide the highest level of 
maturity of the e-government system inside an organisation. 
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Furthermore, analysis of different perceptions of the transaction stage of e-government 
has revealed that the following issues are overlooked by most authors who have 
perceived this stage: firstly, the scope of implementation of the transaction stage; 
secondly, the scope of the services that are provided electronically; and thirdly, the 
high level of security that should be provided at this stage. As a result, a clear 
perception of the transaction stage of e-government has been developed by the author 
of this thesis. 
The criteria for reaching the e-government transaction stage within government 
organisations have been presented in this chapter. These criteria are: uploading, 
downloading and submitting forms online, secure connections, financial transactions 
(if applicable), creation of online accounts and instant decision making. These criteria 
will be used as a framework to help the author of this thesis to identify and categorise 
the technical and organisational challenges that have been faced by government 
organisations in order to reach the transaction stage of e-government systems. 
Moreover, these criteria could be used by government organisations that may be 
attempting to implement e-government and could help them to measure progress 
towards implementing an e-government system. 
The framework of this dissertation was developed and a novel model for technical and 
organisational issues facing transactional e-government system was introduced. The 
proposed conceptual model is novel because: (a) it combines the challenges (which 
can be classified into technical and organisational) of an e-government system 
identified separately in previous studies; (b) it attempts to categorise technical and 
organisational challenges facing transactional e-governments based on their common 
characteristics; and (c) it could be used as a frame of references by government 
organisations that seek to reach a transactional e-government system. Consequently, 
the proposed conceptual model can be used as a decision-making tool to support 
management when taking decisions regarding the development of a transactional e- 
government system. Moreover, the model can be used by researchers to analyse and 
understand technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-government 
systems. 
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Finally, technical and organisational challenges that face transactional e-government 
systems, identified in the proposed conceptual model (see Figure 3.4), were described 
and the strategies for overcoming each technical and organisational challenge, 
identified in the proposed conceptual model, were provided. 
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Chapter 4: Research Methodology 
Summary 
To deal with the issues identified in Chapters 2 and 3, this chapter focuses mainly on: 
(a) identifying and developing an appropriate research strategy, and (b) identifying an 
appropriate research method. The justification for the research method and strategy 
chosen is stated in this chapter. The discussion is based on the research approaches 
commonly used in the field of IS. 
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4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the research methodology proposed for exploring (identification 
of the importance, categorisation, and presentation of the strategies for overcoming) 
technical and organisational. challenges facing transactional e-government systems. It 
starts with a description of both positivism and interpretivism as epistemological 
stances. This will be followed by the justification for choosing 'interpretivism' as the 
research approach. An explanation will then be given as to why the case study research 
strategy was used, and the adoption of a qualitative research method will be justified. 
An empirical research methodology will be presented that has been translated into a 
research design for conducting collection of the empirical data. Finally, this 
methodology was transformed into a protocol showing its role as a data collection tool 
where data are elicited from case study government organisations. 
4.2 Selecting an Appropriate Research Approach 
The process of choosing an appropriate research approach is one of the most important 
tasks to be carried out during the process of research design. In the IS area, it is 
difficult to select an appropriate approach because it is considered multi-disciplinary, 
with many aspects such as engineering, linguistics and mathematics. Galliers (1992) 
claims that there is no specific framework available to combine all aspects of 
knowledge needed for the study of information systems. Furthermore, there is no 
single theoretical perspective in information systems, but there are many philosophical 
assumptions concerning the underlying nature of the phenomena under investigation 
(Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991). Consequently, there are many research approaches 
and strategies that could be chosen by researchers. 
IS research lends itself to several philosophical approaches including: (a) critical, (b) 
interpretivism, (c) positivism (or scientific), and (d) post-positivism (Orlikowski and 
Baroudi, 1991). Based on the objectives of this dissertation, critical and post-positivist 
approaches are not appropriate for this research. According to Cavaye (1996), 
interpretivism and positivism depend on quite different assumptions about the nature of 
knowledge and demand considerably different approaches. Irani et aL (1999) argue 
that the goal of interpretivism is to understand the phenomena from the point of view 
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of participants who are directly involved with the particular phenomenon under study 
while positivism depends on measurable evidence that influences a high level of 
control over the phenomenon. Irani et aL also claim that the positivism stance involves 
dealing with hypothesis, theoretical propositions and quantifiable measures of 
variables. 
However, the author of this thesis argues that for the purpose of this research, the 
interpretivism approach is the most valid. The reason being that following the 
comprehensive literature in Chapter 2 and framework of this research presented in 
Chapter 3, it was noted that there were interrelated and complex political, technical, 
economic, social and/or organisational challenges related to implementing a 
transactional e-goverriment system. The technical and organisational challenges facing 
a transactional e-government system need to be understood from the participants' point 
of view. Therefore, the author considers the interpretivist stance to be appropriate. 
Positivism is not considered because there will be no research hypothesis, theoretical 
propositions or quantifiable measures of variables reported in this research. 
4.3 Selecting a Research Strategy 
Having justified choosing interpretivism as an epistemological stance, this section 
concentrates on selecting a research strategy. Galliers (1992) and Weick (1984), cited 
in Irani et aL (199.9), differentiate between the terms of research strategy and research 
method. They claim that a research strategy is the means of going about one's research, 
obtaining a particular style and using different research methods to gather data; while a 
research method is the means of collecting evidence that indicates the utilized 
techniques and the tools used during gathering of data. Cavaye (1996) argues that in 
addition to case studies, there are different research strategies that share one or more of 
the characteristics of the case study research strategy, including field study, action 
research, ethnographic research, and application descriptions. Case study has been 
chosen for this research as the most appropriate strategy. At the end of the following 
sub-section, the justification(s) for this decision will be reported. 
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4.3.1 Justirication of the Use of the Case Study 
The case study research strategy focuses on learning about a complex instance through 
extensive description and contextual analysis (Davey and Lynn, 1991). Soy (1998) 
notes that case study research enables the researcher to understand a complex issue or 
object and extend experience or strengthen what is already known through previous 
research. 
Case study is a descriptive examination and can be a useful approach to research of 
organisations and institutions in both the private and public sectors (Hakim, 1992). 
Consequently, case study research can be considered as the most common qualitative 
approach used where the object of the discipline is to study information systems in an 
organisation (Myers, 1997). The main characteristics of case studies, as discussed 
briefly by Benbasat et aL (1987) are as follows: 
" Phenomenon is examined in a natural setting; 
" Data is collected by multiple means; 
" No experimental control or manipulation is involved; 
" One or more entities are examined; 
" Concentration is on contemporary events; 
" The complexity of the unit is studied intensively; 
" Changes in site selection and data collection methods could take place as the 
investigator develops new hypotheses; 
m Case studies are more appropriate to the exploration, classification and 
hypotheses development stages of the knowledge building process; (the 
investigator should have a receptive attitude towards exploration); 
The results derived rely on the investigative powers of the investigator; 
m The set of variables may not be specified by the investigator in advance; and, 
m Case research is useful in the study of why and how questions because these 
deal with operational links to be traced over time rather than with frequency of 
incidents. 
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Benbasat et aL (1987) claim that there are three reasons for case study research being 
applicable to IS research, these are: (a) it enables the researcher to understand the 
nature and complexity of the processes taking place; therefore, case study is 
appropriate for this research because it was noted, as discussed earlier, that there were 
interrelated and complex political, technical, economic, social and/or organisational 
challenges facing transactional e-govemment systems; (b) case study allows the 
researcher to study IS in a natural setting. This research will explore and identify the 
importance of technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e- 
government system in its natural settings; and (c) a case study approach enables the 
researcher to gain valuable insight into new topics emerging in the rapidly changing IS 
arena. It is also suitable for this research because e-government is a new area. 
Consequently, based on these reasons and the characteristics of case study methods (as 
set out above), the author has chosen the case study strategy for this research. At the 
end of this section, justification for this decision will be summarised. 
Yin (1994) claims that there are different kinds of case studies such as exploratory, 
descriptive and explanatory each relying on the research questions that are used to 
answer what, how and why respectively. Based on this classification, the case study 
used in this dissertation can be categorised as exploratory. The reason for this is that 
this research concentrates more on questions of what, e. g. what are the technical and 
organisational challenges facing a transactional e- government system. Exploratory 
case studies are useful for theory building since they are valuable in developing and 
refining concepts for further study (Themistocleous, 2002). 
However, the main reasons the author has chosen a case study approach for this 
dissertation are: firstly, following on from the comprehensive literature review in 
Chapter 2, the author has noted that e-govemment is a new area with little and limited 
research. The interpretivism case study strategy is, therefore, used since it is suitable 
for studying the technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e- 
government systems in government organisations; secondly, the case study strategy 
enables the researcher to study technical and organisational challenges facing 
transactional e-government systems in government organisations in their natural 
settings and learn from practices; thirdly, studying technical and organisational 
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challenges facing transactional e-government systems in government organisations in 
their natural settings will help the author to understand the nature and complexity of 
technical and organisational challenges; and fourthly, the case study strategy allows the 
author to understand in-depth the context of the technical and organisational challenges 
facing transactional e-government systems in government organisations. 
4.3.1.1 Single and Multiple Case Studies 
Case studies can be single or multiple and the decision as to which to use is important 
in cases of study design (see sub-section 4.5.1). A single case study can provide the 
researcher with valuable information about the research question from one 
organisation. It provides 'rich' descriptions of the organisational context. Hartley 
(1994) notes that single case studies may be the only recommended choice for research 
if opportunities or resources prevent a wider study. However, Yin (1994) claims that, if 
the researcher has the choice, multiple-case designs may be better than single-case 
designs. The author of this thesis chose multiple case studies as being a more 
appropriate strategy because multiple case studies enable the researcher to cross-check 
and examine the findings of the research through analysis of data across organisations. 
The number of case studies has caused arguments among researchers. Eisenhardt 
(1989) has determined the number of multiple case studies as 10 maximum and 4 
minimum cases. Gable (1994) has suggested that a multiple case study should include 
up to five case study companies. However, according to Irani et aL (1999), Eisenhardt 
(1989), and Cavaye (1996), there are some considerations that should be taken into 
account'in order to choose the number of cases: (a) the number of cases to be studied in 
multiple case design are not pre-determined and are usually defined by the factors of 
the research; (b) the appropriate number of cases should be based on: how much is 
known about the phenomenon after studying a case and how much new information is 
likely to emerge from studying further cases; (c) both the research questions and the 
data collected determine at what point the researcher has collected data from a 
sufficient number of cases to enable appropriate analysis. Accordingly, the researcher 
of this dissertation will use multiple case studies and follow the above considerations. 
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Since government organisations in Dubai can be considered advanced in 
implementation of the e-govemment project as well as to satisfy the aim of this 
dissertation, two case studies in Dubai city (United Arab Emirates) were chosen, 
according to the criteria developed by the author of this thesis (see Chapter 3), to 
collect data (see Chapter 5). 
4.4 Justification of the Use of Qualitative Research 
Having justified choosing interpretivism as the epistemological stance and employing a 
case study strategy in previous sections, this section focuses on providing justification 
of the use of the qualitative research approach. According to Jankowicz (2000, p. 209) a 
research method can be defined as: 
'$a systematic and orderly approach taken towards the collection and analysis of 
data so that information can be obtainedfrom those data ". 
Creswell (2003) claims that there are three types of research method, namely: (a) 
quantitative, (b) qualitative, and (c) mixed. An appropriate method should always be 
chosen according to the goals of the research and should be applicable to the questions 
being asked (Paul, 1992). 
Quantitative methods of research that depend on the statistical analysis of data may not 
be appropriate if research questions concentrate on organisational processes and seek 
to understand both individual and group experiences of work (Cassell and Symon, 
1994). Creswell (2003) argues that the quantitative approach is most appropriate when 
the problem is to identify factors that influence an outcome, understand the best 
predictors of outcomes, or the utility of an intervention. On the other hand, Creswell 
(2003) also argues that qualitative research is preferred when there is a phenomenon 
that has been investigated with little research and needs to be understood. Furthermore, 
Audet and d'Amboise (2001), argue that qualitative research approaches are more 
appropriate when the main objective of the research is to improve the understanding of 
a phenomenon. In this research, where the objective is exploration of an extremely 
little known phenomenon, a qualitative approach is more appropriate. 
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Marshall and Rossman (1999) surnmarise the types of research for which the 
qualitative research approach would be more suitable. They are as follows: 
m Research on little known phenomena or innovative systems. This research aims 
to explore an extremely little known phenomenon. 
Research that investigates complexities and processes in-depth. This research 
seeks to investigate complexities and processes in-depth in order to provide rich 
empirical data; 
Research on informal and unstructured linkages and processes in organisations; 
m Research that cannot be done experimentally for ethical or practical reasons. 
This research cannot be carried out experimentally, as described in Chapters 2 
and 3; 
Research on real, as opposed to stated, organisational goals; 
m Research for which relevant variables have yet to be identified; 
u Research that seeks to explore where and why policy and local knowledge and 
practices are at odds. 
However, the qualitative research approach suffers from a number of drawbacks that 
should be taken in consideration when adopting such a research approach. 
Disadvantages associated with qualitative research, according to Rao and Woolcock 
(2002), include among others: the individuals or groups being studied are usually small 
in number and/or have not been randomly selected, making it highly problematic to 
draw generalizations, and because groups are often selected idiosyncratically, it is 
difficult to replicate, and thus independently verify, the results. Smithson and Comford 
(1996) identifies more drawbacks to qualitative research, which include: firstly, it is 
very difficult to generalise from a small number of cases (perhaps only one case) to a 
wider range of situations; secondly, due to complexity and richness of data, it means 
that it is open to a number of interpretations, such that researcher bias is a constant 
danger, and thirdly, researchers involved in dynamic cases where the situation is 
changing frequently, face inherent problems in attempting to make controlled 
observations and predictions. This leads to problems related to the validity and 
verifiability of the research. 
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Bearing these points in mind, qualitative research was still chosen as the most suitable 
for this dissertation due to the epistemological stance being followed. The main 
reasons for this decision are: (a) the research focuses on organisational processes and 
seeks to understand individual experiences of work; (b) the objective of this research is 
exploration of a phenomenon that is extremely little known; (c) the strength of the 
qualitative approach comes from its capacity to explore human subject motivation and 
actions within a research study frame of reference, so exposing the richness of the data 
(Debreceny et al. 2002), and in this research, rich empirical data is required to give 
more understanding of technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e- 
government systems; (d) the need for rich empirical data means that the use of 
qualitative methods is more suitable for this research because they enable processes to 
be examined in-depth; and (e) as described in Chapters 1,2 and 3, the research cannot 
be carried out experimentally. 
4.5 Empirical Research Methodology 
The author has developed an empirical research methodology based on three stages (as 
shown in figure 4.1): (1) research design, (2) data collection, and (3) data analysis. 
These stages will be discussed in detail in the following sections of this chapter. 
4.5.1 Research Design 
According to Yin (1994, p. 19) a research design can be defined as: 
"... an action plan for getting from here to there, where here may be defilned as 
the initial set of questions to be answered, and there is some set of conclusions 
(answers) about these questions. " 
Research design can be considered to be the first part of the empirical research 
methodology. It begins with a review of the literature, thus looking in-depth at 
different issues of the research area under investigation. The development of a 
conceptual model then enables the researcher to present the desired empirical research. 
According to the needs of an empirical study, the author of this thesis has chosen to use 
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a multi-case study strategy through the employment of the qualitative research method. 
The justification for choosing a multi-case study strategy is provided in sub-section 
4.3.1.1. The research design was thereafter transformed into a plan of action or 
protocol (see Section 4.7). Thernistocleous (2002) claims that research protocols are an 
important investigation tool for several reasons: 
" To make sure that the targeted data is collected; 
" To follow the route from which knowledge was developed; 
" To make sure that the research tracks a specific schedule; 
" To provide a map that others might follow to reach similar conclusions; 
" To put gathering data into a manageable format. 
The qualitative research method was developed, within the protocol to collect data. 
Several sources will be used to collect data such as documents, reports and 
organisational websites. Interviews will be the main source of data gathering, and these 
will be structured (and semi-structured or unstructured), the justification for using 
these types of interviews will be shown in sub-section 4.5.2.1. 
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4.5.2 Data collection 
The use of multi data collection methods in case studies leads to greater enhancement 
of the conclusions. Yin (1994) has identified several sources of evidence that can be 
used in case studies, these include: documentation, archival records, interviews, direct 
observations, participant observation, and physical artefacts. Benbasat et aL (1987) 
argue that these multiple sources of evidence aim to: obtain a rich set of data 
surrounding the specific issue of research and capture the contextual complexity. Table 
4.1 below will, firstly, summarise the strengths and weaknesses of each source of 
evidence in case studies and secondly, give examples of the use of these methods in 
this research. As shown in Table 4.1 below, the author has employed the following 
methods of collecting data: (a) documentation; (b) archival records; (c) interviews; (d) 
direct observations; and (e) physical artefacts. Interviews are the main source of 
collecting data and will be discussed in detail in the following sub-section. 
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Table 4.1: Methods of Data Collection - Strengths, Weaknesses and their use in this Study 
Source of Strengths as suggested by Weaknesses as suggested Use of evidence 
evidence Yin (1994) by Yin (1994) sources in this 
resea re h 
0 Stable - call be 0 Retrievability - can be 0 Reports fi-0111 
rcvieý%ed repeatedly loýk organisations. 
01 Inobtrusive - not a Biased selectivity, i 1' 0 ProJect plan 
created as a result of' the collection is incomplete documentation. 
case study 0 Reporting bias - reflects 0 Reference material 
Documentation 0 Fxact -contains exact (unknown) bias of' downloaded from 
narries, references, and author Internet. 
dCtailS of ail event a Access - may be 
N Broad coverage-lono deliberately blocked 
span of tinie, many 
events, and ITIMIN 
setting's 
Archival 0 ISarne as above for 0 ISarne as above for 0 Organisational 
Records docurnentationj docurnentationj Records (IT 
8 Precise and quantitative M Accessibility due to department 
privacy reasons organisation charts) 
8 Tar-eted - focuses a Bias due to poorly , Structured 
directly on case stud\ constructed questions interviews, 
topic 0 Response bias 0 senu-structured 
Interview's a Insightful - provides 0 Inaccuracies due to intcrvie\Ns. 
perceived casual poor recal 1 0 unstructured 
inferences 8 Reflexivity interviews. 
interviewee gives what 
interviewer wants to 
hear 
Realitý - covers events M FinIC-COFIS1.1111ing 0 Formal and 
in real time 0 Selectivity - unless informal meetings 
Contextual - covers broad coverage with interviewees 
Direct context of event 8 Reflexivity - event may to enrich the data 
observations proceed differently and contribute to 
because it is being gain further 
observed insights. 
0 Cost - hours needed by 
human observers 
M Insightful into cultural 9 Selectivity 0 Hardware, network 
Physical features a Availability and office 
artefacts 0 Insiolitful into technical I equipment. 
operations 
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4.5.2.1 Interviews 
Yin (1994) claims that interviews can be considered one of the most important sources 
of information of the qualitative method. The interview is the most commonly used 
qualitative method in organisational research because it is a flexible method, it can be 
used anywhere, and it can provide the researcher with a great depth of data. It aims to 
enable the researcher to: (a) see the topic of research from the perspective of the 
interviewee; and (b) understand why and how the interviewee comes to have this 
particular perspective (King, 1994). 
Robson (2002) argues that there are three main types of interview namely: (a) fully 
structured, (b) semi-structured, and (c) unstructured. Robson defines these types as 
follows: fully structured - has predetermined questions with fixed wording, usually in 
a pre-set order; semi-structured - has predetermined questions but the order can be 
changed based upon the perception of interviewer of what seems most suitable; 
unstructured interviews - means that the interviewer has a general area of interest, but 
allows the conversation to develop within this area. 
In the context of this research, interviews can be considered the main data source. 
Before conducting interviews, the Heads of IT in both organisations chosen for this 
thesis to collect data were contacted (by telephone) and given general information 
regarding the data that needed to be obtained. However, seven people from each 
organisation under investigation were interviewed (one person from each organisation 
was interviewed twice, that is for technical and organisational challenges, see Table 
4.2) using structured (and semi-structured or unstructured) interviews so as to obtain as 
much information as possible. Structured interviews were based on the agenda of 
interviews (see Appendix B). Using the interview agenda, the interviewees answered 
specific questions concerning technical and organisational challenges facing 
transactional e-govemment systems. Semi-structured interviews were used without an 
agenda of interview. The purpose of using semi-structured interviews in this research 
was to clarify and/or expand on issues derived from the structured interviews. 
Structured, semi-structured and unstructured interviews were almost all performed in 
the office of interviewees. Unstructured interviews were (rarely) carried out during 
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coffee breaks, lunches etc. Unstructured interviews were used with all interviewees 
when they were asked at the end of each interview to add any technical/organisational 
challenge(s) that had not been reported within the interview. In this case, the 
interviewees were given time to express technical/organisational challenges facing the 
transactional e-government system in their organisation and in their own terms. 
Within the case studies (two cases), as mentioned earlier, seven people from each 
organisation were interviewed. All are directly involved in implementing an e- 
government project. The interviewees selected for structured interviews were divided 
into two groups (see the following paragraph for details), and data were collected 
according to: (a) the interviewee's positions inside the organisation (this research will 
focus basically on decision-makers); (b) their role within the implementation of the e- 
government project (as mentioned earlier, all interviewees should be directly involved 
in implementing an e-government project; (c) the purpose of this research (i. e. to seek, 
identify and categorise technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e- 
government systems). 
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, two groups of interviewees were selected for 
structured interviews: group one provided information concerning technical 
challenges; they were all asked questions regarding technical challenges (see Appendix 
B, Section Q. Group two provided information regarding organisational challenges; 
they were all asked questions regarding organisational challenges (see Appendix B, 
Section B). However, Table 4.2 below presents the design of data collection through 
interviews. 
To avoid the time pressure of collecting and interpreting data accurately, all interviews 
were tape-recorded. Tape recording is a more effective and less time consuming 
method of conducting interviews than note taking (Themistocleous, 2002). Sometimes, 
conducting interviews requires the ability to make the interviewee discuss issues that 
might be confidential. Therefore, the first step is to gain the confidence of the 
interviewee. In doing so, the Heads of IT, in both organisations, were persuaded that 
the data obtained would be treated confidentially and as a result the tape-recorder was 
used smoothly during each interview (see Section 4.7.2). 
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As part of the structured interviews, the interview agenda (see Appendix B) 
concentrates on collecting data from the following areas: 
" General background: the purpose of this section is to collect data regarding 
organisations that will be under study such as the type of information and 
services provided by the organisation and the nature of the organisation (private 
or public). 
" Technical challenges: this section mainly aims to collect data regarding 
technical challenges facing transactional e-government systems. Data collected 
will include among others: (a) security and privacy challenges, (b) vendor 
challenges, (c) after installation of software challenges. 
" Organisational challenges: the purpose of this section is to collect data 
regarding the organisational challenges facing transactional e-government 
systems. Data to be collected includes among others: (a) employees' 
challenges, (b) reengineering of the process challenges, (c) legislation 
challenge. 
The following table shows the design of data collection through interviews. The 
choosing of the respondent's position in e-government projects for interview in this 
thesis as well as choosing the types of interviews (see Table 4.2 below) was justified 
earlier in this section. 
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Table 4.2: Collecting of Data Via Interviews 
Organisation Type of Interviews I Respondent's Position Type of Interview 
Croup one: interviewees providing technical challenges 
41 Face-to-face I lead of e-governinent serý ices 0 Structured 
0 Telephone (development unit) 0 'Semi-structured 
0 Imail questions I Jnstructurcd 
Face-to-face Head of Internet (Operation Unit) 0 Structured 
Telephone 0 Serni-structured 
Email questions 
------ 
0 1. histructured 
Case Studv 1 Face-to-face I lead of0perations & Network 0 Structured 







Telephone Security Administrator Serni-structured 
F'rnail questions 1 Jnstructured 
Croup two: intervie wees providing organisational challenge s 
0 Face-to-face I lead ofe-Government Serv ices Structured 
a 'I elephone Serni-strUCtured 
0 Finail questions 11 ristrUCILIred 
0 Facc-to-t'ace Head of Operations & Network ', -, tructured 
0 "Telephone Services 'Scini-strUCturcd 
0 Email questions Unstructured Case Study 1 
0 Face-to-face Head of Strategy I Jnit e-Government StRICIUrccl 
0 Telephone Section SCIIIi-SIRICtured 
0 Email questions t ýnsmldured 
0 Facc-to-face Head ofe-Government Services Structured 
0 Telephone (Support Unit) Semi-structured 
0 Email questions 1 Jnstructured 
Croup one: interviewees providing technical challenges 
a Face-to-face ProJect Manager (Information 0 Structured 
0 Telephone Technology Section) a Serni-structured 
0 Linail questions 0 Unstructured 
0 Face-to-Face Head ofinformation System 0 Structured 
0 Telephone Development Section (Information 0 Serni-structured 
0 
-- 
F', mail questions Technology Section) 0 Unstructured Case Studv 2 
0 Face-to-face Programmer (Information Tcchnologý 0 Structured 
0 Telephone Section) 0 Serni-strUCtUred 
0 I'mail questions 0 Unstructured 
9 Face-to-face Sr. Network/Security Consultant 0 Structured 
Felephone (Information Technology Section) 0 Scmi-structured 
Fmail uestions 101 
Jnstructured 
Croup two: intervi ewees providing organisational challeng es 
-- T--- Face-to-face Deputy Section I lead of0peration (IT 0 Structured 
01 clephone Department) 0 Serni-structured 
0 Vinail questions a Unstructured 
Face-to-face F. I lead ol'Strategic Planning Section iI1 9 Structured 
Case Study 2 - 1 clephone Dcpartnient) 0 Semi-structured 
0 Ikinail questions 01 Jnstructured 
Face-to-face Head of' Information Systern 0 Structured 
1 clephone Development Section (Intormation Serni-structured 
I mail questions Technology Section) Unstructured 
Face-to-Iace Manager of section of programming 0 Structured 
0 Uelephone applications (IT Department) 0 Serni-structured 
---- -0 
Flinail qUeStiOnS 01 histructured 
-- 
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4.5.3 Data Analysis 
After discussion regarding the first and second parts of the empirical research 
methodology, which are research design and data collection respectively, this section 
focuses on data analysis, which is the third part of the empirical research methodology 
(see Figure 4.1). Empirical data obtained from case studies will be triangulated (see 
Section 4.6) and then analysed to illustrate empirical conclusions. Yin (1994) argues 
that analysis of case study evidence can be considered one of the most difficult aspects 
of case studies. This means that in comparison with statistical analysis, methods for 
analysing qualitative data are few and not well formulated. To overcome this problem, 
the researcher will analyse data by examining the meaning of words and actions of 
people which is similar to other studies (Themistocleous, 2002; Ramanath, 2000; Irani, 
1998). However, the research findings of this dissertation are derived from empirical 
data. Empirical evidence is employed to draw conclusions and develop a frame of 
reference for technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-govemment 
systems. 
4.6 Data Triangulation 
According to Stake (2000) triangulation is the process of employing multiple 
perceptions to clarify meaning, verifying the repeatability of interpretation or 
observation. Yin (1994) does not recommend one individual source of evidence for 
conducting case studies because the main strength of a case study is the chance to use 
different sources of evidence. Hakim (1992) claims that the use of multiple sources of 
evidence makes the case study one of the most powerful research designs. 
Additionally, it meets the need to confirm the validity of the processes (Tellis, 1997). 
In doing so, this research (as shown at the end of this section) has employed data and 
interdisciplinary triangulation to confirm the validity of the processes. 
Patton (1987), cited in Yin (1994), has suggested that there are four types of 
triangulation, namely: (a) data, (b) investigator, (c) theory, and (d) methodological. 
Janesick (2000) has added a fifth type known as interdisciplinary triangulation. 
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According to Denzin (1988), cited in Robson (2002). dwa Ii-i(ingulalion means the use 
of more than one method of data collection. e. g. interviews, observation, documents, 
the second type of triangulation is invesligtdor (ob. vei-vei) It-hingulation. which means 
the use ofniore than one observer in the study. methodological Iriangultilion rel*ers to a 
combination ofthc quantitative and qualitative approaches. Janesick (2000) argues that 
n7elhodological frimigulalion means the use of multiple methods to study a single 
problem, lheorv Iritingidalion means the use of multiple theories or perspectives to 
interpret a single set of data. Finally, inlet-discilVintir-i, 0-itingultilion is the investigation 
ofissucs related to more than one discipline (Janesick, 2000). 
As a result ofthe above definitions. it can be concluded that data and interdisciplinary 
triangulation are being used in this research to confirm the validity of' the processes, 
these reSLIlts are surnmarised in Table 4.33. 
Tabic 4.3: Kinds offriangulation Used in this Research 
Organisation I Type of triangulation applied 
Data: where more than one method 
of data collection was used. Data 
trianoulation is important because 
it enables the author to: (a) obtain a 
rich set of data about the specific 
issue under research: and, (b) 
provide additional information. 
Case Study I 
Interdisciplinary: where more than - --- r-. one discipline was used. 
Sources 
Using structure(] (and scini-strUCtured 
or unstructured) Intervie"s of' people 
who are directly involved in 
implementing an e-govcrmuent pro jCct 
and their positions meet the needs of the 
research. It supports evidence obtained 
1'rom other sources 
" Archival Records: oroanisational 
records. lists of* names and/or survey 
data. Usel'ul tor providing additional 
int'onnation. 
" Direct Observations by formal and 
inl'ornial meetings with interviewees to 
access turther information. Serves to 
provide additional inf'on-nation. 
" Documentation: reports Crom 
oroan isat ions, project plan 
documentation and ret'erence material 
downloaded From Internet. Useful Ior 
supporting evidence from other sources. 
Int'Orniation Systems 
Data: (as above) 





Interdisciplinary: (as above) Information Systems 
mana"ement 
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Information regarding the organisations, the role of individuals and general facts about 
the project was taken at the initial interview (by telephone or face to face). The 
respondents were given complete freedom to speak, because the researcher wanted to 
get as much as information as possible. In some cases, this information was very useful 
for the researcher because it led the interviewees to report various issues that had not 
been taken into account, such as challenges of vendors, of the software system after 
installation, of legislation, and of change of structure of the organisation, as well as the 
strategies for overcoming technical and organisational challenges during the designing 
of the agenda of the interviews. 
4.7 Case Study Protocol 
As suggested by Tellis (1997) a case study protocol not only contains survey 
instruments, but should also contain general rules and procedures to be followed when 
employing the instrument. The importance of having a case study protocol is to remind 
the researcher what the case study is about as well as to force the researcher into 
expecting various problems, including that of how the case study reports might be 
completed (Yin, 1994). Tellis (1997) also argues that a case study protocol is important 
for tracking the overall progress and reliability of the study. It helps the researcher to 
remain focused on the main tasks and goals, while the process of development brings 
out problems that would only be faced during the actual investigation. Yin (1994) 
claims that a case study protocol should outline: (a) an overview of the case study; (b) 
fieldwork procedures of research, (c) case study research questions, and (d) an output 
format of the research. However, point (d) is not appropriate for the design of this 
dissertation. According to Yin there are five levels of questions for case studies (see 
Table: 4.4) below. This research will follow the outline suggested by Yin, and this 
chapter will deal with level 1,2 and 3 questions, with other parts of the dissertation 
addressing the remaining levels. 
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Table 4.4: Levels of Questions in Multiple Cases. Source: Vin (1994) 
Question 
Level 
Research Question Section Reference 
Level I Questions asked of specific interviewees 4.7.1 Appendix B 
Level 2 Questions asked ofindividual cases 4.7.1 4.7.2/ 4.7.3 
Level 3 Questions asked across multiple cases 4.7.3 
Level 4 Questions asked ofan entire study 1.7/7.1 
Level 5 Questions related to recommendat ions and conclusions 
beyond the narrow scope ofthe study 
7.4 
4.7.1 Case Studv Overview 
The author suggests that this research is not intended to oll'er perspective guidelines to 
the technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-government systems 
but rather, to describe the perspectives ofa case study that enables others to link their 
experiences to those rcported. 
This section ofthe case study protocol gives details oftlic issues under investigation so 
as to aid the researcher's concentration on the main questions being studied. The issues 
that NAill assist thc rcsearcher to rcmaill 110CLIsed during tllc interviews arc as lolloxNs: 
m Identitication of the importance of technical challenges I'acing transactional e- 
government systems. 
Identification of the importance of' the organisational challenges j'acing 
transactional e-government systerns. 
Wntification of the strategies used (suggested) to ovcrcorne the technical 
challenges facing transactional e-government systems. 
Identilication ofthe strategies used (suggested) to overcome the organisational 
challenges facing transactional e-government systems. 
4.7.2 Field Work Research Procedures 
As reported in Section 4.3.1. the nature of the case study is to examine the 
phenomenon in its natural setting. This means that the researcher should deal voth real 
world events such as unavailability of documents, interruptions during interviews, 
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delaying of interviewee etc., but these events should not stop the researcher from 
collecting data. Therefore, a fieldwork procedure must be designed to deal with such 
eventualities. In some cases, during the case studies, the availability of interviewees 
was a problem because some of them were too busy; therefore there was limited time 
for interviews. To deal with this problem, a timetable for interviews was created 
according to the circumstances of the interviewees. This timetable was sometimes 
changed, which was time consuming. Furthermore, interruptions during interview and 
delaying of interviewees have happened. In the case of interruptions, the researcher 
had to stop the tape-recorder and complete it after the interruption was over. As 
mentioned earlier (see Sub-section 4.5.2.1) the Heads of IT, in both organisations, were 
convinced that the data obtained would be confidential and as a result the tape-recorder 
was used smoothly during each interview. The author of this thesis noted that some 
interviewees were hesitating to provide complete information especially for the 
questions related to the security and privacy challenges. However, this section of 
protocol will focus on the procedures used during the multi-case study investigations. 
They are as follows: 
m To identify who needs to be interviewed; the interviewees included among 
others: Head of e-Government Services (Development Unit); Head of Internet 
(Operation Unit); Head of Operations & Network Services; Security 
Administrator; Head of e-Government Services; Head of Strategy Unit - e- 
Government Section and Head of e-Government Services (Support Unit) (see 
Table 4.2). The reasons for choosing these people were justified in section 
4.5.2.1. 
m To develop the agenda of data collection, contingencies such as the failure of 
an interviewee to keep an appointment had to be that taken into consideration. 
Interviews were tape recorded and transcribed later. Furthermore, additional 
data such as documents, archival records (see Table 4.1) would be obtained to 
enhance the research findings. 
m To create a timetable for interviews that includes dates and times which are 
adjusted to the needs of the interviewee. 
To develop an agenda of interviews and use it to collect primary data through 
structured interviews. All interviews were tape recorded and transcribed later. 
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To enhance the findings, additional data was obtained from reports, 
documents and other sources as shown in Table 4.1. 
Robson (2002) reports that the interview is a type of conversation where the role of the 
interviewer is to get interviewees to talk freely and openly. Robson provides some 
advice that should be taken into account by the interviewer during the interview. The 
author will follow this advice, which is surnmarised as follows: 
m Should listen rather than speak. 
Put clear and straightforward questions. 
Eliminate indications that lead interviewees to respond in a particular way. 
m Not allow the interviewee to think you are bored or nervous. 
For the purpose of verifying the accuracy of data, four people in each organisation 
were asked the same line of questions regarding organisational challenges and four 
people in each organisation were asked the same line of questions regarding technical 
challenges (see Section 4.5.2.1 & agenda of interview). Furthermore, documents were, 
if it was possible, used to enhance the claims of interviewees; this type of procedure 
leads to support of triangulation of data. 
4.7.3 Questions Addressed by the Research 
A number of questions were developed for the purpose of maintaining focus on the 
task of data collection. These questions were used only by the author, not by the 
interviewees, and their role was to remind the author of the data. The purpose of 
collecting this data was to identify the importance, categorisation, and presentation of 
the strategies for overcoming, technical and organisational challenges facing a 
transactional e-govemment system. Basically, the protocol questions are aimed at 
maintaining the author's (interviewer's) focus during the process of data collection. 
For this purpose, four questions were developed to be asked of the interviewee; these 
questions represent part of level 2 questions (see Table 4.4). Table (4.5) below 
surnmarises these questions. 
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Table 4.5: Questions Addressed by the Empirical Study 
Question Question 
Number 
I What is the importance of technical challenges facing a transactional e-government 
system? 
2 What is the importance oforganisational challenges facing a transactional e-governincrit 
system? 
3 What are the stratcuies used (suggested) to overcome the organisational chalicnoes 
facino a transactional e-overnment system'? 
4 What are the strategies used (suggested) to overcome the technical challenges facing a 
transactional e-government system'. ' 
4.8 Conclusions 
The purpose of this chapter was to juslik the use of' an appropriate lllctllodologý flor I 
this dissertation. The research methodology intended to be applied to this dissertation 
has been examined. 
This chapter has set out the reasons \Ahy the interpretive method was selected l'or this 
research, i. e. it was considered more appropriate since the research question Is based 
on the need to understand the challenges involved in government pro . jects 
to reach a 
transactional e-government system. The problems that have arisen from tile 
perspectives of those carrying out the projects and the methods sought to overcome 
them are more easily ascertained by in-depth questioning of' those involved. It was, 
therefore. decided to use structured, semi-structured and unstructured interviews so as 
to obtain as 111LIch inf'ormation as possible Crom the interviewees. As mentioned above, 
it was also decided to back up the int'Ormation obtained from the intcrvicwces by Lising 
the triangulation approach, vNhich nicans that more thail onc method of hil'ormation 
gathering, i. e. use of' archival records, documentation and direct observation will be 
used. 
The case study strategy flor the research was discussed, the dccision to use it for this 
research was based mainly on the I'acts that: (a) this research covers an area of study 
that has not been greatly studied before, and (b) it allows the researcher to study 
technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-goverrinient systerns in 
government organisations in their natural settings. In fact, multiple case studies were 
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decided on as a strategy in order to analyse data from more than one organisation and 
to allow cross checking of the data gathered. 
The merits of both the qualitative and quantitative approach were discussed and the 
decision to use the qualitative approach for this research was based on the need to 
focus clearly on organisational. processes and those who operate them and to explore 
this whole area of study which has, as mentioned above, so far had little attention paid 
to it. It was also thought that this approach would give a better insight into the 
problems encountered once the material gathered had been analysed. 
So as to remain focused on the requirements of this research, it was decided to divide 
the empirical research methodology into three areas of study: (a) research design, (b) 
data collection, and (c) data analysis (see Figure 4.1). 
Finally, the case study protocol was discussed. Since it was decided to follow the 
outline of the case study protocol proposed by Yin (1994) an overview of the case 
study; fieldwork procedures of research and case study research questions were 
discussed. 
For the above reasons this research methodology will be based on the stance of 
interpretivism, the method employed will be qualitative and the strategy used will be 
based on multiple case studies. The main source of information gathering will be by 
interview including structured, semi-structured and unstructured interviews, which, 
although covering a wide area, will allow a greater depth of information to be 
achieved. 
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Chapter 5: 
Case Studies and Preliminary Research Findings 
Summary 
This chapter focuses on presenting analyses of empirical data used to: (a) examine the 
proposed model for technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e- 
government systems; (b) identify the importance and the strategies for overcoming 
each technical and organisational challenge included in the conceptual model presented 
in Chapter 3; (c) explore and identify the importance and the strategies for overcoming 
of other technical and organisational challenges that were not included in the 
conceptual model presented in Chapter 3. The analysis of empirical data should not be 
viewed as a comparison of cases. This chapter provides an empirical analysis of 
perspectives of different case studies that describe human and organisational behaviour 
and perceptions during the implementation of an e-government system when trying to 
reach a transactional e-government system. Consequently, the author of this thesis aims 
to examine each case study by describing respective approaches to technical and 
organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government system, rather than 
generalising the outcome of these case studies. However, despite the differences 
between developing and developed countries, and sometimes between developing 
countries themselves, in various aspects such as finance, knowledge and technology 
(see Chapter 2), the results of this thesis could benefit government organisations in 
both developed and developing countries when they attempt to reach transactional e- 
government systems, as well as enable others to draw parallels in outcome. 
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5.1 Introduction 
Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation have identified that there is a need to explore 
(identification of the importance, categorisation, and presentation of the strategies for 
overcoming) technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-government 
systems. The absence of theoretical models for technical and organisational challenges 
facing transactional e-government systems has led the author of this thesis to propose a 
novel model that consists of technical and organisational challenges (see Chapter 3). 
This chapter aims to: (a) identify the importance of each technical and organisational 
challenge identified in the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3, when government 
organisations (that have already reached the transaction stage of an e-government 
system based on criteria presented in section 3.5) seek to reach this stage; (b) provide 
strategies used (suggested) to overcome each technical and organisational challenge 
identified in the conceptual model presented in Chapter 3; and (c) explore, identify the 
importance of, and present the strategies for overcoming other technical and 
organisational challenges that were not included in the conceptual model proposed in 
Chapter 3, and derived as a result of empirical data presented in this chapter. In doing 
so, it should result in: 
m Revision of the conceptual model proposed by exploration of other technical and 
organisational challenges facing transactional e-government that were not 
included in the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3. 
a Achievement of the aim of this dissertation. 
Consequently, the author will examine the proposed conceptual model using the case 
study strategy. In doing so, the cases of two government organisations will be 
presented and analysed in the following sections. The reason for selecting only two 
case organisations is that they provided enough data for this research; selecting a third 
case organisation might have added marginal benefits to this work, however, to realise 
the aim of this dissertation, the two case organisations were selected that have already 
reached a transactional e-government system according to the criteriafor reaching the 
e-government transaction stage within government organisation, as presented in 
Chapter 3 (see section 3.5). 
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5.2 Case Study One - Dubai Municipality (DM) 
5.2.1 Background to the Organisation 
The first case study is that of the Dubai Municipality (DM). Dubai Municipality is one 
of the government organisations in Dubai city. Dubai city is one of United Arab 
Emirates' cities. United Arab Emirates is in the Arabic Gulf region. According to the 
information taken from eight interviewees, the DM is one of the biggest government 
organisations in Dubai. It provides many services for its customers such as building 
permits, maintains public parks, libraries, exports, imports etc. The DM provides the 
following services and information to customers (see Section 2.9): 
m Information services that enable customers to obtain information about the 
organisation. 
w Communication services that give the opportunity for interaction with groups of 
people and/or individuals. 
Transaction services that include submitting data or getting products or services 
online. 
The Directory of Services is an example of an informational service that provides 
useful information on DM services to both individuals and businesses. The Directory 
of Services provides important information on all DM services such as service 
descriptions, service owners, important instructions on how to obtain the service, 
contact number, downloadable forms, etc. The DM also provide services such as 
"Zoning Regulations Enquiry" that allow both individuals and businesses to enquire 
about zoning regulations in various parts of Dubai City. This is an example of a 
communication service. Regarding transactional services, examples of such e-services 
for businesses include: applying for food certificates, applying for No Objection 
certificates, applying for Engineering Material Testing, various types of health and 
physical fitness certificates, etc. Regarding transactional services for individuals, 
examples include: Payment of Parking Fines, Applying for Demarcation Certificates, 
etc. 
Although the DM provides services and infonnation to citizens, businesses and public 
administration, it focuses more on business. The majority of DM e-services are 
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directed towards the business community in Dubai. Many engineering services are 
provided for building and infrastructure contractors and consultants. Other e-services 
are provided to companies that deal with food issues such as food traders (importers 
and exporters), restaurants, supermarkets, etc. Other useful e-services are designed for 
waste management and disposal companies. The DM organisation employs about 
12,000 employees. 
According to the criteria developed by the author of this thesis (see Chapter 3), to 
reach a transactional e-government within government organisations, the DM has 
already reached a transactional e-government system. 
The language used for the software in the DM is Java; this was, according to the 
interviewees, selected from other software languages such as C, C++ and ASP because 
C and C++ do not support the technological aims as well as Java which, when 
compared to ASP is more reliable. Furthermore, Java is: compatible with the 
experience of the staff and is recommended by the consultancy; very strong on the 
Internet and developing sites; provides high levels of security; is easily used for 
development and is available on the market and platform independent, i. e. it can be 
used on every platform and is open to all platforms. 
5.2.2 Technical and Organisational Challenges 
To realise the aim of this dissertation, the following sub-sections, when seen from the 
view of multiple-stakeholders, aims to: (a) identify the importance of technical and 
organisational challenges (identified in the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3) 
facing transactional e-government system at DM; (b) provide the strategies used 
(suggested) to overcome each challenge identified in the conceptual model presented in 
Chapter 3; (c) explore, identify the importance of, and present the strategies for 
overcoming other technical and organisational challenges that were not included in the 
conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the categorisation of technical 
and organisational challenges will, empirically, be presented in Chapter 6, based on 
their level of importance. 
The interviewees were asked to justify, if possible, when the answer was not important, 
any challenge (technical or organisational). At the end of each interview, time was 
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given to each interviewee to add any technical or organisational challenges that were 
not asked about within the interview. 
5.2.3 Technical Challenges Facing Transactional E-government System at DM 
Because it was not possible to interview all DM stakeholders, four stakeholders, who 
were all directly involved in the implementation of the e-government project, were 
selected for structured interviews. The aim of these interviews was to identify the 
importance of technical challenges facing a transactional e-government system at DM 
and provide the strategies used (suggested) to overcome each challenge. Each 
interviewee was asked questions (see Section C, Appendix B). The stakeholders 
interviewed were: the Head of e-Government Services (Development Unit) (D. U); 
Head of Internet (Operation Unit) (LO); Head of Operations & Network Services 
(O. N) and, Security Administrator (S. A). 
Interviewees were asked to identify the importance of each technical challenge 
identified in the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3. The level of importance 
presented in the tables 5.1,5.2,5.3 and 5.4 of this chapter follows a scale similar to 
that used by Miles and Huberman (1994) with values of. (a) unimportant, (b) 
important, and (c) very important; as represented by 0,0 and 0 respectively. 
In those cases where the interviewees did not give a response regarding the level of 
importance, the author of this thesis uses the mark'-' to indicate this reaction. 
This sub-section aims to analyse the perceptions of interviewees related to the 
importance of technical challenges facing the transactional e-government system at 
DM and the strategies used (suggested) in their organisation to overcome each 
technical challenge. Table 5.1 summarises the perceptions of the interviewees when 
asked to identify the importance of technical challenges. It should be noted that, based 
on the common characteristics, the technical challenges facing the transactional e- 
government system have been divided (see sub-section 3.7.1) into: (a) challenges after 
installation of software that enables government organisations to reach a transactional 
e-govemment, these include maintaining high levels of performance and service 
availability, and trouble shooting technical problems; (b) setting technical standards for 
all e-services; (c) the capability of the infrastructure in terms of handling the range and 
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number of transactions, (d) security challenges that include ensuring the security of 
confidential data stored in government organisation databases and e-governinent sites 
from attack and misuse. and ensuring privacy of personal data that is provided by 
citizens as part ofobtaining government services-, (e) financial challenges that include 
finance required to install a software system. and finance required to provide more 
computers. (1) the back-end servers (communication failures between internal system 
and the external web-server). (j) compatibility of c-goverrinient technology available 
to the internal system, and (h) vendors' challenges that include vendors pressure to buy 
their solutions. false promises ot'vendors. and exaggerated vendor prices. 
Table 5.1: T echnical Challenges Facing Transactional E-goverumc ut System in DM 
Categorisation of Technical challenges facing transactional e- 
technical Challenges g oNernment systern in DM. 0. N S. A 1. 
- Maintainnio hiph levels of perl'ormance and 0 - 
After installation service availability 
software system Trouble shooting technical problems 0 0 
Technical standards Setting technical standards for all e-services 
The capability of the The capability of the infrastructure in terms ot 
infrastructure handling the range and number oftransact ions 
Ensuring the security of confidential data 
stored in government organisation databases 
and e-government sites from attack and 
Security rnisuse 
Ensuring privacy of personal data that is I u__ 
provided by customers as part of obtaining 
government services 
Finance required to install a software system 
Financial Finance required to provide more computers 0 C) 0 
Back-end servers The back--end servers (communication Q 0 0 
failures between internal system and the 
external web- server) 
Compatibility Compatibility of e-government technology 0 0 0 
available to the internal system 
Vendors' pressure to buy their solutions 
Challenges of False promises of vendors 
vendors Exaggerated vendor prices (D 0 
Other The evolution of the technology (there is 
always new technology) 
Other The availability of technical resources (skilled 
employees of vendors) 
Other After-sales support (from vendors) 0 0 0 
Other Viruses and worms have come from the 
connection with other departments 01. 0 
comp mes 
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5.2.3.1 Challenges After Installation of Software 
5.2.3.1.1 Maintaining High Levels of Performance and Service Availability 
Table (5.1) above shows that the interviewees all agreed that maintaining high levels of 
performance and service availability is a very important challenge. The Head of e- 
Government Services (Development Unit) provided the reasons for the great 
importance of this challenge; he said: 
"Any E-Environment is a 2417 environment therefore requires a high level of 
maintenance at the infrastructure as well as at the application levels; the number 
of users of an e-application is huge as it's open to the public, performance is a 
concern here as you cannot predict the load or the growth accurately and, to 
gain the users trust you need to provide an undisrupted service. " 
The Head of Operations & Network Services justified the great importance of the 
challenge of maintaining high levels of performance and service availability; he 
reported: 
"The IT world is a very challenging and demanding environment. The reasonfor 
this is that new technologies are introduced ftequently and at the same time 
security threats are exposed on daily basis plus the business opportunities and 
business demand are growing. " 
Interviewees said that the maintaining of high levels of performance and service 
availability challenge could be solved by: 
" Continuous maintenance of the infrastructure (hardware and software). 
" Training employees to deal with any new software system. 
" Consultancy with specialized companies for a particular problem. 
" Applications should be run on two servers because if one server were shut down 
the other would still be working. 
n Specifying teamwork to monitor and make sure of the availability of services. 
n Continuous evaluation of the performance of the system. 
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Proper planning, designing and implementation of the infrastructure, which would 
lead to ensuring constant high levels of performance and service availability. 
Leaming from mistakes. 
5.2.3.1.2 Trouble Shooting Technical Problems 
It appears (see Table 5.1) that the interviewees almost all shared the same perceptions 
regarding the importance of the challenge of trouble shooting technical problems. All 
interviewees except the Head of E-government Services (Development Unit), who 
claims that trouble shooting technical problems is an important challenge, agreed that 
trouble shooting technical problems is a very important challenge. The Head of 
Operations and Network Services reported that the trouble shooting of technical 
problems challenge was very important because: 
"(q) In the Internet environment, there are a number of technical problems such 
as hackers, bugs, viruses, and (b) Adding or developing new applications to the 
infrastructure could cause a problem". 
The Head of Internet (Operation Unit) suggested a strategy for dealing with trouble 
shooting technical problems; he said: 
"If the problem is new, you shouldfirstly know what the problem is and what the 
reasons are for this problem. But, if the problem is not new, you can learn from 
the mistakes". 
However, the interviewees reported that the trouble shooting of technical problems 
challenge could be solved by: 
" Learning from mistakes. 
" Minimizing and dealing with a problem as soon as possible. 
" Dealing with a simple problem internally, complex problems might needs 
consultancy. 
" Training employees to deal with new software systems. 
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u Consulting companies, which specialize in a particular problem (for a short time 
because long contracts with consultancies are very expensive). 
n Specifying specialised skilled team to deal with technical problems. 
5.2.3.2 Technical Standards Challenge 
As can be seen from Table (5.1), there was almost complete agreement among the 
interviewees that setting technical standards for all e-services is a very important 
challenge; the Security Administrator in particular emphasised its importance. The 
Head of E-government Services (Development Unit) said: 
"We (in DM) are dealing with a lot of services that need to be available online. 
So, to be able to keep an acceptable level ofperformance, you need to at least 
have a certain technical standard (development, implementation, and 
documentation standard) for different services. Using certain standard leads to 
minimise risk ofperformance and save the time q development. ?f 
The Head of Operations and Network Services added that: 
"Setting technical standards depends mainly on clear planning and good design 
that assist to address the required standard. Defining of the required standard 
accurately lead to high level ofperformance. " 
The interviewees reported that setting technical standards for all e-services challenge 
can be solved by: 
m Consultancy of a specialised company so as to build the required standard. 
w Setting up a standard, development of standards (coding, design, architecture and 
documentation standards). 
w Leaming from mistakes. 
u Training employees to deal with new software systems. 
w Proper planning, designing and implementation of the infrastructure. 
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5.2.3.3 The Capability of the Infrastructure Challenge 
In interpreting the empirical data - as shown in Table 5.1 above - it appears that the 
interviewees share the same perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge 
posed by the capability of the infrastructure in terms of handling the range and number 
of online transactions. Interviewees all agreed that the capability of the infrastructure in 
terms of handling the range and number of online transactions is a very important 
challenge. The Head of Internet (Operation Unit) justified the great importance of this 
challenge, he said: 
"This challenge is a very important one because you have to make sure that the 
infrastructure is ready to deal with the growing numbers of transactions". 
The Head of Operations & Network Services provided the reason for the great 
importance of the challenge of the capability of the infrastructure in terms of handling 
the range and number of online transactions, he reported: 
"We are serving users, and Dubai Municipality partners. Therefore, we need to 
ensure that our infrastructure has to handle the transactions and we can grow as 
their requirement for doing more transaction grows. This requires us to 
continuously monitor the capacity andperformance, to be proactive. " 
The interviewees reported that the capabilities of the infrastructure in terms of handling 
the range and number of transactions is 1000 to 5000 transactions a day for the DM. 
The Head of E-government Services (Development Unit) claimed that the capability of 
the infrastructure in terms of handling the range and number of transactions depends 
on: (a) How many transactions can be provided online, and (b) How many users there 
are. 
The interviewees said that the challenge of the capability of the infrastructure in terms 
of handling the range and number of transactions could be solved by: 
Knowing the expectations of how many transactions will be processed online and 
providing an extra margin of 20 to 30%. Some interviewees said that the extra 
margin should be more than 30%. 
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n Continuous reviews of the infrastructure and knowing the number of transactions 
it can handle. 
m Providing a flexible or expandable infrastructure by adding more servers so that a 
better perfonnance and extended service can be provided for the users. 
m Good design (the design should be flexible) of the infrastructure followed by good 
planning and good monitoring. 
m Use of particular switches or machines (Load Balancer) that control and distribute 
the load among the servers. 
a Good monitoring which informs as to what the daily position is, i. e. how many 
transactional services have been carried out. 
5.2.3.4 Security Challenges 
5.2.3.4.1 Ensuring the Security of Confidential Data 
In interpreting the empirical data, as shown in Table (5.1) above, it appears that the 
interviewees share the same perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge of 
ensuring the security of such confidential data from attack and misuse and agreed that 
it is a very important challenge. The Head of E-govemment Services (Development 
Unit), Head of Operations & Network Services and Security administrator reported: 
"Ensuring of security and privacy are very important challenges because they 
are related to the reputation ofthe organisation and customer trust". 
Therefore, the Head of Operations & Network Services said: 
"... you need to establish trust with your customers and suppliers. Failure to 
ensure them a secure environment will result in them walking awayfrom you. " 
The interviewees reported that the security challenge could be solved by: 
w Specifying an official who will be responsible for computer security. 
w Assessing systems regularly to make sure security precautions are being 
implemented. 
m Backing-up information continually and storing this backup in a separate location. 
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Providing on-going computer security training to employees. 
Ensuring data level security, which protects the data from unauthorized access, 
whether this data is residing in a database (encryption), or travelling (through SSL 
and/or encryption). 
Ensuring application level security, which makes sure that there are no holes in 
the application that allows illegal access to certain data or other applications. 
Ensuring the infrastructure level security which protects the whole infrastructure 
from hackers and intruders by setting up network authentication. 
m Creating security policy documents which should be reviewed and upgraded 
continuously and approved by the top level of management. 
m Consulting specialist companies to help create security policy documents. 
Ensuring physical security. 
Choosing the right infrastructure that will ensure a high level of security and is 
easily maintained. 
m Understanding of the importance and requirements of the security issue by top 
management. 
5.2.3.4.2 Ensuring the Privacy of Personal Data 
It appears (see Table 5.1) that the interviewees share the same perceptions regarding 
the importance of the challenge of ensuring privacy of personal data that is provided by 
customers as part of obtaining government services. Interviewees all agreed that 
ensuring privacy of personal data is a very important challenge. They said that the 
challenge of ensuring the privacy of personal data could be solved by: 
" Limiting access to personally identifiable information. 
" Training government employees on the importance of privacy. 
" Raising the awareness of employees about the importance of the privacy of data. 
" Limiting information taken from the customers to the level that is really required. 
" Raising the awareness of customers about the importance of privacy. 
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5.2.3.5 Financial Challenges 
5.2.3.5.1 Finance Required to Install a Software System 
As shown in Table (5.1), interviewees do not share the same perceptions regarding the 
importance of the challenge of finance required to install a software system, however, 
the Head of Internet services (Operation Unit) and the Security Administrator claim 
that finance required to install a software system is an important challenge. 
Interviewees reported that the challenge of finance required to install a software system 
could be solved by: 
m Buying of technology in phases to spread the cost over several years. 
The Head of Internet (Operation Unit) added that this challenge could be solved by: 
" Specifying a fixed budget to buy a software system. 
" Leasing technology equipment could be a possible solution. They did not use this 
strategy in their organisation (suggested solution). 
On the other hand the Head of E-government Services (Development Unit) and Head 
of Operations and Network Services claim that the finance required to install a 
software system is not an important challenge because the finance required was 
available to the DM organisation. The Head of Operations and Network Services said 
that: 
"... the business is the driver here and if the business decision makers want a 
particular serviceftom IT and they view that this service isfeasible then we will 
get the money as part ofthe yearly approved budgetfor the IT department. " 
5.2.3.5.2 Finance Required to Provide More Computers 
Table 5.1 reveals that interviewees almost all agreed that the finance required to 
provide more computers was not an important challenge because the finance is 
available to the DM and there is no problem related to the budget due to the high level 
of support from the upper management. The Head of Operations and Network Services 
said: 
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"The money required to provide more computers is not an important challenge 
because the DM has decided to go to the e-government way and specifiedfixed 
budget every yearfor this target. " 
The Head Administrator said that the finance required to install a software system was 
an important challenge while the finance required to provide more computers was not, 
when asked to justify this answer, he claimed: 
"... because the cost of buying computers is very low in comparison with the high 
cost required to buy and install software". 
On the other hand, The Head of Internet (Operations Unit) claimed that, although the 
finance required is available to the DM, the finance required to install a software 
system and provide more computers is an important challenge (in general). He said that 
the solutions to the lack of finance required for installing a software system and 
providing more computers are to: 
" Specify a fixed budget to buy a software system and computers. 
" Buy technology in phases in order to spread the cost over several years. 
" Leasing equipment and technology could be one solution; however, they had not 
used this strategy in their organisation. 
5.2.3.6 Back-End Servers Challenge 
There was agreement, as shown in Table (5.1), among interviewees regarding the 
importance of the challenge of back-end servers (communication failures between 
internal systems and the external web-server). The Head of Operations & Network 
Services and the Security Administrator claimed that this was an important challenge. 
The Head of Internet (Operation Unit) and the Head of E-government Services 
(Development Unit) claim that it is very important challenge. The Head of E- 
government Services (Development Unit) justified the great importance of the 
challenge of back-end servers; he said: 
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"The inputs will be receivedftom the users through web-servers. So, if there is a 
failure of communication between the servers of internal (back-end) systems and 
the external web-server, the users will be unable to get feedback about their 
requests and the process will not be completed By another meaning, the request 
sent by the users will not be delivered to back-end servers in the organisation. " 
However, interviewees reported that the back-end servers challenge could be solved 
by: 
s Installation of tools to monitor back-end server performance. The Head of 
Internet (Operation Unit) reported that the tool used in the DM for this purpose 
was Tivoli. 
The use of tools to monitor the availability of networks. The Head of Internet 
(Operation Unit) reported that the tool used in the DM for this purpose was Site 
Scope 
The provision of a reliable integration tool between web application and the back- 
end system. 
5.2.3.7 Compatibility Challenge 
In interpreting the empirical data (see Table 5.1), it appears that the interviewees share 
the same perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge of the compatibility of 
the e-govemment technology available to the internal system. Interviewees almost all 
agreed that the compatibility of the e-government technology available to the internal 
system is an important challenge. The Head of Internet (Operation Unit) claimed that it 
is a very important challenge. The Head of Operations and Network Services said that: 
"The challenge of the compatibility of the e-government technology available to 
the internal system is not a huge challenge because tools are available. Today, if 
you go out, there are solutions and tools that make you overcome this 
challenge. " 
Interviewees reported that the challenge of the compatibility of the e-government 
technology available to the internal system could be solved by: 
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m Studying technological solutions carefully to ensure high compatibility. 
m Investing in strong integration solutions. 
5.2.3.8 Vendor Challenges 
5.2.3.8.1 Vendors Pressure to Buy their Solutions 
In interpreting the empirical data, as shown in Table (5.1), it appears that the 
interviewees almost all share the same perceptions regarding the importance of the 
challenge of vendor pressures when buying solutions. Interviewees reported that 
challenge of vendor pressures when buying solutions is not really important because in 
the final analysis it is the decision of the DM organisation to purchase the required 
solutions. The Head of Operations & Network Services identified the criteria of the 
decision to purchase the required solutions; he said: 
"... business is the driver here and if they require a particular service from IT 
Then it has to select the right technology to provide the service. We (IT) have a 
methodology that we follow to select the right technology based on business 
requirements. " 
However, the Security Administrator reported that: 
"vendors'pressure to buy their solutions is an important challenge because we 
(at DM are alwaysfacingpressuresfrom vendors to buy their solutions and they 
are trying to convince us of thefeatures of their technology. " 
5.2.3.8.2 False Promises of Vendors 
Table (5.1) reveals that there is agreement among interviewees regarding the 
importance of the challenge of false promises of vendors. The Security Administrator 
and Head of E-govemment Services (Development Unit) claim that this is an important 
challenge. The Head of Internet (Operation Unit) and the Head of Operations & 
Network Services claim that this is a very important challenge. However, interviewees 
reported that the false promises of vendors challenge could be solved by: 
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m Including clear and strong conditions (penalties) within the contract and 
following-up on the implementing of these conditions. 
m Testing new software and hardware in the organisational enviromnent before 
buying new technology. 
m Researching the Internet to find good vendors and offers. 
5.2.3.8.3 Exaggerated Vendor Prices 
In interpreting the empirical data, as shown in Table (5.1), it appears that interviewees 
do not share the same perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge of 
exaggerated vendor prices. The Head of E-government Services (Development Unit) 
and the Head of Internet (Operation Unit) claim that this challenge is not really 
important because in the final analysis it is the decision of the DM organisation based 
on their requirements. The Head of Internet (Operation Unit) said: 
"... the prices can always be reduced somehow. But, the importantfactors are the 
vendors who are implementing the solution and the solution ifseýf " 
On the other hand, the Security Administrator and the Head of Operations & Network 
Services claim that it is an important challenge. The former says: 
"Yes, it is the decision of the organisation to buy or not. But, sometimes, the 
challenge is that the level and standard of technology required is only available 
from one vendor". 
5.2.3.9 Other Technical Challenges at DM 
Based on empirical data, this sub-section seeks to explore, identify the importance of, 
and present the strategies for overcoming other technical challenges that were not 
included in the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3. 
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5.23.9.1 The Evolution of the Technology Challenge 
It seems (see Table 5.1) that interviewees share the same perceptions regarding the 
challenge of the evolution of the technology (there is always new technology) after 
installation of software that enables the DNt to reach a transactional e-government. The 
Head of e-government Services (Development Unit) and Security Administrator claim 
that the evolution of the technology is a very important challenge following the 
installation of software that enables the DM to reach a transactional e-government. The 
Head of Operations & Network Services claims that the evolution of the technology is 
an important challenge. The Head of e-government Services (Development Unit) 
reported that the evolution of the technology challenge can be solved by: 
" Following up with new technology continuously. 
" Stopping regularly every six months to evaluate the performance of the system. 
5.23.9.2 The Availability of Technical Resources (Skilled Employees of Vendors) 
Table (5.1) reveals that there is agreement among interviewees regarding the 
importance of the challenge of the availability of technical resources (skilled 
employees of vendors). The Head of Operations & Network Services and Security 
Administrator claim that the availability of technical resources (skilled employees of 
vendors) is a very important challenge. The Head of e-Government Services 
(Development Unit) claims that the availability of technical resources is an important 
challenge, he said: 
"... during the case study ofany upcoming project the set ofskills needed have to 
be identified and then a decision based on this will be made to outsource or 
develop in house. Youtsourced, the vendors team's CVs should be required as 
part of1he proposal. " 
The Head of Operations & Network Services reported that the availability of technical 
resources (skilled employees of vendors) challenge could be solved by: 
w Looking at the history of the companies and choosing the ones with experience and 
good reputations. 
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5.2.3.9.3 After Sales support (from Vendors) 
In interpreting the empirical data - as shown in Table (5.1) above - it appears that the 
interviewees share the same perceptions regarding the challenge of after sales support 
(from vendors). Interviewees agreed that after sales support (from vendors) is a very 
important challenge. The Head of e-Government Services (Development Unit) justified 
the great importance of this challenge of after sales support (from vendors), he said: 
"... it is a costly activity, especially within an e-solution environment, therefore, 
we at DAf do not depend on rendors'support, we provide the support ourselves. " 
The Head of Operations & Network Services and Security Administrator reported that 
the after sales support (from vendors) challenge can be solved by: 
" Asking other organisations about the reputation of the vendor. 
" Writing contracts and agreements extremely carefully. 
" Use of SLA "Service Level Agreements", Contracts & Bank Guarantees (minimum 
15%) of the total solution to control and make sure of the after sales 
implementation support. 
5.23.9.4 Viruses and Worms have Come from Connection with other 
Departments or Companies 
As can be seen from Table (5.1), there -. %-as almost complete agreement among the 
interviewees that viruses and worms have come from connection with other 
departments or companies, and that this is a very important challenge; the Head of e- 
government Services (Development Unit) in particular claimed that this is an important 
challenge. The Head of Operations & Network Services said: 
""... viruses and worms that have come ftom the connection with other 
departments or companies is a real challenge for us to keep our environment 
virus clean since new viruses are being created on a daily basis. " 
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The Head of e-Government Services (Development Unit) claims that the anti-virus 
technology currently is very advanced and can take care of securing your 
infrastructure. The Security Administrator also claims that a good security policy in 
place "ill reduce the risk but it %vill not take it away 100%. The Head of Operations & 
Network Services reported that the challenge of viruses and worms that have come 
from connections with other departments or companies could be solved by: 
Using different layers of Virus protection and multiple technologies and products 
such as different Antivirus; packages and other technologies like AntiSparn 
solutions. 
w Keeping the system patched %Ath the latest security updates. 
5.2.4 Organisational Challenges Facing transactional e-government systems at 
DNI 
To collect data regarding organisational challenges facing transactional e-government 
systems at DM, four stakeholders who were involved in the implementation of the e- 
government project were interviewed using structured interviews. Each interviewee 
was asked certain questions (see section B, Appendix B). The interviewees were: (1) 
Head of E-Government Services (E. S); (2) Head of Operations & Network Services 
(O. N); (3) Head of Strategy Unit - e-Government Section (S. U) and, (4) Head of E- 
Goverment Services (Support Unit) (II. S). 
Interviewees were asked to identify the importance of organisational challenges facing 
the transactional e-government system at DM. The level of importance presented in the 
following table follows a scale similar to that used by Miles and Huberman (1994) (see 
sub-section 5.2.3). 
This sub-section aims to analyse the perceptions of interviewees related to 
organisational challenges facing transactional e-government systems and the strategies 
used (suggested) in their organisation to overcome each organisational. challenge. 
Table 5.2 summarises the perceptions of the interviewees when asked to identify the 
importance of organisational challenges. It should be noted that, based on the common 
characteristics, organisational challenges facing transactional e-government systems 
A have been divided (see sub-section 3.7.1) into: (a) employee challenges that include the 
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lack of IT skilled emplo%ces. resistance to chanue (from traditional to electronic %%a\s 
of %%orking) bý the cniploýccs. and changing the culture of cnlploýecs (goNct-11111crit 
processes '. should be organised t'or tile comcnicricc of the citizens rather than the 
convenience of the department): (b) rc-cm-nnecring, of internal process challenges that 
include. the transt'orming of emsting off-line data to digitalisation. double process 
front end (the interaction bemecti gowninient organisations and Its Customers needs 
to he oftCrcd in both a traditional manner and also through tile interim). tinic required 
to rccilgiticcr and change the Internal business processes of the organisation and. 
finance required to reengineer and change the Internal business processes of tile 
organisation. (c) adopting. ne\% legislation to deal \\ith ne\\ issues such as electronic 
receipts and digital SI Unat Lires. and (d) change oforganisational structure. 
Table 5.2: Organkational ( halienges FacinL Tran%actional F-goNernment Sýstcnis in DNI 
Categorisation of 
organisational 
E in ploý cc-% 
Reengincering of 
internal Processes 
. Ne, A legislation 
I -T-- -- - -T- Organisational challenges facing 
transactional e-go%ernment s%steins E. S S. u H. S O. N 
in DNI. 
Lackot'l I skilledemploýee, 
Resistance to change (from traditional 
to electronic %NaNs ot "orking) M the 
emploýees represents a challenge. 
Changing the culture of emploýees 
(1-lowi-nment processes should be 
)rganised for the con%enience ot 
customers rather than the convenience 
of the department). 
The transforming of existing off-line 
data to dieitalisation. 
Double process front end (the 
interaction bet%%een go%emment 
oroanisations and its customers needs 
to be offered in both a traditional 
_tnanner 
and also through the internet). 
l'ime required to reengoincer and 
change the internal business processes 
ofthe orLanisation. 
Finance required to reengineer and 
change the intemal business processes 
ofthe organisation. 
Adopting wk legislation to deal \Nith 
ne\% issues such as electronic receipts 
T-0 




and digital signatu es. 
Change% of Change of organisational structure 
Organkational 
Structure 
Other I lie gved of introducing (adopting, ) 
ne%% lqislation 
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5.2.4.1 Employee Challenges 
5.2.4.1.1 Lack of IT Skilled Employees 
In interpreting the data (see Table 5.2), it appears that interviewees almost all share the 
same perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge of the lack of IT skilled 
employees: they almost all claim that it is an important challenge. The Head of 
Operations & Network Services claims that the lack of IT skilled employees is a very 
important challenge. Interviewees reported that this challenge could be solved by: 
" Training employees. 
" Encouraging employees by giving them prizes, for example more money or 
certificates, to train to deal with new technology. (The interviewees said that they 
use this solution sometimes). 
Employing (contracting) new skilled employees. 
Bringing many new, skilled people into the organisation not only to train 
employees but also to deliver new technology. 
5.2.4.1.2 Resistance to Change from Traditional to Electronic Ways of Working 
It appears (see Table 5.2) that there is agreement among interviewees regarding the 
importance of the challenge of resistance to change (from traditional to electronic ways 
of doing their work) by employees. The Head of E-Govemment Services (Support 
Unit) and the Head of E-Government Services claim that this challenge is very 
important; whereas the Head of Operations & Network Services and the Head of 
Strategy Unit claim that it is an important challenge. The Head of Operations & 
Network Services said: 
"Resistance to change (from traditional to electronic ways of doing their work) 
by the employees is a very important challenge, butfull supportfrom the higher 
levels of leadership makes it important". 
However, interviewees reported that the challenge of the resistance to change from 
traditional to electronic ways of working could be solved by: 
m Arranging workshops for employees to upgrade their knowledge of e-government. 
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m Raising the awareness of e-government by sending emails to employees 
describing the importance and benefits of e-government to customers and 
employees. 
a Assuring employees that e-government will not affect negatively the authority and 
the job of employees. 
m Managing the change early in the project. 
w Starting from the top by convincing the manager of the importance and benefits of 
e-govemment. 
5.2.4.1.3 Changing the Culture of Employees 
Data interpretation (see Table 5.2) shows that interviewees share the same perceptions 
regarding the importance of the challenge of changing the culture of employees 
(government processes should be organised for the convenience of customers rather 
than the convenience of the department). Interviewees all said that changing the culture 
of employees was a very important challenge. Interviewees reported that this challenge 
could be solved by: 
Raising the awareness of e-government by sending emails to employees 
describing the importance of e-government to customers and employees. 
Arranging workshops for employees to upgrade their knowledge of e-government. 
m On-the-job training in using e-services. 
m Training employees in customer service concepts. 
m Arranging workshop for both customers and employees. 
5.2.4.2 Reengineering of Internal Processes Challenges 
5.2.4.2.1 Transforming the Existing Off-Line Data to Digitalisation 
The empirical data (see Table 5.2) also shows that interviewees share similar 
perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge of transforming the existing off- 
line data to digitalisation. All claim that it is an important challenge except the Head of 
E-Government Services (Support Unit) who claims that it is a very important 
challenge. The Head of Operations & Network Services said that the process of 
transforming existing off-line data to digitalisation happens automatically as part of the 
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transformation to e-government; he also said that once you have IT systems and people 
feed information into it, the transformation happens. Interviewees reported that the 
challenge of transforming the existing off-line data to digitalisation could be solved by: 
" Identifying the data that needs to be digitalised from the beginning of the project 
(early plan). 
" Using technical solutions such as databases. 
a. Consulting specialist companies and benefiting from their experience. 
5.2.4.2.2 Double Process Front-End 
Interviewees - as shown in Table 5.2 - all share similar perceptions regarding the 
importance of the challenge of double process front-end (the interaction between 
government organisations and its customers needs to be offered in both a traditional 
manner and also through the intemet). All claim that it is an important challenge except 
the Head of the Strategy Unit who says that it is not an important challenge because the 
employees can be divided into two groups, one to handle internet services the other to 
handle counter services. Furthermore, providing on-line services reduces pressure on 
the employees who are dealing with counter services. The double process front-end 
challenge can be solved by: 
m Dividing employees into two groups: one to handle Internet services, the other to 
handle counter services. However, both groups must be able to handle traditional 
and Intemet work. 
5.2.4.2.3 Time Required to Re-engineer and Change the Internal Processes 
Table (5.2) shows that interviewees do not share the same perceptions regarding the 
importance of the challenge of the time required to reengineer and change the internal 
processes. The Head of E-Government Services (Support Unit) claims that it is not an 
important challenge; on the other hand, the Head of Operations & Network Services 
and Me Head of Strategy Unit claim that it is an important challenge. The Head of e- 
Government services claims that it is very important challenge, he says, 
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"... the more re-engineering there is the better chance there is that the service 
will be useful to the customers. " 
The Head of Operations & Network Services claims that time required to re-engineer 
and change the internal processes challenge can be solved by: 
" Defining the requirements and the needs of the re-engineering. 
" Reducing the cycle of approval to a minimum. 
5.2.4.2.4 Finance Required to Re-engineer and Change the Internal Processes 
Table (5.2) reveals that interviewees do not share the same perceptions regarding the 
importance of the challenge of the finance required to reengineer and change the 
internal processes. The Head of E-Government Services (Support Unit) and the Head 
of E-Govemment Services claim that it is not an important challenge. The latter 
justified the lack of importance of this challenge by claiming that there was a high 
level of support from the leadership. On the other hand, the Head of Strategy Unit and 
the Head of Operations & Network Services claim that it is an important challenge. 
The former claims that the money is available in the DM, the challenge lies in getting 
and distributing this money. He said that the finance required to re-engineer and 
change the internal processes challenge could be solved by: 
a Support of the leadership and by specifying a fixed budget. 
The overall solutions for dealing with the different challenges of re-engineering of the 
internal processes at DM are: 
Awareness of the employees of the importance of the re-engineering of processes. 
Awareness of the employees as to the benefits of re-engineering of the processes 
before moving them to e-government. 
Enough time being provided for the project team to work on the re-engineering 
processes. 
Involvement of all levels of employees in the re-engineering processes. 
Including everyone who may be affected by the process of re-engineering: the 
manager, employees and customers (if possible). 
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a Consulting specialist companies, especially in the first phases of the project where 
e-government knowledge is very limited and resources low. (The Head of E- 
Government Services claims that this solution is used for almost all organisational 
challenges). 
5.2.4.3 New Legislation Challenge 
In interpreting the data (see Table 5.2), it seems that almost all interviewees share the 
same perceptions (except the Head of Operations & Network Services) regarding the 
importance of the challenge of adopting new legislation (inside the DM organisation) 
to deal with new issues such as electronic receipts and digital signatures. The Head of 
Operations & Network Services was the only one to claim that this was an important 
challenge. He said that the challenge of adopting new legislation could be solved by: 
" Ensuring the support of the higher management inside the organisation. 
" Defining the legislation that needs to be changed or introduced in order to 
facilitate reaching an organisational transactional e-government. 
On the other hand, the other interviewees claimed that it is not an important challenge 
because: (a) they were given a high level of support from the leadership of the Dubai 
Municipality and the Dubai government; (b) there had been good planning from the 
start of the project; and (c) there were already benefits from the legislation adopted for 
e-commerce. The Head of E-Government Services said that it is a very important 
question 
"because in many cases new legislation is a very important challenge; however, 
in our case it is not an important challenge. " 
The Head of Strategy Unit and the Head of E-Government Services (Support Unit) 
said: 
"New legislation has not been an important challenge so far. But it is expected 
to be important in thefuture. " 
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5.2.4.4 Change of Organisational Structure Challenge 
In interpreting the data (see Table 5.2), it seems that almost all interviewees share the 
same perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge of the change of the 
organisational structure. Interviewees all claim that it is an important challenge except 
the Head of Strategy Unit who claims that it is a very important challenge. However, 
the interviewees report that the solutions for dealing with change of the organisational 
structure challenge are: 
m Convincing those concerned of the importance of management structural changes 
and requirements. 
m Identifying the needs for structural changes to the organisation. 
m Adopting new organisational department(s) to ensure the success of the e- 
govemmen project. 
n Consulting specialist companies especially during the first phases of the project. 
5.2.4.5 Other Organisational Challenge(s) at DM 
Based on empirical data, this sub. -section seeks to explore, identify the importance of, 
and present the strategies for overcoming other organisational challenge(s) that were 
not included in the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3. 
5.2.4.5.1 The Speed of Introducing (Adopting) New Legislation 
It appears (see Table 5.2) that there is agreement among interviewees regarding the 
importance of the challenge of the speed of introducing (adopting) new legislation. The 
Head of Operations & Network Services and the Head of E-Government Services 
(Support Unit) claim that the challenge of the speed of introducing (adopting) new 
legislation is very important, whereas the Head of E-Government Services and the 
Head of Strategy Unit claim that it is an important challenge. The Head of Operations 
& Network Services, from his perspective, justified the great importance of the 
challenge of the speed of introducing (adopting) new legislation; he said: 
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"... the technology is moving veryfast and changing the way people do business 
or give commitments. Therefore, it is important that we have new legislation 
introducedfast to legalize the new ways of doing things. However, on the other 
hand we all know that changing laws or introducing new laws takes time and 
effort and that is where we face the challenge. " 
The Head of Operations & Network Services claims that the challenge of the speed of 
introducing (adopting) new legislation can be solved by: 
" Support of the leadership. 
" Good planning from the start of the project. 
5.3 Case Study Two-Naturalization & Residency Administration 
(DNRD) 
5.3.1 Background to the Organisation 
The second case study is that of the Naturalization & Residency Administration 
(DNRD), which is one of the government organisations in Dubai city (see Sub-section 
5.2.1). According to the information taken from eight interviews, the DNRD is 
responsible for citizens' passports, issue of entry permits (visas), issue of residency 
permits, and entry/exit to/from country and control of Dubai establishments. The 
DNRD employs around 2500 employees and provides services and information to 
citizens, businesses and public administration. It provides the following services and 
information to customers (see Section 2.9): 
0 Information services that enable customers to obtain information about the 
organisation. 
a Communication services that give the opportunity for interaction with groups of 
people and/or individuals. 
Transaction services that include submitting data or getting products or services 
online. 
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According to the criteria developed by the author of this thesis (see Chapter 3), to 
reach transactional e-government within government organisations, the DNRD has 
already reached a transactional e-government system. 
The language used for the software in the DNRD is mainly ASP. net because it supports 
Microsoft. Due to the different applications, Java, C++ and Oracle are also used. Java 
is used for linking with central e-government, C++ is used as an intermediate method 
of providing services to customers (e-forms) online, and Oracle is used for dealing 
with the Database. 
5.3.2 Technical Challenges Facing the Transactional E-government System at 
Naturalization & Residency Administration - Dubai (DNRD): 
To collect data regarding technical challenges facing transactional e-government 
system at the DNRD - Dubai (DNRD), four stakeholders involved directly in 
implementation of the e-government project were interviewed using structured 
interviews. Each interviewee was asked questions (see section C- Appendix B). The 
interviewees were the Projects Manager (P. M); the Head of Information System (I. S); 
the Programmer (P); and the Senior Network & Security Consultant (S. Q. 
Interviewees were asked to identify the importance of technical challenges facing the 
transactional e-govemment system at DNRD. The level of importance presented in the 
following table follows a scale similar to that used by Miles and Huberman (1994) (see 
sub-section 5.2.3). 
This sub-section aims to analyse the perceptions of interviewees related to technical 
challenges facing the transactional e-government system at DNRD and the strategies 
used (suggested) in their organisation to overcome each technical challenge. Table 5.3 
summarises the perceptions of the interviewees when asked to identify the importance 
of each technical challenge. The categorisation of technical challenges, based on the 
common characteristics, followed in Table 5.3, is the same as that used in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.3: Technical Challenges Facing Transactional E-government System in DNRD 
Categorisation of Technical challenges facing transactional P. m Is P S. C 
technical Challenges e-government system at DNRD 
Maintaining high levels of performance and 0 0 0 0 
After installation service availability 
software system Trouble shooting technical problems 0 Q 
Technical standards Setting technical standards for all e-services Q 
The capability of the The capability of the infrastructure in terms 0 
infrastructure of handling the range and number ol 
transactions 
Ensuring the security of confidential data 
stored in government organisation databases 0 
and e-government sites from attack and 
Security misuse 
Ensuring privacy of' personal data that is 
provided by customers as part of obtaining 0 
government services 
Finance required to install a software (D 0 0 0 
Financial system 
Finance required to provide more computers 0 0 0 0 
Back-end servers The back end servers (communication 
failures between internal systems and the 
external web-server) 
Compatibility Compatibility of e-government technology 0 0 
available to the internal system 
- Vendors' pressure to buy their solutions 0 U 
0 
Challenges of False promises of vendors 0 0 0 
vendors Exaggerated vendor prices Q Q 0 0 
Other The evolution of the technology (there is 0 0 
always new technology) 
Other The availability of technical resource..,; 
' 0 0 (skilled employees ot vendors). 
Other After sales support (from vendors) 0 
Other Virus s and worms which have come from 0 
the connection with other departments or 
companies 
5.3.2.1 Challenges After Installation of Software 
5.3.2.1.1 Maintaining Iligh Levels of Performance and Service Availability 
Table 5.33 shows that the intervic\Nces all agreed that maintaining high levels of' 
performance and service availability is a very important challenge. The Sr. Network & 
Security Consultant said: 
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"We at (DNRD) are trying to achieve two main targets: (a) high level of 
availability ofservice, and (b) high level ofperformance. " 
Interviewees said that the maintaining of high levels of performance and service 
availability challenge could be solved by: 
0 Taking technical precautions to ensure high levels of performance and high levels 
of availability. 
m Training employees to deal with any new software system. 
Consultancy with specialised companies for a particular problem. 
Applications should be run on two servers because if one server were shut down 
the other would still be working. 
m Specifying teamwork to monitor and make sure of the availability of services. 
m Continuous evaluation of the performance of the system. 
5.3.2.1.2 Trouble Shooting Technical Problems 
It appears (see Table 5.3) that the interviewees almost all share the same perceptions 
regarding the importance of the challenge of trouble shooting technical problems. They 
all - except for the programmer - agreed that it is an important challenge. The Projects 
Manager claims that trouble shooting technical problems comes after the testing stage 
or through the observations of customers. The programmer claims that it is a very 
important challenge. He suggested a strategy for dealing with this challenge: he said: 
"If the problem is new, you shouldfirstly know what the problem is and what the 
reasons are for this problem. But, if the problem is not new, you can learn from 
the mistakes". 
However, interviewees reported that the challenge of trouble shooting technical 
problems could be solved by: 
" Learning from mistakes. 
" Good testing leads to fewer problems, if testing is done properly, then the 
problems will be minimized. 
a Teamwork for testing and continuous assessment. 
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Training employees to deal with new software systems. 
Documentation of all problems and solutions used for each of them would help 
when facing the same problem in the future. 
5.3.2.2 Technical Standards' Challenge 
In interpreting the empirical data (see Table 5.3), it appears that the interviewees 
almost all shared the same perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge of 
setting technical standards for all e-services. Interviewees all - except Sr. Network & 
Security Consultant - agreed that it is an important challenge. The Sr. Network & 
Security Consultant claims that it is a very important challenge. The Projects Manager 
said: 
"Using a clear standardfor the services provided to the customers will lead 
more control and less problems on the system. However, using a clear standard 
requires much more effort, especially in the first stages of the project, through 
studying ofthe requirements carefully andproper planning and design. " 
The interviewees reported that the setting of technical standards for all e-services 
challenge could be solved by: 
" Consulting a specialized company so as to build the required standard. 
" Ensuring that the chosen technical standard can be easily used by customers. 
" Leaming from mistakes. 
" Training employees to deal with new software systems. 
5.3.2.3 The Capability of the Infrastructure Challenge 
In interpreting the empirical data, as can be seen from Table 5.3, it appears that the 
interviewees almost all share the same perceptions regarding the importance of the 
challenges of the capability of the infrastructure in terms of handling the range and 
number of transactions. All interviewees - except for the Head of Information System 
who claims that this is an important challenge - agreed that this is a very important 
challenge. The Sr. Network & Security Consultant claims: 
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"... this is a very important challenge because the growth of customers is very 
high. " 
The Project Manager claims that: 
"... the more infrastructure strength, the more the results will be better and the 
capability ofaccepting more customers will be bigger. " 
The Projects Manager expected that the capabilities of the infrastructure in terms of 
handling the range and number of transactions would be 5000 to 10000 transactions a 
day in the DNRD. The interviewees said that the challenge of the capability of the 
infrastructure in terms of handling the range and number of transactions could be 
solved by: 
Knowing the expectations of how many transactions will be processed online and 
providing an extra margin. The Sr. Network & Security Consultant said that this 
margin should be 50%. 
Providing a flexible or expandable infrastructure by adding more servers so that a 
better performance and an extended service can be provided for the users. 
Using particular switches or machines (Load Balancer) that control and distribute 
the load among the servers. 
The Head of Information System claims that they did not face problems regarding the 
capability of the infrastructure in terms of handling the range and number of 
transactions 
"because we put the feature of estimating of the numbers of users for the 
software system in the organisation; but because it represents a concern in our 
organisation, it can be considered an important challenge. " 
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5.3.2.4 Security Challenges 
5.3.2.4.1 Security of Confidential Data 
As shown in Table 5.3, the interviewees almost all share the same perceptions 
regarding the importance of the challenge of ensuring the security of the confidential 
data stored in government organisations' databases and on e-government sites from 
attack and misuse. Interviewees all agreed that this is a very important challenge. The 
Programmer claims that: 
"... it is a very important challenge because the information is sensitive: it is 
government information andpeople data. " 
The Sr. Network & Security Consultant claims: 
66 as we were very worried about ensuring the security, we adopted strong 
precautions. " 
The interviewees reported that the security challenge could be solved by: 
m Specifying an official to be responsible for computer security. 
m Assessing systems regularly to make sure security precautions are being 
implemented. 
a Backing-up information continually and storing this backup in a separate location. 
" Providing on-going computer security training to employees. 
" Consulting specialist companies, especially at the test stage of the project. 
" Involving only trustworthy employees on security issues. 
" Using tools such as Firewall to ensure the security of data. 
m Adopting regulations that ensure the security of data. 
5.3.2.4.2 Privacy of Personal Data 
In interpreting the empirical data (see Table 5.3), it appears that the interviewees all 
share the same perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge of ensuring 
privacy of personal data that is provided by customers as part of obtaining government 
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services. Interviewees all agreed that privacy of personal data is a very important 
challenge. The Projects Manager claims that privacy of personal data is a very 
important challenge because: 
"... it is related to customer trust and the reputation of the organisation. " 
Interviewees said that the privacy of personal data challenge could be solved by: 
n Limiting access to personally identifiable information. 
m Training government employees in the importance of privacy. The Projects 
Manager said using terms of enhancement or upgrading awareness is more 
suitable than using the term training. 
The Head of Information System claims that although they did not face much problems 
regarding the challenges of ensuring the security of the confidential data stored in 
government organisations' databases and on e-government sites from attack and 
misuse and ensuring privacy of personal data that is provided to citizens as part of 
obtaining government services, they are, nevertheless, very important challenges 
"because we put them into consideration during the design and implementation 
stage of the e-government project and we still worry about it. " 
5.3.2.5 Financial Challenges 
5.3.2.5.1 Finance Required to Install a Software System 
Interviewees (as shown in Table 5.3) almost all share the same perceptions regarding 
the importance of the challenge of finance required to install a software system. They 
all agreed that this is not an important challenge because there is a fixed budget and 
money is available. The Projects Manager, on the other hand, claims that it is an 
important challenge; he said that, although there is a fixed budget and finance is 
available, the problem is using the available money in the right place. 
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5.3.2.5.2 Finance Required to Provide More Computers 
It appears (see Table 5.3) that interviewees share the same perceptions regarding the 
importance of the challenge of finance required to provide more computers. 
Interviewees all agreed that this is not an important challenge because finance is 
available. The Projects Manager said that the finance required to install a software 
system was an important challenge while the finance required to provide more 
computers was not, when asked to justify this answer, he claimed: 
"... because the cost of buying computers is very low in comparison with the high 
cost required to buy and install software". 
5.3.2.6 Back-End Servers Challenge 
There was (as can be seen from Table 5.3) agreement among interviewees regarding 
the importance of the challenge of back-end servers (communication failures between 
internal systems and the external web-server). Interviewees all agreed that this is a 
very important challenge. The Programmer said: 
"Failures of communication between internal systems (back -end servers) and 
the external web-server is very important challenge because the communication 
between the users and the organisation is significant, so, this communication 
must notfail any time. " 
However, interviewees reported that the back-end servers challenge could be solved 
by: 
" Installation of tools to monitor back-end server performances. 
" The use of tools to monitor the availability of networks. The Sr. Network & 
Security Consultant reported that the tool used in the DNRD for this purpose was 
Cisco. 
" Continuous evaluation of the system. 
" 24-hour operation staff to be made available. 
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5.3.2.7 Compatibility Challenge 
In interpreting the empirical data (see Table 5.3), it appears that the interviewees do 
not share the same perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge of the 
compatibility of e-government technology available to the internal system. The Sr. 
Network & Security Consultant and programmer claim that is an important challenge. 
However, the Head of Information System claims that it is a very important challenge. 
He said: 
64 ... we have already faced some problems regarding the challenge of the 
compatibility of e-government technology available to the internal system. So, 
sometimes we had to change our internal system to be compatible with available 
solutions. " 
Interviewees reported that the compatibility of e-govemment technology available to 
the internal system challenge could be solved by: 
" Studying technological solutions carefully to ensure high compatibility. 
" Investing strong integration solutions. 
" Trying to identify the solutions compatible with the internal system. 
On the other hand, the Projects Manager claims that the compatibility of e-government 
technology available to the internal system is not an important challenge because they 
are studying to use a software intermediate (called e-book) that can deal with and make 
integration with different types of databases and applications easily. 
5.3.2.8 Vendors' Challenges 
5.3.2.8.1 Vendors' Pressure to Buy their Solutions 
In interpreting the empirical data (see Table 5.3), it appears that the interviewees 
almost all share the same perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge of 
vendor pressures when buying solutions. Interviewees reported that this challenge is 
not really important because in the final analysis it is the decision of the DNRD 
organisation to purchase the required solutions. The Sr. Network & Security 
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Consultant claims that they have qualified technical teams who choose what they really 
need. However, the Head of Information System reported that it is an important 
challenge; he said that vendors' pressure to buy their solutions challenge could be 
solved by: 
n Limiting the vendors based on the organisations' needs. 
5.3.2.8.2 False Promises of Vendors 
There is (as shown in Table 5.3) almost agreement among interviewees regarding the 
importance of the challenge of false promises of vendors. The Projects Manager and 
Head of Infonnation System claim that this is a very important challenge. The Sr. 
Network & Security Consultant claims that this is an important challenge. Interviewees 
reported that false promises of vendor challenges could be solved by: 
Adopting clear contracts called SLA (Service Level Agreement) with strong 
penalties and by selecting well-known companies. 
On the other hand, the programmer claims that false promises by vendors are not an 
important challenge. 
5.3.2.8.3 Exaggerated Vendor Prices 
As shown in Table 5.3 interviewees do not share the same perceptions regarding the 
importance of the challenge of exaggerated vendor prices. The Projects Manager and 
Head of Information System claim that this an important challenge and can be solved 
by: 
w Studying carefully all offers and choosing the best based on the requirements of 
the project. 
On the other hand, the Sr. Network & Security Consultant and the programmer both 
claim that exaggerated vendor prices are not an important challenge because they can 
look at different offers online and decide on the best for them. It is finally their 
decision. 
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5.3.2.9 Other Technical Challenges at DNRD 
Based on empirical data, this sub-section seeks to explore, identify the importance of, 
and present the strategies for overcoming other technical challenges that were not 
included in the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3. 
5.3.2.9.1 The Evolution of the Technology Challenge 
It seems (see Table 5.3) that interviewees share the same perceptions regarding the 
importance of the challenge of the evolution of the technology (there is always new 
technology) after the installation of the software that enabled the DNRD to reach a 
transactional e-government. The Head of Information System and the programmer 
claim that the evolution of the technology is a very important challenge following the 
installation of software that enabled the DM to reach a transactional e-government. The 
Programmer said: 
"After installing of the software that you need to maintain the system, the process 
of maintenance may require installing of a new program that requires new (the 
latest) hardware. We (at the DNRD) always update our systems with the latest 
technology. " 
The Projects Manager claims that the evolution of the technology is an important 
challenge. He said: 
"New technology is an important challenge specially because there is always 
new technology, usually when software companies release new technology it will 
be compatible with the previous one but the thing is that you have to make more 
effort to get used to the newfeature. Sometime while developing we have to make 
it more generic and open to have ability for upgrade the application when new 
technology comes. " 
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The Head of Information System reported that the challenge of the evolution of the 
technology could be solved by: 
" Adopting standards for using technology by all parties to the e-government system. 
" Building communities for evaluating new technology. 
" Conducting periodic meetings to discuss issues & barriers. 
5.3.2.9.2 The Availability of Technical Resources (Skilled Employees of Vendors) 
There is (as shown in Table 5.3) almost total disagreement among interviewees 
regarding the importance of the challenge of the availability of technical resources 
(skilled employees of vendors). The programmer claims that the availability of 
technical resources (skilled employees of vendors) is not an important challenge; he 
said: 
"If the vendor doesn't have the qualified employees to implement the new 
technology we'll not bu from him because if we did, we would not get all the y 
benefits ftom this technology. We can seek another vendor and if there wasn't 
one then this would be a very important challenge for us, and we should train 
our staff in the implementation of this technology. " 
On the other hand, the Head of Information System and the Projects Manager claim 
that the availability of technical resources (skilled employees of vendors) is an 
important challenge. The Head of Information System said: 
"At DNRD we can always replace the vendors in its initial stages of the project 
as soon as we discovered that they are unable to handle the requirements of the 
project. However, we have some evaluation and procedures for choosing the 
right vendors. " 
The Projects Manager added that: 
"Yes, the availability of technical resources (skilled employees of vendors) is an 
important challenge, but usually (at DNRD) we avoid that by selecting our 
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vendors carefully through: meet their technical staff before project start, and 
study the vendor history (previous projects, other clients, etc. ). " 
The Head of Information System and the Projects Manager reported that the challenge 
of the availability of technical resources (skilled employees of vendors) could be 
solved by: 
" Selecting vendors carefully and studying the vendors' history (such as previous 
projects, other clients, integrity. ). 
" Meeting the technical staff of the vendors before the project starts. 
" Adopting evaluation & assessment procedures for choosing vendors and replacing 
them at the initial stage as soon as discovering that they would not be 
capable of handling the project. 
5.3.2.9.3 After Sales Support (from Vendors) 
t 
As shown in Table 5.3 interviewees do not share the same perceptions regarding the 
importance of the challenge of after sales support (from vendors). The Head of 
Information System claims that after sales support (from vendors) is not an important 
challenge. On the other hand, the programmer and the Project Manager claim that after 
sales support (from vendors) is very important and an important challenge, 
respectively. The Programmer justified the great importance of this challenge; he said: 
"After sales support is one of the major point in evaluating the vendors. All 
contracts between the vendors and the organisation, therefore, must contain 
reference to the after sales support with penalties. " 
The programmer and the Project Manager reported that the after sales support (from 
vendors) challenge can be solved by: 
" Obtaining references regarding the after sales support with penalties, in all 
contracts. 
" Selecting vendors carefully and studying the vendor's history (such as previous 
projects, other clients, integrity. ). 
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5.3.2.9.4 Viruses and Worms have Come from the Connection with other 
Departments or Companies 
Interviewees (as shown in Table 5.3) almost all share the same perceptions regarding 
the importance of the challenge of viruses and worms that have come from connections 
with other departments or companies. The Head of Information System and the 
programmer claim that viruses and worms have come from connections with other 
departments or companies are a very important challenge. The Projects Manager 
claims that this is an important challenge. Interviewees reported that the viruses and 
worms that have come from connections with other departments or companies' 
challenge could be solved by: 
" Upgrading and updating the system with the latest Anti-Virus software regularly. 
" Limiting access to other departments and not allowing any unsecured connection 
with any devices. 
5.3.3 Organisational Challenges Facing transactional e-government systems at the 
Naturalisation & Residency Administration - Dubai - (DNRD) 
To collect data regarding organisational challenges facing transactional e-government 
systems at DNRD, four stakeholders who were involved directly in implementation of 
the e-government project were interviewed using structured interviews. Each 
interviewee was asked certain questions (section B, Appendix B). The interviewees 
were: The Head of Information System (I. S); the Head of Strategic Planning Section 
(S. P); Deputy Section - Head of Operation (H. 0); and the Manager of Section of 
Programming Applications (P. A). Interviewees were asked to identify the importance 
of organisational challenges already faced by the DNRD organisation in order to reach 
a transactional e-government system. The level of importance presented in the 
following table follows a scale similar to that used by Miles and Huberman (1994) (see 
sub-section 5.2.3). 
This sub-section aims to analyse the perceptions of interviewees related to 
organisational challenges facing the transactional e-government system at DNRD and 
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the strategies used (suggested) in their organisation to overcome each organisational 
challenge. Table 5.4 summarises the perceptions of' the intervlcwccs \Nhen asked to 
identify the importance of each organisational challenge. The categorisation of' 
organisational challenges, based on the common characteristics, l'ollowed in Table 5.4 
is the sarne as that used in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.41: Organisational Challenges Facing the Transactional E-government Sýstcm at DNRD 
Categorisation of Organisational challenges facing 
organisational transactional e-government system at LS 
___Challenges 
1) NRD 
The lack of IT skilled cniploýccs 
Resistance to change (frorn traditional to 
electronic ways of' working) by the 
employees represents a challenge. 
Employees Changing the culture of employees 
(government processes should be organised 
for the convenience of the customers rather 
than the convenience ofthe department). 
The transforming of existing oil'-line data to 
digital isation. 
Double process front -end (the interaction 0 
between government organisations and its 
customers needs to be offered in both a 
traditional manner and also through the 
Reenginecring of internet). 
internal Processes Time required to reengineer and change the 
internal business processes of the 
organisation. 
Finance required to reengineer and change t! ý 0 
the internal business processes of the 
organisation. 
Adopting new legislation to deal with new 
New legislation issues such as electronic receipts and digital Q 
---- - 





Other The speed of introducing (adopting) new Q I- 
, 
legislation 











5.3.3.1 Employee Challenges 
5.3.3.1.1 The Lack of IT Skilled Employees 
In interpreting the empirical data (see Table 5.4)ý it appears that interviewees all share 
the same perceptions regarding the importance ofthe challenge ofthc lack ol'I'l, skilled 
employees. Interviewecs all claim that it is very important challenge. The I lead of' 
Strategic Planning said: 
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"Lack of IT skilled employees is a very important challenge because you can 
easily change the system and deal with different technical problems, but it is 
difficult to change the mind and culture of employees. " 
Interviewees reported that the lack of IT skilled employees challenge could be solved 
by: 
m Training employees; the Head of Strategic Planning claims this is the main 
solution for lack of IT skilled employees; he added that they need to put a 
schedule in plade for training employees until they reach the level needed. 
Encouraging employees by giving them prizes, for example more money or 
certificates, to train to deal with new technology. (The interviewees said that they 
use this solution sometimes). 
Employing (contracting) new skilled employees to educate, help and be a good 
example to the existing employees. 
m Consulting a specialist company. 
w Continuous upgrading of knowledge of employees about new technology. 
5.3.3.1.2 Resistance to Change from Traditional to Electronic Methods of 
Working 
In interpreting the empirical data (see Table 5.4), it appears that there is agreement 
among interviewees regarding the importance of the challenge of resistance to change 
(from traditional to electronic ways of doing their work) by employees; interviewees 
all see this as an important challenge, except for the Head of Strategic Planning who 
claims that this is a very important challenge. However, interviewees reported that the 
challenge of resistance to change from traditional to electronic ways could be solved 
by: 
" Arranging workshops for employees to upgrade their knowledge of e-government. 
" Raising the awareness of e-government by sending emails to employees 
describing the importance and benefits of e-goverriment to customers and 
employees. 
0 Assuring employees that e-government will not affect negatively the authority and 
the jobs of employees. 
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5.3.3.1.3 Changing the Culture of Employees 
It appears (see Table 5.4) that interviewees almost all share the same perceptions 
regarding the importance of the challenge of changing the culture of employees 
(government processes should be organised for the convenience of customers rather 
than the convenience of the department). The Head of Information System and the 
Head of Strategic Planning claim that this is a very important challenge. The Head of 
Strategic Planning said: 
"You can change the system, but the problem is how do you change the culture of 
employees. Ifyou do not change the culture of employees, you cannot adopt an e- 
government system. " 
The Manager of Programming Applications and the Head of Operations claim that this 
is an important challenge. Interviewees reported that the challenge of changing the 
culture of employees could be solved by: 
0 Initially arranging presentations that describe the benefits and importance of e- 
government as claimed by the Head of Information Systems. 
" Raising the awareness of e-government by sending emails to employees 
describing the importance of e-government to customers and employees. 
" Arranging workshops for employees to upgrade their knowledge of e-government. 
" On-the-job training in using e-services. 
" Training employees in customer service concepts. 
5.3.3.2 Re-engineering of Internal Processes Challenges 
5.3.3.2.1 Transforming the Existing Off-Line Data to Digitalisation 
In interpreting the empirical data, (see Table 5.4) it seems that interviewees share the 
same perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge of transforming the 
existing off-line data to digitalisation. All claim that it is a very important challenge. 
The Head of Information System said: 
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"Transforming the existing off-line data to digitalisation is a very important 
challenge because it is time consuming. " 
Interviewees reported that the challenge of transforming the existing off-line data to 
digitalisation could be solved by: 
Studying the size of the problem. 
Identifying and prioritising the most important data to be digitalised. 
5.3.3.2.2 Double Process Front-End 
Interviewees (as shown in Table 5.4) all share the same perceptions regarding the 
importance of the challenge of double process front-end (the interaction between 
government organisations and its customers needs to be offered in both a traditional 
manner and also through the internet). All claim that it is not an important challenge 
because providing on-line services reduces the pressure on the employees who are 
dealing with counter services; in other words, the number of customers doing their 
work physically will be decreased. 
5.3.3.2.3 Time Required for Re-engineering the Internal Processes 
As can be seen from Table 5.4, interviewees share the same perceptions regarding the 
importance of the challenge of the time required to reengineer the internal processes of 
the organisation. All claim that it is an important challenge. Interviewees report that the 
time required to reengineer the internal processes challenge can be solved by: 
" Creating timetables for carrying out the tasks. 
" Dividing responsibilities among employees. 
" Starting with the most important tasks. 
5.3.3.2.4 Finance Required to Re-engineer the Internal Processes 
In interpreting the empirical data (see Table 5.4), interviewees share the same 
perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge of the finance required to re- 
engineer the internal processes of the organisation. All claim that it is not an important 
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challenge because there was a high level of support from the leadership who provide a 
fixed budget. The finance required to re-engineer and change the internal processes is 
available in DNRD. 
The overall solutions for dealing with the different challenges of re-engineering of the 
internal processes at DNRD are: 
" Awareness of employees of the importance of the re-engineering of processes. 
" Awareness of the employees as to the benefits of re-engineering of the processes 
before moving them to e-goverment. 
" Enough time being provided for the project team to work on the re-engineering 
processes. 
" Involvement of all levels of employees in the re-engineering processes. 
5.3.3.3 New legislation Challenge 
In interpreting the empirical data (see Table 5.4), it seems that all interviewees share 
the same perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge of adopting new 
legislation (inside the DNRD) to deal with new issues such as electronic receipts and 
digital signatures. Interviewees all claim that this is an important challenge; they also 
said that the challenge of adopting new legislation could be solved by: 
" Ensuring the support of the higher management inside the organisation. 
" Defining the legislation that needs to be changed or introduced in order to 
facilitate reaching an organisational transactional e-government. 
" Showing the benefits of e-commerce legislations. 
" Showing the benefits of the experience of other organisations. 
5.3.3.4 Change of the Organisational Structure Challenge 
In interpreting the empirical data (see Table 5.4), it appears that interviewees do not 
share the same perceptions regarding the importance of the challenge of the change of 
the organisational structure. The Head of Information System and the Manager of 
Programming Applications claim that this is not an important challenge. The Head of 
Information Systems said: 
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"In DNRD, the change of the organisational structure was not an important 
challenge because the process of restructuring has been done smoothly due to 
the support of the higher levels of management and their belief in the benefits 
and importance of e-government. " 
On the other hand, the Head of Operation and Head of Strategic Planning claim that 
this is an important challenge; they said that the change of the organisational structure 
challenge could be solved by: 
n Convincing employees of the importance of management structural changes and 
rcquircmcnts. 
Identifying the needs for structural changes to the organisation. 
Adopting new organisational department(s) to ensure the success of the e- 
govemment project. 
5.3.3.5 Other Organisational Challenge(s) at DNRD 
Based on empirical data, this sub-section seeks to explore, identify the importance of, 
and present the strategies for overcoming other organisational challenge(s) that were 
not included in conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3. 
5.3.3.5.1 The Speed of Introducing (Adopting) New Legislation 
It appears (see Table 5.4) that there is agreement among interviewees regarding the 
importance of the challenge of the speed of introducing (adopting) new legislation. The 
Manager of Programming Applications and Head of Strategic Planning claim that the 
speed of introducing (adopting) new legislation is a very important challenge. The 
Head of Strategic Planning claims that the speed of introducing (adopting) new 
legislation can be considered as a factor that leads to successful e-government. The 
Head of Information System and the Head of Operation claim that the speed of 
introducing (adopting) new legislation is an important challenge. The Head of 
Information System reported that the challenge of the speed of introducing (adopting) 
new legislation could be solved by: 
0 Enhancing the work process. 
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5.4 Conclusions 
This chapter offers an analysis of the technical and organisational challenges facing the 
transactional e-government systems in two government organisations. The justification 
for selecting only two cases was discussed in section 5.1 and was based on the 
rationale that the two cases would provide sufficient data for this dissertation. The 
author suggests that a third case study could offer only marginal benefits. 
The empirical data presented in this chapter enables the author to draw conclusions. 
However, it is important, before offering any conclusions, to link such conclusions 
with the empirical research methodology provided in Chapter 4, however, with the 
conclusions offered in this chapter now forming level 3 as shown in Table 4.4. The 
conclusions of the empirical data presented in this chapter can be drawn from the 
following paragraphs. 
> The main findings derived from analysis of the data presented in this chapter 
regarding the technical challenges facing a transactional e-government system by 
two case studies (DM and DNRD) elicited that: 
m There was agreement among interviewees of two case studies that the 
following challenges are very important: maintaining high levels of 
performance and service availability, ensuring the security of confidential 
data stored in government organisation databases and e-government sites 
from attack and misuse, and ensuring privacy of personal data provided by 
citizens as part of obtaining government services. The great importance of 
ensuring the security and privacy was justified because these challenges are 
related to customer trust issues and the reputation of the organisations. 
There was disagreement among interviewees regarding the importance of the 
finance required to install a software system. Some interviewee's claim that 
this is an important challenge while others claim that it is not an important 
challenge. Furthermore, the finance required to provide more computers and 
vendor pressure to buy their solutions are considered not important 
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challenges by almost all interviewees. The interviewees who claimed that the 
finance required to install a software system is important, while the finance 
required to provide more computers is not an important challenge, justified 
their answer by saying that the cost of buying computers is very low in 
comparison with the high cost required to buy and install software. 
> The main findings derived from analysis of the data presented in this chapter 
regarding the organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government 
system from two case studies (DM and DNRD) revealed that: 
m Changing the culture of employees (government processes should be 
organised for the convenience of the customers rather than the convenience of 
the department) is considered a very important challenge by almost all 
interviewees. This refers to the fact that changing the culture of employees is 
much more difficult than changing the system. The adoption of an e- 
government system depends mainly on the ability to change the culture of 
employees. 
Finance required to re-engineer and change the internal business processes of 
the organisation is considered a not important challenge by almost all 
interviewees. 
Based on the empirical data presented and analysed in this chapter, new technical and 
organisational challenges facing transactional e-govemment systems that were not 
included in the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3, were explored in this chapter 
and will be considered in the revised conceptual model in Chapter 6. 
To realise the aim of this dissertation, based on empirical data derived from both case 
studies presented and analysed in this chapter, the importance of technical and 
organisational challenges facing transactional e-governments, which will be included 
in the revised conceptual model (see Figure 6.1), will be identified and then 
categorised based on the level of importance in Chapter 6. Furthermore, the strategies 
used (suggested) for overcoming each technical and organisational challenge, as 
proposed in the conceptual model presented in Chapter 3 and those strategies presented 
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for technical and organisational challenges explored based on empirical data, were 
presented in this chapter based on the perceptions of the interviewees from each case 
study. These strategies (derived from two case studies) will be reported in Chapter 6 
and linked to those proposed in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 6: 
Model for Technical and Organisational Challenges 
Facing Transactional E-government Systems 
Summary 
The research issues identified in Chapter 3 were explored in the previous chapter, 
which dealt with technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e- 
government system. In doing so, empirical data collected from the two case studies 
were presented and analysed. There was an indication, from the results, of the need for 
modifications to the conceptual model proposed in Figure 3.4 based on the issues in 
practice and on empirical evidence. The empirical data presented and analysed in 
Chapter 5 are taken into account in this chapter to revise the conceptual model, and 
then identify the importance, categorisation, and presentation of the strategies for 
overcoming technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e- 
government system. In doing so, the aim of this dissertation will be satisfied by 
providing researchers and decision-makers with a frame of reference for technical and 
organisational challenges facing such a system. 
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6.1 Introduction 
The literature presented in Chapter 2 reveals that there is an absence of theoretical 
models for technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government 
system. Moreover, there is a lack of studies that focus on identification of the 
importance, categorisation, and presentation of strategies for overcoming these 
technical and organisational challenges. The empirical evidence presented in Chapter 5 
has addressed this. In doing so, this dissertation has investigated management concerns 
to contribute towards providing a better understanding of technical and organisational 
challenges facing a transactional e-government associated with implementation of an 
e-government system. 
Chapter 5 provided empirical data used to assess the conceptual model presented in 
Chapter 3, and satisfy the aim of this dissertation. This chapter seeks mainly to revise 
the conceptual model for technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional 
e-government system, based on empirical data derived from the previous chapter. This 
will be achieved by exploration of and combination with the revised conceptual model, 
based on common characteristics of other technical and organisational challenges 
facing transactional e-government that were not included in the conceptual model 
proposed in Chapter 3. As a result, in this chapter, a novel conceptual model for 
technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government system 
will be proposed. Such a model could benefit government organisations through using 
it as a tool for decision-making when implementing an e-government system and 
attempting to reach a transactional e-government system. 
Additionally, to meet the aim of this dissertation, this chapter, based on empirical data, 
seeks to: (a) identify the importance of technical and organisational challenges facing a 
transactional e-government system, (which are included in the revised model); (b) 
categorise technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-government 
systems, (which are included in the revised model) (see Figure 6.1), based on the level 
of importance, and (c) provide strategies used (suggested) to overcome technical and 
organisational challenges facing a transactional e-goverriment system, which are 
included in the revised model. 
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6.2 Lessons Learned from Case Studies 
This section aims to provide a synopsis of the main findings of Chapter 5, to enable 
others to relate their experiences to those presented. As a result, the change of the 
conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3 will consider adding technical and 
organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government system derived from 
empirical data presented in Chapter 5. The purpose of this dissertation is not to provide 
prescriptive guidelines to technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional 
e-government system, but rather to describe the perspectives of case studies that enable 
others to relate their experiences to those presented. Consequently, this dissertation 
provides a broader understanding of technical and organisational challenges facing a 
transactional e-government system. 
The key issues regarding these technical and organisational challenges derived from 
the empirical data are summarised as follows: 
The conceptual model presented in Chapter 3 divided security challenges 
into: (a) ensuring the security of confidential data stored in government 
organisation databases and e-govemment sites from attack and misuse, and 
(b) ensuring privacy of personal data that is provided by citizens as part of 
obtaining government services. Based on the cases of DM and DNRD in 
Chapter 5, the challenge of viruses and worms that have come from the 
connection with other departments or companies is explored. However, such 
a challenge was not included in the conceptual model presented in Chapter 3 
and will be combined, based on common characteristics, with security 
challenges. So this addition is required to the revised model presented in this 
chapter to reflect this empiricalfinding. 
The conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3 divided the challenges after 
installation of the software system into: (a) maintaining high levels of 
performance and service availability, and (b) trouble-shooting technical 
problems. However, based on both cases presented in Chapter 5, the 
challenge of the evolution of the technology (there is always new technology) 
is explored, and based on common characteristics, will be combined with the 
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challenges of after installation software systems. This challenge is added to 
the proposed conceptual model. 
a As shown in the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3, vendors' 
challenges were divided into: (a) vendors' pressure to buy their solutions; (b) 
false promises of vendors, and (c) exaggerated vendor prices. Based on the 
cases of DM and DNRD presented in Chapter 5, two challenges, based on 
common characteristics, that can be combined with vendor challenges are 
explored. The explored vendor challenges are: (a) the availability of technical 
resources (skilled employees of vendors), and (b) after-sales support (from 
vendors). However, since such challenges were not included in the 
conceptual model presented in Chapter 3, additions are required to the 
revised model presented in this chapter to reflect these empiricalfindings. 
m Based on both cases presented in Chapter 5, Me speed of inlroducing 
(adopting) new legislation challenge was explored. This challenge, based on 
common characteristics, will be combined with adopting new legislation as 
proposed in the conceptual model presented in Chapter 3. However, as this 
challenge was not included in the earlier conceptual model, an addition is 
required to the revised model. 
Comprehensive literature review (see Chapter 2) revealed that there is a lack of studies 
that focus on technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e- 
government. However, based on empirical data presented in Chapter 5, a number of 
technical and organisational challenge(s) were explored (see Table: 6.1). Due to the 
importance of explored technical and organisational challenge(s) (see Section: 6.4), the 
additions to the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3, as derived from the case 
studies are listed in Table 6.1 below. These additions in turn suggest changes to the 
conceptual model. 
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Table 6.1: Additional Technical and Organisational Challenge(s) Derived from Empirical 
Evidence 
_Additional 
techni al and organisational challenge(s) facing transactional e-government systems 
The evolution of the technology (there is akýaNs nexN technolo 
Additional Availability of technical resources (skilled employees ot'vendors). 
technical After-sales support (from vendors). 
challenges Viruses and wornis that have corne frorn connection with other departments or 
companies. 
Additional 
organisational Speed of introducing (adopting) new legislation. t, 
challenee 
However, the identification of' the importance. categorisation. and presentation ol' 
strategies Ior overcoming of the additional technical and organisational challenge(s) 
derived from empirical evidence %Aill be presented in Sections 6.4.6.5 and 6.6, 
respectively. 
6.3 The Revised Conceptual Model forTechnical and Organisational Challenges 
After carrying out the analysis of the empirical data presented in Chapter 5, the process 
of the development Of Figure 6.1 has become possible. Consequently. 1`6110wing the 
investigation of research issues identilied in Chapter 3, a revised conceptual model is 
now developed (see Figure 6.1). In Figure 6.1. the new technical and orgaillsational 
challenges (see Table: 6.1) facing a transactional e-government system derived froin 
empirical evidence are shown in italics and included in un-highfighted text boxes 
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Fechnical and oruninisational cliallem-, cs 




'I cclillical ('11allellues 
Capability of 
infrastructure 
After installation of the software 
Trouble Evolution Maintainim, 








SeCUrity of Privacy Viruw. % 
confidential of ittit/ 
data personal womm 
data 
Vendors' challenges 
After sa/es False F. xaggerated I vailabilio, Pressure 
support promises prices offechnical to buy 
re. %ourve% Soluti , )11., " 
Organ isat iona I challenges 
Employee challenges 
Lack oHT Resistance to Changing 





Adoption of new legislation Slyeed ol'adoplion oj' II 
itew legislulion 
I 
Re-engineering of internal process 
Transfonning of Double process Time for Finance for 
existing off-line data front-end reengineering reengineering 
to di, -)italisation 
Figure 6.1: Reý ised Model for'Fechnical and Organisational Challenges 
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6.4 Importance of Technical and Organisational Challenges 
To realise the aim of this dissertation, this section seeks to identify the importance of 
technical and organisational challenges that are identified in the revised model (see 
Figure 6.1), facing transactional e-government systems based on empirical data derived 
from two case studies (DM and DNRD) presented and analysed in Chapter S. Doing so 
has resulted in the improvement of analysis of technical and organisational challenges 
and can contribute to better decision-making. However, it should be noted that the 
importance of technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e- 
government systems will be discussed in the following sub-sections based on the 
perspective of the interviewees from the two case studies (DM and DNRD) and their 
answers when asked to identify the importance of technical and organisational 
challenges; categorisation of the challenges were as follows: very important, important 
or not important (see Tables: 5.1,5.2,5.3 and 5.4). 
6.4.1 Importance of Technical Challenges 
The purpose of this sub-section is to provide the findings derived from analysis of the 
data presented in Chapter 5 regarding the importance of technical challenges facing 
transactional e-government systems from two case studies. Additional technical 
challenges derived from empirical evidence (see Table 6.1) are shown in italics. 
m There was an agreement among interviewees of the two case studies that the 
following challenges are very important: maintaining high levels of 
performance and service availability, ensuring the security of confidential 
data stored in government organisation databases and e-government sites 
from attack and misuse, and ensuring privacy of personal data provided by 
customers as part of obtaining government services. 
n The capability of the infrastructure in terms of handling the range and 
number of transactions; the evolution of the technology (there is always new 
technology); viruses and worms that have come from the connection with 
other departments or companies; after-sales support (from vendors; and the 
back-end servers (communication failures between internal systems and the 
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external web-server) are considered by almost all interviewees as very 
important, except for a few who claim that these challenges are important. 
Only one interviewee (in both case studies) claims that after-sales support 
(from vendors) is not an important challenge. 
The perspectives of interviewees were divided into two groups regarding the 
challenges of trouble-shooting technical problems, setting technical standards 
for all e-services, compatibility of e-government technology available to the 
internal system, the availability of technical resources (skilled employees of 
vendors), and false promises of vendors. Some interviewees claim that these 
challenges are very important, while others claim they are important. Only 
one interviewee from the two case studies claims that the challenges of false 
promises of vendors, the availability of technical resources (skilled 
employees of vendors), and compatibility of e-government technology 
available to the internal system are not important. The programmer at DNRD 
was the only interviewee who claimed that the challenge of false promises of 
vendors was not important. This might refer to the position of the 
programmer who was involved in the technical rather than the money aspect. 
The unimportance of the challenge of the availability of technical resources 
(skilled employees of vendors) was justified by there being no need to buy the 
solutions and technology from the vendors who did not have qualified 
employees to implement the new technology. The Projects Manager was the 
only interviewee from DNRD and DM to claim that compatibility of e- 
government technology available to the internal system was not an important 
challenge because, at DNRD, they are studying how to use software 
intermediate (called e-book) that can deal with and make integration with 
different types of databases and applications easily. 
There was disagreement among interviewees regarding the importance of 
exaggerated vendor prices and finance required to install a software system. 
Some interviewees claimed that these were important challenges; others 
claimed that they were not important challenges. The unimportance of the 
challenge of exaggerated vendor prices was justified because in the final 
analysis it is the decision of the organisation, looking at different offers 
online, to choose the best based on their requirements. The fixed budget and 
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availability of money were the reasons that pushed some interviewees from 
the two case studies (DM and DNRD) to claim the unimportance of the 
challenge of finance required to install a software system. 
m Due to the fixed budget and availability of money provided by upper 
management, finance required to provide more computers is considered not 
an important challenge by almost all interviewees. Vendor pressure to buy 
their solutions are considered not important challenges by almost all 
interviewees because, in the final analysis, it is the decision of the 
organisations to purchase the solutions based on their needs and 
requirements. 
The comprehensive literature review in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.6) reveals that 
security and privacy are considered as important and the most common e-goverriment 
challenges. Empirical data presented and analysed in Chapter 5 confirmed the 
importance of the challenges of ensuring the security of confidential data stored in 
government organisation databases and e-government sites from attack and misuse, 
and ensuring privacy of personal data provided by customers as part of obtaining 
government services. All interviewees of the two case studies agreed that ensuring 
security and privacy are very important technical challenges facing a transactional e- 
government system. Furthermore, lack of funding is considered the biggest challenge 
to e-government (see Chapter 2, Section 2.6). However, empirical data revealed that 
due to the availability of finance and the high level of support from the upper 
management, finance required to install a software system is considered between 
important and not important, and finance required to provide more computers is 
considered almost a not important technical challenge, facing a transactional e- 
government system. 
6.4.2 Importance of Organisational Challenges 
This sub-section aims to provide the findings derived from analysis of the data 
presented in Chapter 5 regarding the importance of organisational challenges facing 
transactional e-government systems in the two case studies. Additional organisational 
challenges derived from empirical evidence (see Table 6.1) are shown in italics. 
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w Changing the culture of employees (government processes should be 
organised for the convenience of the customers rather than the convenience of 
the department) is considered a very important challenge by almost all 
interviewees, except one, who claims that this challenge is important. 
m The perspectives of interviewees were divided into two groups regarding the 
challenge of the lack of IT skilled employees, the speed of introducing 
(adopting) new legislation, resistance to change (from traditional to electronic 
ways of working) by the employees, and the transforming of existing off-line 
data to digitalisation. Some interviewees claim that these challenges are very 
important, while others claim they are important. 
m The time required to re-engineer and change the internal business processes 
of the organisation, and change of the organisational structure, are considered 
important challenges by almost all interviewees; the time required to re- 
engineer and change the internal business processes of the organisation, in 
one case is considered very important and in the others is not important. For 
the change of the organisational structure, two claim this challenge is not 
important and one claims it is very important. The unimportance of the 
challenge of change of organisational structure is justified by the support of 
the higher levels of management and their belief in the benefits and 
importance of e-government. 
There are arguments among interviewees regarding the importance of 
challenges of adopting new legislation to deal with new issues such as 
electronic receipts and digital signatures and double process front-end (the 
interaction between government organisations and its customers needs to be 
offered in both a traditional manner and also through the Internet). Some 
interviewees claim that these are important challenges, while others claim 
that they are not important. The unimportance of adopting new legislation 
challenge was justified by: (a) the high level of support from the leadership of 
the Dubai Municipality and the Dubai government; (b) good planning from 
the start of the project, and (c) benefits from the legislation already adopted 
for e-commerce. The unimportance of the double process front-end challenge 
was justified by: (a) providing on-line services which reduces the pressure on 
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the employees who are dealing with counter services as the number of 
customers who are carrying out their work physically will be decreased, and 
(b) the employees can be divided into two groups, one to handle internet 
services, the other to handle counter services. 
a Due to the availability of money and the fixed budget provided by upper 
management, the finance required to re-engineer and change the internal 
business processes of the organisation is considered not an important 
challenge by all interviewees - except a few who claimed that this challenge 
was important because the challenge lies in getting and distributing this 
money. 
The comprehensive literature review in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.6) reveals that the 
challenge of the change of the culture can be considered the greatest e-government 
challenge because it involves people and their attitudes. The empirical data presented 
and analysed in Chapter 5 confirmed the great importance of the challenge of changing 
the culture of employees, which is considered a very important organisational 
challenge facing transactional e-government systems by almost all interviewees. The 
comprehensive literature review in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.6) also revealed that the 
shortage of skilled IT workers is considered an important and the most common e- 
government challenge. The empirical data presented and analysed in Chapter 5 
confirmed the importance of the challenge posed by the lack of IT skilled employees. 
The perspectives of interviewees were divided into two groups regarding this 
challenge; some claim that this challenge is very important while the others claim that 
it is an important organisational challenge facing transactional e-goverriment system. 
Chapter 2 (see Section 2.6) showed that lack of funding is considered the biggest 
challenge to e-government. However, the empirical data shows that the finance 
required to re-engineer and change the internal business processes of the organisation 
is almost a not important organisational challenge facing a transactional e-government 
system, because there was a high level of support from the leadership. 
3, ý 
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6.5 Categorisation of Technical and Organisational Challenges 
The previous section showed the importance of technical and organisational challenges 
facing transactional e-govemment systems in two case studies, based on empirical data 
presented in Chapter 5. To satisfy the aim of this dissertation, the purpose of this 
section is to categorise those challenges from the perspectives of the interviewees of 
the two case studies (DM and DNRD), based on levels of importance. This 
categorisation could benefit decision-making in other government organisations 
attempting to reach a transactional e-government; it will allow them to pay more 
attention, focus on and give consideration to those challenges that are very important 
or important, and try to minimize or avoid them. The challenges have been categorised 
as 'very important' or 'important', enabling the researchers to analyse and understand 
the technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-govemment systems; 
it can also benefit decision-makers by supporting the management when taking 
decisions to reach a transactional e-government system. 
6.5.1 Categorisation of Technical Challenges 
As a result of the above discussion (see sub-section 6.4.1) regarding the importance of 
technical challenges facing transactional e-govemment systems based on empirical 
data presented and analysed in Chapter 5, Table 6.2 shows the categorisation of these 
technical challenges based on levels of importance. Additional technical challenges 
derived from empirical evidence (see Table 6.1) are shown in italics. 
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Table 6.2: Categorisation of Technical Challenges 
Technical challenges facing transactional e-government Level of 
systems from two case studies (DM and DNRD) Importance of Reference 
Challe-nges 
Maintaining high levels ofperforniance and service wvailability 
Ensuring the security of confidential data stored in government 
organisation databases and e-government sites from attack and 
misuse 
Ensuring privacy of personal data provided by customers as part Very important 
of obtaining government services 
The capability of the infrastructure in terms of handling the 
range and number of transactions 
The evolution q1' the technolokl, (there is a/waYs new 
technology) Almost verv Based on th P'iruses and worms have come ftom connection with other important 
e 
perspectiN C of' departments or companies inter% iewees of' 
4fier sales support (from vendors) two case studies 
The back-end servers (communication failures between internal (DM and 
systems and the external web-server) DNI1D) 
Trouble shooting technical problems 




Setting technical standards for all e-services 
very mportant 
and important 
False promises of vendors 
Compatibility of e-government technology available to the 
internal system 
Exaggerated vendor prices Between 
i d 
Finance required to install a software system 
mportant an not 
__important Finance required to provide more computers Almost not 
Vendor pressure to buy their solutions important 
6.5.2 Categorisation of Organisational Challenges 
As a result of the earlier discussion (see sub-section 6.4.2) regarding the importance of 
organisational challenges Eacing transactional e-government systerns, Table 6.3) shows 
the categorisation of these organisational challenges based oil levels of importance. 
Additional organisational challenges derived from empirical evidence (see Table 6.1 ) 
are shown in italics. 
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Table 6.3: Categorisation of Organisational Challenges 
Organisational challenges facing transactional e- Level of Importa 
government systems from two case studies (DM and of Challenges 
DNRD) 
Changing the culture of' eniploýees (government processes Almost very 
should be organised for the convenience of the customers important 
rather than the convenience of the department). 
The lack of IT skilled employees 
The speed of introducing (adopting) new legislation Between very 
important an( 
Resistance to change (from traditional to electronic ways of important 
working) by the employees represents a challenge. 
The transforming of existin,,, off-line data to cligitalisation. 
-1 Z, 
Time required to reengineer and change the internal business Almost importv 
processes of the organisation. 
Change of organisational structure 
Double process front-end (the interaction between government 
organisations and its customers needs to be offered in both a BetvNeen import 
traditional manner and also through the internet). and not importý 
Adopting new legislation to deal with new issues such as 
electronic receipts and digital signatures. 
Finance required to reengineer and change the internal business Almost not 






Based oil the 
perspeclives of 
ill tel-N ic" cc% of' 
two case studies 
(DM and 
DN R D) 
6.6 Strategies for Overcoming Technical and Organisational Challenges 
To realise the aim of this dissertation, the purpose of' this section is to provide tile 
strategies used/suggested for overcoming technical and organisational challenges, 
identified in the revised model (see Figure 6.1 ), facing a transactional e-government 
systern from two case studies based on the empirical data presented in Chapter 5. 
'Used" strategies refers to those already applied by the government organisations (DM 
and DNRD), while the *suggested" strategies means those derived froin the 
perspectives of interviewees based on their experiences. llo\, \ever. these strategies 
could help other government organisations attempting to reach a transactional c- 
government to overcome or avold such challenges. 
6.6.1 Strategies Used/Suggested for Overcoming Technical Challenges 
The purpose of this sub-section is to present the strategies used/suggested for 
overcoming technical challenges facing a trarisactional c-governinent system in the two 
case studies. as slio\,,, n in the following table (6.4). These strategies could assist other 
government organisations attempting to reach a transactional e-government to 
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overcome or avoid these challenges. However. those strategies not proposed in Chapter 
3 (see 'Fable 3.8). and derived from empirical data are shown in i1alics. Technical 
challenges identified as a result ofernpirical data and their SOILItiOns are also shoNAn in 
italics. 
Table 6.4: The Strategies Used/Suggested to Overcome the Technical Challenges, 
Strategies used/suggested to overcome technical challenges facing transactional e-government 
systems in two case studies (DM and DNRD) 
Solutions to challenge of maintaining high levels of performance an(] service 
availability 
I raining employees to deal vvith new software systems. 
Learnino from mistakes. 
Consulthigspecialist companies lot- particular problems. 
Applications should be runftom Iwo servers (ý/ otic server is shut down, the 
other will still he workitýq). 
a Speci&hig leatinvork to monitor cmd makesure of availabilitY ofservices. 
M Continuous evaluation qfpeýlbrniance q1'sislem. 
0 Proper planning, designing wid implementation ol iti astruclure will lead to . . 
1r 
ensuring high level (? / perlormance andservice availabilil , 
1'. 
a Continuous maintenance ofinfi-astruciure (hardware ana'soffivare), 
M Taking technical prectuilions to eiisure high levels (? / perIM-maiict, atid hiýiZh 
levels qfavailabilifv. 
Solutions to challenge of trouble-shooting technical problems 
M Learning fironi mistakes. 
After a Training employees to deal with new software systems. 
installation 01 linimizing atid dealing with problem.,; assoon as possible. 
software system 0 
Dealing with simple problems inlernallY, complex problems 111ýizhf need 
coiisultan(ýv help. 
a Consultitkiý specialist companies. 161- particular problems - onlY /or it shorl 
time because lotW conlracts with consultancies tire expensi . ve. 
0 Specoing skilledspecialist leams to deal with lechnical problems. 
a Good testing leads lojewer technical problems; ý/ testing is dotic properlY, 
then problems will he minimized. 
a Teamwork. /or testing and continuous assessment. 
a Do, -umentation o/ all technical problems andsoltaiotis used fi)r each q/ them 
that will hell) when, facing 1hesame problem iti thefitture. 
Solutions to evolution of technology (there is always new lechnolo&r) 
Following up new Iech; io/oqv conlinuousl , 1'. Stopping regularl ,V CITITSiX 1110171hs 
to evaluate peýlbrmance 0/ ýs. I%Sictn. 
. 4dopling standards jor usitkiý technologi, 
hy all parties to e-govermnew 
si'slem. 
Building communities to evalitate new techno/ogv. 
( 'onducling periodic MeCtit7, iý. V 10 &M 'IISS iSSM'S A, harricr. ý;. 
Solutions to challenge of setting technical standards for all e-services 
0 Training employees to deal with new sol'tware systems. 
N Learning from mistakes. 
Technical 8 Consullingspecialist companies -a good idea. /br building staiiaards. 
standards M Setting technical standards should include developing slantlards (coditw, 
design, architecture and documentation standards). 
a Proper planning, designing and implementation o/ the infi-asirm . 111re. 
0 Ensuring chosen lecImicalstandard is easill, 11se(/ hj, ellstottlers. 
Solutions to challenge of capabilities of infrastructure in terms of handling 
range and number of transactions 
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Table 6.4: The Strategies Used/Suggested to Overcome the Technical Challenges (continued) 
" Expectations ot'how maný transactions will be processed online, and provide 
extra margins of more than 20% to 301, o. Some interviewees said the extra 
mar,, in should be not less than 50%. 
" Continuous reviews of iqli-asiruclure and number q/ transactions it can 
handle. 
Capability of 0 Provide 
, 
flexible or ewpandable iqlrustruclure hY adding inore servers that 
infrastructure can provide hener peý10rnlances lbr extensi . ve users. 
" (; ood design ql'infi-astructure (design should he fl(, wible) jollowed by good 
planning and good monitoring. 
" Use q1'parlicular switch or inuchine (Load balancer) thin controls (11141 
distributes load aniong servers. 
" Good monitoring it) show what daily posi . 11 . oil/ . s. I. e. how nian. v transaciions 
services Ivere carried ow). 
Solutions to challenge of ensuring the security from attack and misuse of 
confidential data stored in the government organisation's databases and c- 
government sites 
" Specify official responsible lor computer security. 
" Assess systems regularly to make sure security precautions are being 
implemented. 
" Backup information continually and store backup in separate location. 
" Provide ongoing training to employees on computer security. 
, 'nsuring dala level securit " 
v, which protects dala. /roni, unaulliorised access, 
whether data residing in dattibuse (encri-I)tion) or Iravelling (thr"ngh SSL 
and, or enct'j, 14ion). 
Ensuring alyVication level securit * 
v. which inakes sure there are no holes in 
aplVicalion that allow illegal access to cerlaill data Ol- other (II)plications. 
Ensuring iqlrastructure level securitY which prolecis the whole infi-asiructurc 
froin hackers and inlruders, h. vsem . ng up, network authenfication. 
M Create securit ,v 
pohcýv document alywoved hy lop level q/ inanagement. 
Polio, should he reviewed and ul)graded conlitnionsl , 1'. a Consult Specialist Conilninl,, es/ýeciallv at test slage ofl? rojecl, and to hell) 
creale securiti, I)olicIv docuineni. 
a Ensure ph 
, 
vsical securitY. 
0 Choose right infrastructure which is easY to maintain and ensures high levels 
(Y'securilY 
a Top management should understand iinl)orlance and requirements o/ securiii, 
issues. 
Security a hivolving onlY Irustworth "v eniplOvees 
onsecurt . t. l. I. ssites. 
L'Se tools snch as. firewall to ensure securitv ol dala. 
a . 4dopling reýszidations illai ensurcsecuril. v ol'dwa. 
Solutions to challenge of ensuring privacy of personal data provided by 
customers as part of obtaining government services 
Linlit access to personal identifiable int'orniation. 
Vrain government employees in importance ol'privacy. 
Raise awareness qfeinplo. Vees about imr)orlance q/privacy Ofdalej. 
Limit injorniation laken. /roin custoiners to the level that is rea/1'v required. 
Raise awareness 0/ customers about importance q/ pri IWO% 
Solutions to viruses and wormsfrom connection with other departments or 
companies 
Iýse difterent lavers qI'virus proteclion and use inithilVe technologies (Ind 
products such as dý#Lreni aniii-irus I)ackages and other technologies like 
. 4111i"; Paln solutions. 
Keel) sYslein palched with lulest securi/j, undates. 
Regular upgrading and ul)dating ofsývsteni with the latest anti-virus sqffivare. 
Limit access to other departments und do not allow any unsecured 
connection with aqv devices. 
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Table 6.4: The Strategies Used/Suggested to Overcome the Technical Challenges (continue(]) 
Solutions to challenge of finance required to install software system 
" BUying technology in phases ill order to spread cost over several years. 
" Leasing equipment and lechno/ogv could he one ol'solitlion. 
Financial Solutions to challenge of finance required to provide more hardware 
" Specifying fixed budget to buy software systems and computers. 
" Bu\ ing technology in phases in order to spread cost overseveral years. 
Solutions to challenge of back-end servers (communication failures between 
internal system and the external web-servers 
- 
). 
" Installation of tools to nionitor back-cild servcr performance. Head 0/ 
Internet (Operation Unit) reported ihat the tool used in /he Oubili 
A hit tic ýipalityjor this putpose is Tivoli. 
" Use tools to monitor availability of network. Head oflniernel (Operation 
Back-end I 'nit) reported thin the tool used in the Duhai A lunicipalilY lOr this purpose is 
servers Sac Scope. Sr. Network & Securil 
-v 
Consultant reported that the tool used in 
ilic (DAWD). for this purpose was CISCO. 
" Provide reliable integration tool between web application (Ind back-end 
. ýYsteln. 
" Continuous evaluation qlsývslein. 
" `4 hours operation staffshould he available. 
Solutions to challenge of compatibility of e-government technology available 
to interna stem 
0 Study technological Solutions Cdl-Cfillk' to CIISIII-C 11i"ll compatibility. 
Compatibility 0 InNest in stroll" i nteo ['at ion solutions. tý 
a TrI, 10 identl4l'sollition's compellible with 
Solutions to challenge of vendors' pressure to buy their solutions 
0 Limitation o/ vendors hased oil need,; (? / organisallOn., 
Solutions to challenge of false promises of vendors 
M Include clear and sirong conditions (penahies) within contract and lollow 
implementalion o/ these conditions. 
0 Aew soffivare and hardware should he tested in orgunisation's environment 
before new lechnoloýqv is hought. 
M Research through Internet tofind good vendor and oller. 
a Adopting (? / clear contract called SLA (Service iviihsirong 
penalties, andselectingfinnous companies. 
Solution(s) to challenge of exaggerated vendor prices 
Challenges of 
vendors a Deepýv slutiv all q1, -s and choose the hest, hased Oil requircinents qfproiecl. let 
, Volutions to availabili& o ýf fechnkal resources (Ailled employees of vendors) 
N Looking tit hislot-j- q/ companies and choosing ones with cxperience and 
good repiatin . OnS. 
M Afeeling ql'technical stql 
. 
1'(? I'vendors býlore pro' 
. /Cc/ slarls. a Adoption ql'evahiation assessment proceduresJOr choosing vendors, and 
replacing thent in initial slage as soon as discovering that thel, will not he 
cupable ql'handling project. 
Solutions to after sales-support (from vendors) 
" Asking other organisations about the reputution (? / vendor, selecting vendors 
carefid/Y. and saidving vendors' history i. e. previ . ous projects, other clients, 
inlegrilY. 
" Wriiiniý contracts and agreements e. vtreinelv carefidiv. 
" Including reterence to qfier-salessupport with penalties, in till contracts. 
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6.6.2 Strategies Used /Suggested for Overcoming Organisational Challenges 
The purpose of this sub-section is to present the strategies used/suggested 1`61, 
overcoming organisational challenges facing transactional e-government systems in tile 
two case studies, as shown in tile tlollokving table. These strategies could assist other 
govemment organisations attempting to reach a transactional e-governnicnt in 
overcoming or avoiding these challenges. However, those strategies not proposed in 
Chapter 3) (see Table 3.9) and derived as a result of empirical data are show'n in itedics. 
Organisational challenge identified as a result of empirical data and its solutions are 
also shown in ittilics. 
Table 6.5: The Strategies Used/Suggested to Overcome the Organisational Challenges 
Strategies used/suggested to overcome the organisational challenge,,. facing transactional e- 
government systems in two case studies (DM and DNRD) 
Solutions to challenge of lack of skilled employees 
Training employees. 
Fricouragging employees by giving thern prizes (money, certificates) to train to deal 
ýN ith new technology. 
Bringing (contracting) new skilled people not on/Y to train emploYees hill also I" 
deliver new technologi, and he a good example to cxisling emplovees. 
Colislilliligspecialised companY. 
Contimious iq)gradhig q1'knowleage of enlploývees about new lcclulol"gv, 
Solutions to resistance to change (from traditional to electronic ways of working) by 
-- 
emplovees 
" Arram, ing workshops for emplo\ ees to Up-radc kno\k lcdoc of' C-oovc, I -- -1 1111 lent. 
Employees " Raisino awareness of e-government by sending e-rnails to employees describill Ig 
Challenges importance and benefits of e-governnient to customers and employees. 
" Assurintl enlploýees that e-government will not atTect negatively the authority and 
Jobs ofemployees. 
"A latiaging change ew-41, in project. 
" Starting fi-0111 lot) bl' C011111 . 17CI . tig management ol'imporiance and benefits of e- 
government. 
Solutions to challenge of changing culture of employees 
" Raising mkareness of e-overnment by arranoino ,. presentations and sending c-rnails 
to employees describing importance ofe-govermlient to customers and employees. 
0 Arranoino workshops for employees to upgrade their knowledge o fe-gove 1-11 file Ill. 1ý -1 -1 M On-the-job training oil using e-services. 
0 Training employees in customer service concepts. 
5 Arranging work., diops /or hoth customers and employees. 
Solutions to challenge of transforming existing off-line data to digitalisation 
Challenges of l. 0 ldcllliýi-ing ý41/a that lleetA to he digiiised. fi-oni the beginning ol'project (carl 
re-engineering . Man). 
ofinternal a Using lechnical solutionssuch as databases. 
processes a Consullingspecialist companies and henefilingftoin their experience. 
0 Stuqvhig size q0his challenge. 
N ldentýli-ing most important dala to he digilised, andgive them priol-ill', 
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Tahle 6.5: The Strategies Used/Suggested to Overcome the Organisational 
Challenges (continued) 
Solutions to challenge of double process front-end 
Oividing enip/ovees into two groiips: one to handle Internet services, the other to 
handle counter servi . ces, ensuring both groups can do both traditional and hael, nO 
work. 
Solutions to challenge of time required to re-engineer and change internal processes 
a 1XIfining requiremems and the needs qfre-engi . neeri . ng. 
0 Reducing cývcle ol'approval to ininiminn. 
8 Creating timetable. /or carrying out iasks. 
Challenges of m 
Dividing responsibilities aniong emploYees. 
re-engineering 0 Siarting with most important tasks. 
ofinternal Solution(s) to challenge of finance required to re-engineer and change internal 
processes processes 
(continued) 0 S11/)/)01-1 0/ IC(00'Shij) 11711NI)CCili'ing fiXt'd hmýiýer 
Solutions (in general) for dealing with various challenges of reenginecring of 
internal processes 
" Lnsurin- employees' awareness ot'importance ol'the reenoineering of'processes. 
" Lnsuring employees' awareness of' benefits of' the re-enginecrim, of' processes 
bef'ore moving thern to e-government. 
" Lnsurin- enough time provided lor pro Z, ject tearn to work on reengineering 
processes. 
" hi%olvernent ot'all levels of employees in reengineerinO processes. 
" InCluding everyone qllected bi, process ofreenginecring (Inanager, CInplovees and 
customers (ilpossible)). 
" Consulting specialist companies, especialli, in lhefirsl phase (? fprqiec1 where c- 
government knowledge is ver 
,v 
limited and resources /ow. Mead ofe-governinew 
services in Dithai IfunicipalitY clainis this solution is used 
. 
/Or almow (IN 
organisational challenges). 
Solutions to challenge of adopting new legislation to deal with new issues such as 
electronic receipts and digital signatures 
New legislation 
" Support of higher management inside oroanisation. 1 Challenges - 
" Definino leoislation that needs to be chan,, ed or introduced in order to facilitate 
reachim, an oroarnsational transactional e-overnment. 
" Benýfilsftoln e-conlinerce legislation. 
" Benefilsftoin experience ol'other organisations. 
Volutions to challenge o III) t. it W 18811 % fspeed of adopting new legislatiot dal with e e. 
such as electronic receýpls and digital signatures 
" Siq)port q/ leadership 
" Goodphinningfi-OM stall of'PI-OiCC1. 
" Enhancing work processes. 
Solutions to challenge of changes to organisational structure 
Challenge of m Convincing maria,,,, ement of importance of'structural chanoes and requircments. 
changes of Identifying need for structural changes to or-anisation. 
organisational a Adopting new organisational department(s) to ensure success of' e-ovcninicin 
structure project. 
a Cons 1111 it 7g specialist companies, especially infirst phases (? fprqiec1. 
6.7 Conclusions 
The case for identification ofthe importance oftechnical and organisational challenges 
facing a transactional e-government systern, the categorisation of these challenges, 
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strategies used (suggested) to overcome or avoid these challenges, and the 
development of a model that is translated into frames of reference has been presented, 
analysed and argued. 
The focus of this chapter was mainly to revise the conceptual model proposed in 
Chapter 3. Empirical data analysed and. presented in Chapter 5 has been used and has 
led to the modified model presented in this chapter. Empirical evidence reveals that 
there are additional technical and organisational challenge(s) facing transactional e- 
governments that should be considered and added to the conceptual model proposed in 
Chapter 3. Technical challenges added are: (a) viruses and worms arising from 
connection with other departments or companies, (b) evolution of the technology (there 
is always new technology) after installation of software, (c) availability of technical 
resources (skilled employees of vendors), and (d) after sales-support (from vendors). 
The speed of introducing (adopting) new legislation has been considered and added to 
the organisational challenges included in the earlier conceptual model. The novelty of 
the conceptual model presented in Figure 6.1 focuses on the following: 
This model is one of the first attempts to explore and understand the technical 
and organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government system 
because the literature review presented in Chapter 2 revealed that there is an 
absence of theoretical models for these challenges. 
The model consists of a comprehensive set of technical and organisational 
challenges of e-government facing a transactional e-govenunent system, and 
combines challenges identified in the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3 
(see Figure 3.4) with those based on empirical data explored, presented and 
analysed in Chapter 5. 
Decision-making can use the conceptual model as a tool to support government 
organisations when they are taking decisions to develop transactional e- 
government system. Additionally, the revised conceptual model can be used by 
researchers to understand and analyse technical and organisational challenges 
facing transactional e-govemment. 
Finally, to realise the aim of this dissertation, (a) the importance of technical and 
organisational. challenges facing a transactional e-government system included in the 
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revised model (see Figure 6.1) is identified based on the empirical data in order to 
improve the analysis of technical and organisational challenges and contribute to better 
decision-making; (b) technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e- 
government system, identified in the revised model (see Figure 6.1), are categorised 
based on levels of importance to enable decision-makers in other government 
organisations attempting to reach a transactional e-government to pay more attention 
to, focus on and consider those challenges (technical and organisational) that are 'very 
important' or 'important', and try to minimise or avoid them. This allows researchers 
to analyse and understand the technical and organisational challenges facing 
transactional e-govemment systems as well as benefiting decision-makers by 
supporting the management when taking decisions to develop a transactional e- 
government system, and (c) the strategies used (suggested) for technical and 
organisational challenges (identified in the revised model) facing a transactional e- 
government system are presented. These strategies could be used in decision-making 
by other government organisations attempting to reach a transactional e-government 
system, enabling them to either avoid or overcome such challenges. 
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Chapter 7: 
Conclusions and Further Research 
Summary 
This chapter seeks to: (a) present conclusions of the research reported in this 
dissertation, and (b) suggest areas for further work. It will initially give a summary of 
the thesis and offer conclusions derived from the literature review and the empirical 
research presented. Thereafter, the novelty claimed in this dissertation will be 
summarised. Finally, recommendations for further research in the area of technical and 
organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government system will be provided. 
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7.1 Research Overview and Findings 
7.1.1 Research Overview 
This dissertation began with an overview of the research problem in Chapter 1. It was 
identified in Chapters 2 and 3 that the transactional stage of e-government is one of the 
most important to the implementation of an e-government system. It represents the 
highest level of internal interaction between customers and governments. Government 
organisations might seek to reach the transactional stage of an e-government system 
for several reasons, such as the saving of time, effort and cost of delivery of services 
by increasing the efficiency of internal government processes, as well as making the 
delivery of external services quicker and enabling customers to implement a complete 
transaction electronically. There is an absence of theoretical models for technical and 
organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government system. Furthermore, 
there is a lack of studies that focus on identification of the importance, categorisation, 
and presentation of the strategies for overcoming of technical and organisational 
challenges facing transactional e-government systems. Chapter I then states the aim of 
this research, as being to: 
Identify the importance, categorisation, and presentation of the strategies for 
overcoming, technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e- 
government system. In doing so, resulting in the development of a frame of 
reference that leads to a model that can be used to enhance decision-making. 
Chapter I thereafter provides a general overview of the dissertation outline. 
In an attempt to meet the aim of this dissertation, Chapter 2 (background theory) 
discussed the issues related to the e-government area to identify the domain of the 
research problem. It started by offering a brief history of the emergence of e- 
government that included the clarification of the relationship between e-government 
and e-govemance, the difference between e-government and e-commerce, the effect of 
e-government, and the difference between internal and external objectives of e- 
government. This chapter then discussed the definition of e-government and the 
reasons that make it a debatable issue among researchers, where there is no specified 
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definition. As a result, a novel taxonomy for classification of the main characteristics 
of the definition of e-government is proposed. This taxonomy allows researchers to 
apprehend the definition of e-government and leads to improved IT sophistication. 
Motivations for e-government were also discussed and classified into change of 
traditional government methods for the delivery of services, technological, economic 
and social forces. Thereafter, the benefits, costs and risks of e-government were 
discussed. The benefits of e-government were classified into citizen benefits, 
government benefits and business benefits. Challenges of e-government were also 
discussed in Chapter 2. Discussion of benefits and challenges of e-govenu-nent led to 
making a contribution in the area of e-govemment, where money, employees, 
accessibility/digital divide, single point of access/security, and efficient relationship/ 
gap between expectations and awareness issues were discussed so as to articulate the 
fact that, although an e-govemment system has benefits, it leads to new kinds of 
challenges. Finally, Chapter 2 makes a further contribution to the e-government area 
from the perspective of the different models of the stages of e-government that were 
analysed. Consequently, the relationship between the stages, type of online services, 
and benefits of e-government were explored. Higher levels of e-government maturity 
lead to higher benefit levels of e-government. This contribution leads to an extension 
of e-government knowledge, since there has been considerable debate regarding the 
models of the stages of an e-government system. Discussion of the challenges facing e- 
government and models of the stages of e-government revealed that there is an absence 
of theoretical models for different challenges (specifically technical and organisational) 
that are faced in reaching the transaction stage of an e-government system, as well as a 
lack of studies that focus on identification of the importance, categorisation and 
presentation of the strategies for overcoming technical and organisational challenges 
faced when reaching the transaction stage of an e-government system. Furthen-nore, the 
literature review presented in Chapter 2 revealed that: (a) the process of implementing 
an e-govemment system passes through different stages; within these the transaction 
stage of e-govemment systems can be considered as one of the most important stages 
of the implementation of any e-govemment because it leads to enabling the public to 
make complete transactions online, therefore government organisations might seek to 
reach this stage. And (b) there are very few studies which have focused on the 
transaction stage of e-government systems and provided a detailed description of the 
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issues related to this stage i. e. its location among different models of the stages of e- 
government, its importance and the need of government organisations to reach it, its 
scope of implementation and the criteria identifying government organisations 
reaching this stage. 
Chapter 3 (focal theory) focused on the investigation of the research issues derived 
from Chapter 2. In doing so, Chapter 3 aimed to: (a) provide a clear framework for this 
dissertation, and (b) propose a conceptual model. Therefore, to meet the aim of this 
dissertation, Chapter 3 concentrated mainly on the transaction stage of e-government 
systems, because Chapter 2 elicited that there is a surprising lack of details regarding 
this issue. The issues of location and existence of the transaction stage among different 
models of the stages of e-government, its importance and the need for government 
organisations to reach it, its scope of implementation, and criteria identifying 
government organisations reaching this stage were discussed. 
All the above issues provided a contribution to the e-government area by expansion of 
knowledge for researchers and decision-makers regarding the transaction stage of an e- 
government system. The most important contribution of this chapter is developing and 
suggesting the criteria involved in identifying the transaction stage. These criteria 
could be used by researchers and decision-makers to measure progress towards 
implementing an e-government system inside government organisations. The 
conceptual model was proposed in Chapter 3. This model contained a set of technical 
and organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government system. This 
satisfies the aim of this dissertation as reported in Chapter 1. As a result, the conceptual 
model was empirically examined in Chapter 5 and revised in Chapter 6 by exploration, 
and then combination with the revised conceptual model (based on common 
characteristics), of other technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e- 
governments that were not included in the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3. 
To deal with issues identified in Chapters 2 and 3, Chapter 4 (data theory) focused 
mainly on: (a) identifying and developing an appropriate research strategy, and (b) 
identifying an appropriate research method. Justification for the research method and 
strategy chosen is stated in this chapter. 
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Case studies of two government organisations Nvcrc used to investigate the research 
issues identiricd in previous chapters, regarding technical and organisational 
challenges facing a transactional c-govcrnment system. As a result, Chapter 5 (data 
theory) presented and analysed the cmpirical evidence of the perspectives of the 
different case studies. In doing so, it described human and organisational perceptions 
during the implementation of an c-govcrnment project and in trying to reach a 
transactional c-govcmmcnt system. Empirical evidence from the two case studies, 
(DNI and DNRD) confirmed the importance of a number of technical and 
organisational challengc(s) identified in Chapters 2 and 3. Furthermore, a number of 
additional technical and organisational challenge(s) that were not taken into account in 
the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3 were considered, based on empirical data. 
Empirical evidence derived from DNI and DNRD led to making a number of 
m0difications to the proposed conceptual model (see Figure 3.4) and strategies for 
overcoming technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e- 
government s), stcrn (sce Tables 3.8 and 3.9). *Mcsc findings were considered in 
Chapter 6 (novcl contribution), and led to a reiiscd conceptual model (see Figure 6.1) 
and revised strategies (see Tables 6.4 and 6.5). The importance of technical and 
Organisational challenges facing transactional c-government systems, which were 
included in the revised model. were identified and then categorised based on levels of 
importance. 
Idenlij: j)-ing the importance. calegorisatiom and the strategies for overcoming, 
technical and organisalional challenges facing a transactional e-government 
sYstem can therefore be sised (is a frame of reference is-hen government 
organisatiOns attempt to reach a transactional e-governmew system. In doing so, 
the author has achieved the aim qf this dissertation as identified in Sub-section 
1.7.1. 
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7.1.2 Research Findings 
The main literature review and novel contribution (based on empirical data) findings 
derived from the work presented in this thesis are sununarised as folloN%s: 
The literature review in the c-govcrnmcnt area rc%-calcd that there is confusion 
regarding the technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e- 
govcffunent system. Therefore, there is a need to propose a conceptual model 
for these technical and organisational challenges. 
The normative literature rc%-icw clicited that there is an absence of theoretical 
models for the technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e- 
government systems. This might refer to e-government being a relatively new 
area, uith many topics remaining under investigation. 
111c author has attempted to address these voids; in the literature by proposing 
a conceptual model that consists of technical and organisational challenges. 
The proposed model attempts to classifý, these challenges based on common 
characteristics. This model was c. xamined and revised based on empirical data. 
The revised conceptual model can be used as a tool for decision-making to 
enhance government organisations and to enable researchers to understand and 
anab'sc technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e- 
government. 
The strategies used (suggested) for overcoming each technical and 
organisational challenge included in the revised model (see Figure 6-1) are 
provided to enable other government organisations attempting to reach a 
transactional c-govcrnment system to overcome or avoid such challenges. 
The importancc of technical and organisational challenges facing transactional 
C-90VcMmcnt s)-stcnis, %%hich were included in the revised model, were 
identificd and catcgoriscd (see Chapter 6), in order to improve analysis 
through cnhanccment ordecision-making in government organisations that are 
attempting to reach a tmnsactional c-go%-cmmcnt. 
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7.2 Contributions and Research Novelty 
The individual clemcnts of the contribution provided by this work- come from different 
components of this dissertation. From the contextual information presented in Chapters 
1,2 and 3, to the rcsc=h methods stated in Chapter 4, through the design and conduct 
of case studies provided in Chapters 4 and 5. and finally, to the presentation and 
analysis of cmpirical data in Chapters 5 and 6. It can therefore, be said that the work 
offered in this thesis has made a novel contribution to the area of the e-goverrunent 
system, and has cxpanded the boundaries of kno%%, Icdgc, esPecially regarding technical 
and organisational challenges facing a transactional c-government system. However, 
this sect. ion aims to provide the main contributions and the novelty of this dissertation. 
7.2.1 Novel ANlodcl for Technical and Organisational Challenges 
Chapter 2 identified the fact that there is an absence of theoretical models for different 
challenges (specifically technical and organisational) that arc faced when attempting to 
reach the transaction stage of an c-government system. In addressing this void in the 
literature, Chapter 3 proposes a conceptual model for these challenges facing a 
transactional c-go%-cnuncnt system. This model is investigated and analysed in Chapter 
5. As a result, a revised conceptual model is presented in Chapter 6 (see Figure 6.1) 
based on the empirical cvidence derived from the case studies. One of the most 
important contributions or this dissertation is the development of a comprehensive 
novel modcl for technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e- 
90VC! "I'lincrit system. 
Ile proposed (revised) conceptual model provides a contribution at two levels. Firstly, 
at the conceptual level. the model combines the challenges (that can be classified into 
technical and organisational) of c-i; o-. -cnuncnts identified separately in previous 
studics-'17he author extends these challenges. based on empirical data, where a number 
of tcchnical challcnM including: (a) viruses and worms arising from connection with 
Other departments or companies. (b) c-s-olution of the technology (there is always new 
technology) after the installation of soft%%=, (c) availability of technical resources 
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(skilled crnployccs of vendors). and (d) after sales-support (from vendors), and an 
organisational challenge. i. e. the speed of introducing (adopting) new legislation, are 
incorporated into the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3, resulting in 
development of a consistent model for technical and organisational challenges facing a 
transactional c-government system. Secondly, at the practical level, the concept of the 
Proposed model can be used as a guide by decision-makers to support govcniment 
Organisations, that seek to reach a transactional e-go%-crnment system. Additionally, the 
revised conceptual model can be used by msearchcrs to understand and analyse 
technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government. 
7.22 Novel 'identification of the Importance/ Categorisation' of Technical and 
Org2nisational Challenges 
Ile importance of each technical and organisational challenge included in the revised 
model %%us identifled in Chapter 6, based on empirical data presented and analysed in 
Chapter 5. The identification of the importance of thew challenges is novel because it 
can lead to improved analysis through enhancing the -work of decision-makers in 
9OVernmcnt organisations %%hen taking decisions to reach a transactional e-government 
system, as well as assisting researchers to understand technical and organisational 
challenges facing such a system. 
Furthermore. as a result of the empirical data presented and analysed in Chapter 5, 
Chapter 6 provided a catcgorisation of technical and organisational challenges facing a 
transactional e-gownunent system. based on levels of importance. A novel aspect of 
this catc9orisation is that it could bencrit decision-making by supporting the 
management in government organisations attempting to reach a transactional e- 
government by paying more attention to, focusing on, and giving consideration to 
those challenges %%hich arc very important or important, and trying to minimise or 
avoid them. Additionally, categorisation of technical and organisational challenges 
facing a transactional c-govcrnmcnt system enables researchers to better analyse and 
understand the technical and or; anisational challenges facing transactional e- 
90vcmmcnt s)-stcms. 
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7.2.3 Novel Strategies Used (Suggested) for Overcoming of Technical and 
Organisational Challenges 
Another important contribution made in this thesis deals with providing the strategies 
used (suggested) for overcoming each technical and organisational challenge, 
contained in the revised model, facing a transactional e-government system. These 
strategies are novel and could assist decision-makers in other government 
organisations by supporting the management when taking decisions to reach a 
transactional e-government system to overcome or avoid such challenges; this could 
then leads to improved IT sophistication. 
7.3 Research Limitations 
Developing a model for technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional 
e-govemment system required a robust research methodology. Such a methodology 
could be employed for other researches, especially those with a similar focus. 
The qualitative method chosen as more appropriate for this dissertation was justified in 
Chapter 4 (see Section 4.4). The reason for this is that such a method enables the 
generation of rich data, which is associated with human and organisational issues. 
However, in spite of the strengths of qualitative research methods, they do have 
inherent drawbacks (Irani et al. 1999), with a number being encountered during the 
reported process of research. In conducting this research, the author admitted several 
issues regarding the use of qualitative research methods, they are (a) the relative 
difficulty of analysing qualitative data; although this did not invalidate the data or 
conclusions reported, because multiple case studies were used to obtain data, (b) the 
collecting and analysis of data was time-consuming and demanding, (c) the inability of 
the author to interpret events from the subjects' point of view, without bias, is 
questioned; this drawback was addressed by using data triangulation in data gathering, 
(d) the relationship between theory and research could be considered unstructured and 
weak because qualitative research methods might be criticised for not instilling 
theoretical elements. However, this dissertation attempts to consider this drawback by 
developing a conceptual model and building a framework that identifies clearly the 
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boundaries of this dissertation. The author also considers that the lack of theory and 
structure can add richness to qualitative data gathering. Consequently, the author 
acknowledges the possibility of the use of a grounded theory for investigation of the 
technical and organisational challenges facing transactional e-govemment systems, and 
(e) because the sample of organisations is relatively limited, there is much concern 
regarding the extension of qualitative research to be generalised beyond the boundaries 
of the inquiry. However, the qualitative method does not offer the pretence of 
replication because controlling the research setting destroys the interaction of variables 
and, as a result, affects the underlying philosophy of interpretivism. The study was 
conducted with a structured methodology and guided by theoretical models and 
concepts, using a number of methods for gathering data. However, the methodology 
chosen in Chapter 4 was considered more appropriate to explore technical and 
organisational challenges facing transactional e-government system. Having now 
evaluated the research process, such concerns need not have been considered 
important, as a grounded theory approach may also have been suitable, and yet 
provided 'freedom' and scope for: (a) discovery and theory building, and (b) 
discovery, theory building and testing. 
7.4 Recommendations for Further Work 
n Technical and organisational challenges facing a transactional e-government 
system were provided in the revised model presented, as well as the importance 
of those challenges identified in Chapter 6. One of the recommendations is that 
further study might lead to exploration of more technical and organisational 
challenges facing a transactional e-government system. 
Another important research proposition is that further investigation regarding 
strategies for overcoming each technical and organisational challenge (offered 
in Chapter 6) might lead to exploring more strategies. 
The author of this thesis suggests transforming the revised conceptual model 
and strategies used (suggested) into a large-scale survey questionnaire rather 
than continuing with an interpretivist epistemology. This approach would not 
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have been possible previously because the model and the framework did not 
exist. A large-scale survey might lead to improving the revised model through: 
(a) exploration of many more technical and organisational challenges facing a 
transactional e-govemment system, (b) better verification and understanding of 
the importance and then categorisation of technical and organisational 
challenges facing a transactional e-govemment system, and (c) exploration of 
many more strategies against the technical and organisational challenges facing 
a transactional e-govemment system. 
The importance of and the strategies used (suggested) for overcoming the 
challenge of resistance to change (from traditional to electronic ways of doing 
their work) by employees are identified and presented based on empirical data 
in Chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 2 (see Section 2.6) reveals that there are a number 
of reasons for resistance to change (from traditional to electronic ways of doing 
their work) by employees. So another important research proposition is to 
identify to what extent these reasons affect government organisations and 
strategies used to deal with them when government organisations seek to reach 
a transactional e-government system. 
Chapters 2 and 3 suggest that challenges facing a transactional e-government 
system could be technical, social, organisational, political, and economic. This 
thesis focused only on technical and organisational challenges. A further 
important recommendation is to explore social, political, and economic 
challenges facing a transactional e-government system. 
An additional recommendation is to further study the area of the costs of e- 
government (see sub-section: 2.5.2), and to pay more attention to the challenge 
of infrastructure of e-government, when government organisations attempt to 
reach a transactional e-government system. 
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Abbreviations 
is Information Systems 
IT Information Technology 
E-commerce Electronic Commerce 
E-government Electronic Government 
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DNRD Dubai-Naturalization & Residency Administration 
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G213 Government to Businesses 
G2E Government to Employment 
G2G Government to Government 
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IDC International Data Corporation 
GITR Global Information Technology Report 
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ICT Information Communication Technology 
ASP Active Server Page 
SSL Secured Sockets Layer 
SLA Service Level Agreement 
LAN Local Area Network 
GAO General Accounting Office 
e-procurement electronic procurement 
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Abbreviations 
G2BMKT Government to Business in the Marketplace 
G21P Government to individuals as a part of the political process 
G21S Government Delivering Services to Individuals 
OMB Office of Management and Budget 
IEE Internet Efficiency and Effectiveness 
PC Personal Computer 
e-service electronic service 
IBM International Business Machines 
EA1 Enterprise Application Integration 
XML Extensible Markup Language 
HTML Hypertext Mark-up Language 
ASP Active Server Page 
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APPENDIX A: Technical Tools 
A 
Al. Load balancers are a complex and under-docurnentcd pieces of' hard\Nare. '['he% 
are an integral part of' Web infrastructure. Load balancers are used to distribute (raffiC 
to the servers (Bourke. 2001 ). 
A2. Tivoli is intelligent management software for the on-dernand world (http: //\ýý, vw- 
306. ibm-com/software/tix, oll/). This product can be categorised into 
306. ibm. com/sol'tNA-are/tix, oli/sNA-b), categorý, /IiidexS. htiiii): 
Security software that is used to protect contidentiality, Integrity, privacy, and 
assurance of intlormation systems. 
a Storage Management soffivare that is used to manages and assures the 
accessibility. availability. and perfomiance of stored information. 
E Systems Management soffivare that is used to nionitor, control and optinilse 
computing resources. 
A3. "Anti-spam refers to any soffivare. hardvvare or process that is used to combat tile 
proliferation of or to keep sparn from entering a sYstcIll*, 
(http: //", \, \, \N. webopedia. coiii/]'Iý'RM/a/anti_spam. htiiii). A "sparn" e-mall can be 
defined as an unsolicited mailing, usually to many people 
(http: //www. arachiioid. coiii/ILitLisp/aiitispam. litni1). 
A4. A firewall can be defined as a system or group ot'systcrns that enforces all access 
control policý between two or more networks (http: //ww". iiiterhack. iiet/pLibs/l'\Nf"iq/). L 
It is system designed to prevent unauthorized Internet users to or frorn it private 
network. Firc\ýalls call be implemented in both hardware and sofmare. or a 
combination of both. They are considered a first line of defence in protecting pri\ ate 
infon-nation (http: //"\\\\. \\ebopedia. com/'I'I-RM/t`/fire\, \, all. litiiil). Firewalls call be used 
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to do one or more of the following things 
(http: //www. freebsd. org/doc/en_US. IS08859-1/books/handbook/firewalls. html): 
0 To protect and insulate the applications, services and machines of internal 
network from unwanted traffic coming in from the public Internet. 
To limit or disable access from hosts of the internal network to services of the 
public Internet. 
To support network address translation (NAT), which allows internal networks to 
use private IP addresses and share a single connection to the public Internet 
(either with a single IP address or by a shared pool of automatically assigned 
public addresses). 
A5. SSL (Secured Sockets Laver) is a protocol that transmits communications over 
the Internet in an encrypted form. The role of SSL is to ensure that the infon-nation is 
sent, unchanged, only to the server intended to send it to 
(http: //www. mydotweb. com/ssl. html). SSL works by using a private key to encrypt 
data that is transferred over the SSL connection. Both Netscape Navigator and Internet 
Explorer support SSL, and many Web sites use the protocol to get confidential user 
information, such as credit card numbers 
(http: //www. webopedia. com/TERNVS/SSL. html). 
A6. Cisco Systems, is one of the leading manufacturers of network equipment. The 
primary business of Cisco is in internetworking products, such as routers, bridges, and 
switches (http: //NNwNv,. webopedia. com/TERM/C/Cisco Systems. html 
A7. Site Scope is an agent-less monitoring solution that is used to ensure the 
availability and performance of distributed IT infrastructures - e. g., servers, operating 
systems, network devices, network services, applications, and application components. 
SiteScope enables system administrators to remotely monitor multiple servers from a 
central installation without the need for agents on the remotely monitored machines 
(Mercury, 2005). 
AS. Back - end / front - end : the front-end is the part of a software system that deals 
with the user, while the back-end is the part that processes the input from the front-end. 
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The idea is that the front-end is responsible for collecting input from the user, which 
can be in a variety of forms, and processing it in such a way that it conforms to a 
specification that the back-end can use (Wikipedia, 2005). 
A9. Web - server is, simply, a computer that delivers (serves up) Web pages 
(http: //www. wehopedia. comrfEIZM/NV/NVeb server. html). Web-browser (user) 
formed a connecting to a web server, requested a page and received it 
(http: //computer. howstuffworks. com/web-serverl. htm). 
A10. e-book (may be for integration) is software intermediate tool that is used to 
make integration with different types of databases and applications easily. 
All. LAN (Local Area Network) is q_computer network that spans a relatively small 
area (http: //www. webopedia. com/TERM/l/local_area network_LAN. html). 
A12. e-Procurement is the term that refers to the use of electronic methods in every 
stage of the purchasing process from identification of requirement through to payment, 
and potentially to contract management ittp: //Nv%, Yw. oRc. gov. uk/index. asl2? id=2361 . 
A13. HTML (Hvpertext Markup Language) is a markup language that is used to 
format text and information (Deitel, Deitel and Nieto, 2000). By using HTML users 
can create web pages that include text, graphics, and pointers to other web pages. 
A14. XML (Extensible Markup Language), is a markup language and language for 
creating markup languages. It enables the creation of new markup languages to markup 
anything imaginable (Deitel, Deitel and Nieto, 2000). 
A15. C: The C programming language is a popular and widely used programming 
language for creating computer programs (http: //computer. howstuffworks. comLc. lltni). 
It gives maximum control and efficiency to the programmer. 
A16. C++ is a programming language that literally means "increased C", since it Z.; - 
Clerives from the C language http: //w, %vNv. cplusplus. coin/info/fag. litnil . C++ improves 
oil many Of C's advantages and provides object-oriented-programming capabilities that 
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lead to great promise for increasing software productivity, quality and reusability 
(Deitel and Deitel, 2001). 
A17. Java is a high-level programming language developed by Sun Microsystems. It is 
an object-oriented language similar to C++ 
(httr): //www. Nvebovedia. com/TERM/J/Java. html). Java is designed for use in the 
distributed environment of the Internet 
(http: //searchwebservices. techtarget. comIsDefinitionlO, 290660, sid26_gci2l2415, OO. ht 
MI). 
A18. ASP (Active Server Page) "is an HTML page that includes one or more scripts 
(small embedded programs) that are processed on a Microsoft Web server before the 
page is sent to the user" 
(http: //searchwin2OOO. techtarget. com/sDefinition/O,, sidl_gci2l3787,00. html). 
ASP. NET is the next generation of Microsoft's Active Server Page (ASP). Both ASP 
and ASP. NET enable a Web site builder to dynamically build Web pages by inserting 
queries to a relational database in the Web page 
(http: //searchsqlserver. techtarget. com/sDefinition/0,290660, sid87_gci5O9342,00. htm). 
A19. Portals:, According to Teicher et aL (2002, p. 389) "A portal is a point of entry 
which enables citizens to have access to a full range of services without any 
consciousness of movement between Internet sites and where those services may be 
tailored to the user's profile". Portals provide citizens with easy and single access to 
government services without the need to know which agency is responsible for them. 
An e-government portal is based on the concept of "intentions-based design" so the site 
is organised to meet the citizens needs rather than the structure of government. So, a 
true e-government portal is much better than a website (Howard, 2001). Morris (2002) 
argues that portals lead to a saving of the time spent by citizens, businesses and 
employees on access and searching for information and services. However, a portal 
requires comprehensive technology, project management skills and systems 
integration, as well as graphics design, interactive media and user interface 
construction abilities (Sharma and Gupta, 2002). 
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This agenda ofinterxic\N airns to identify the importance and presentation ofthc strategics 
used (suggested) flor overcoming technical and organisational challenges I'acing the 
transactional e-governnictit system. 
So, this agenda of intcr\ ic\\ is di\ idcd into ', parts and concentrates on tile 1'()Ilo,. \ 
issues: 
To obtain general organisational ii-il'ormation. 
To identify the importance and presentation of' the strategies used (suggested) 1*()r I 
overcoming organisational challenges facing the transactional e-government sý stem. 
To identify the importance and presentation of the strategies used (suggested) 1101, 








Section A: General Organisational Infomiation 
Section B: Oroanisational Challenges Lý 
C: Technical Challenges 
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Section A: General Orp-anisational Information 
A. 1 What are the businesses of your organisation? 
.......................................................... 00 to 
.................................................... 00 000 ................ 
0 .................................... 0 ............ 00 ........... 0000.. 0.0 
..................................... 00 000 00 0.0 ........... 
0 ... 0000 ................. 0.. 00.000.0 0.. 00.0.00.0 O.. O.. O. o O. O.. Oooooo. @. Ooooooooooo00000000 
* .............................. so **........................ 0.00 o. oooooooo.. Gooooooooooooo. ooooo 
00.0.. 0.0 0**.. * ........... 400 
A. 2 Do the services and infonnation provided by your organisation focus more on: 





All of the above (customcrs) 
A. 3 How many people are employed in your organisation? 
A-4 What kind of services/information does your organisation provide? Please select. 
" Information services that enable customers to obtain information about your 
organisation. 
" Communication services that give the opportunity of interaction with groups of 
people or individuals. 
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transaction scrvices that includc submitting data or gcIting products or scr\ 
0111111C. 
a All above. 
A. 5 Criteria flor reaching transactional C--ý, o%crllll'cl't mthill 
Does your organisation: 
0 Fnable customers to fill In and subillit 0111111C (111,1crent Iýpc', ()I' 1,01-111S such It', 
rcgistration and paymcm L- 
a Provldc a secure connection by enahling Custolliel's to completc their transaction mth 
the rcquired government organisation oillinc, saldý and mth trust In the -, ýstcm. 
F MINC CLIS(oniers to pcil'Orm online financial transactions ol'applicable) 
SLICII as payment ol'bills and fines. I 
CLIStOmers to create oil I inc accot. II It s mt III Ile I 1'()%% 11 LI INC 111 ýl III CIS' ýl I Id 
pass, %%ords mthin goxermilent organisations. I 
a Provide instant c1ccisions. nicalling that as sooll as a custollicl, has colllplctcd .1 
tNlIISZlCtlOlI SLICII ýIS 11111rig ill I form or paýing a hill onlinc, Ilic nlcssaýc mll appcm it) 
confirm that the proccss has hccn cxccutcd sticccssfullý. 
I 
)tllcr: .................................................................................................... 
A. 6 What languagc is usc(I 1'()I- tllc sofmarc ill ýmlr orgallisation'! Picasc "CICCI and 111"Ilk 
Solt"are language I'sed 
-i ASP (., \Ctl, %c 
Ser% er Page) 
C+ 
. Itl fl%) for Dcci%ion 
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Section B: OrLanisational Challei)Les 
(A) Employees Challenges 
1.11o%% is the lack of IT skilled employees -in important challenge? 
Very Important F--] Important '\()t Important 
1.1 1f not important, Wily'? 111casc, selcct. 
j Technology is alrcadý' Used in the organisation. 
-j Technology choscii is \\cll knomi. 
-j ()tllcr: ......................................................................................... . 
1.2 11' -\crý important or import, 11it". Whilt M-C IIIC IISCd/SLIggCStcd 1,01- dcallfig mill 11111, 
challcilgc'. 1 PIcasc. SCICCt. 
-i the training ofemployces. 
-j 1., Ilc()Lll-, Igclllcllt of clllploýccs hý gkIng theill prl/cs We, 11101'c lllollcý, ccl-tilicatc") Io 
train to dcal \\ Ith nc\ý teclinolop . 
-j Bringing (contracting) nc\ý skillcd cmploýccs- 
i( )tlicr: ................................................................................................... 
2. To %% hat exten I (I id resistan cc to c han gc (fro III t rad it io H-III o clec I ro n ic ý% ao I' doi ng III cir 
%%ork) from the employees represent I challenge? 
%'cr\ Important Important Not Important 
2.1.1 I'llot important. Pleasc. sclcct. 
-j Employees already ýIkkarc ol'thc importance of c-go%crtimcnt. 
-j F. mployccs alrcadý mure ol'the hcnclits ()t'c-go\crlinlcllt. 
-i Othcr: 
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2.2 What are the used/suggested solution(s) for dealing "'Ith challenge of resistance'? Please, select. 
u Make workshops flor employees to upgrade their knowledge on e-government. 
Li Raise the awareness of e-government by sending ernails to employees describe the importance 
and the benetits ofe-government to custorners and employees. 
L3 Assure that e-government will not affect negatively the authority and the Job ofernployees. 
Li Other: ............................................................................................................ 
3. How is changing the Culture of employees (government processes should be organised for the 
convenience of the customers rather than the convenience of the department) an important 
challenge? 
Very Important Important Not Important 
3.1 If "very important or important", how did you deal about this clialicngc'? Please, select. 
Li Raise the awareness ol'e-government by sending cmails to employccs describe the importance of' 
e-government to custorners and employees. 
Li Make workshops for employees to upgrade their knowledge on e-government. 
Ll Onjob training on using the e-services. 
Li Training employees on customer service concepts. 
Li Other: ............................................................................................................ 
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(B) Challenges of Reengineering, of the internal Processes 
1. To what extent do the 1`611mNing statements about tile reengnecring of processes i-cpresciited a 
challenge to your orgarnsation. 
Not Important vcry 
Important Important 
a. The transforming ol'existing offlinc data to 
digitalisation F-I I-I FI 
h. Double process front-crid (the interaction 
between government organisations and its 
customers needs to be offlered in both a traditional 
manner and also through the internet) 
c. Time required to reengineer and change 
the internal processes 
F] F-I 
El I--] 1 -1 
d. Finance required to reengineer and change F-I F-I F-I 
the internal processes 
c. Other challenges of re-cnginecring of processes: .......................................................... 
2. Ifthe answer to the staternent a, b, c or d (mentioned in section I above) is "not il"Portant". 
3. It' the answer to the staternent a, b, c or d (nientioned in section I ahovc) is -important or ýcrý 
important-, what are the used/stiggestcd solution(s)? 
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4. What are the used/SLIggested SOILMOII(S) (in general) Ilor dealing with challenges ofreengincering ol' 
the internal processes') Please, select. 
Li Ensuring enlploýecs' awareness ofthe importance ofreengineering of processes. 
La Ensuring employees' awareness of the benefits of reengineering of' processes bell(vc movIng 
them to e-government. 
Li Ensuring CIIOLIgh time provided to the project teani Im working on the rccngineenng processes. 
Li Involvement ofall levels of employees in the rectiginccring processes. 
Li Other: 
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(C) New Legislation Challenge 
1. How much of a challenge (inside your organisation) is adopting new legislation to deal with ne" 
issues such as electronic receipts and digital signatures? 
Very Important El Important F-I Not Important Ll 
2. It' -very important or important". what are the used/suggested SOIUt1O11S flor dealing "ith this 
challenge'? 
Please. selcct. 
LJ SLIpport of the higher management inside the organisation. 
u Defining the legislations that need to be changed or introduced in order to I'acilitatc reaching , In 
organisation transactional e-government. 
j Other solution(s): ............................................................................................. 
(D) Changes of Organisational Structure Challenme 
1. I-low is a change oforganisational structurc an important challenge" 
Very Important EJ Important F] Not Important L-: 1 
2. It' -very important" or 'important", \vhat are the Used/suggested Solutions f'or dealing \kith this 
challenge'? Please, select. 
Convincing ofmanagernent structural changes importance and requirements 
j ldentiýying the needs for structural changes to the organisation. 
Li Adopting new organisational department(s) to ensure the success of c-governnicnt 
pr(ýJect. 
Li Other: 
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Section C: Technical Challenj! es 
(A) After installation software system 
To \Nhat extent do the following staternents represent a challenge after installation of 
software that enables your organisation to reach transactional e-goverrimcnt? Please, 
select. 
Not Important Very 
Important Important 
1. Maintaining high level of 
performance and service availability 
F] F] ELI 
2. Trouble shooting technical problems F-I F] F-I 
Other: 
................................................................................................ 
(13) Technical standards 
To what extent do the following statement represent a challenge. 
I. Setting technical standards for all 
e-services F-I E: 1 El 
Other: 
................................................................................................... 
2. What are the used/suggested solution(s) to deal with the challenge(s) mentioned aboxc 
in A and 13" Please, select. 
j Training of the staff for dealing with ne", sol'twarc system. 
Li Learning from the mistakes. 
Li Other: 
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(C) The capabilitv of the infrastructure 
1.1 lo" is the capability of the infrastructure in ternis of handling the range number of 
transactions an important challenge? 
Very important Important Not important 
2. It"'important or very iniportant": 
a. What are the used/suggested solution(s)" Please, select. 
j Expectations of how many transactions will be processed online and provide 
extra margin of'20 - 30%. 
Li Other: 
b. What are the capabilities of the int , rastructure in terms ofliandling the range number 
of transactions'? Please, select 
Li 0- 1000 transactions a day. 
Li 1000 - 5000 transactions a day. 
j 5000 - 10000 transactions a day. 
Li More than 10000 transactions a day. 
C. If the answer to the question I above is not important, why? Please cxplaill. 
............................................................................................................ 
(D) Security 
To what extent do the t1ollowing staternents represent a technical challenge to wur 
organisation in order to reach transactional e-government? 




1. Fnsuring the security of the confidential 
F-I data stored in government organisation 
databases and e-government sites frorn 
attack and misuse 
rnportant verý 
Important 
F-] E: l 
La Ifthe answer to the statement a, above is 'Important or very iniportant". ho" did you 
deal about this challenge'? Please, select: 
Lj Specify an oillicial responsible Ior computer security. 
Li Assess systems regularly to make sure security precautions are being 
implemented. 
Li Backup intlorniation continually and store backup in a separate location. 
Li Provide ongoing training to employees on computer security. 
Li Other solution(s): . .......................................................................... 
2. Frisuring privacy ofthe 
personal data that is provided by customers F-I F-I F] 
as part of obtaining government services 
2. a Ifthe answer to the staternent b, above is -important or very important", how did ýou 
deal about this challenge'? Please, select: 
Li Limit access to personally identiliable hil'ormation. 
Li Train government employees on the importance ol'privacy. 
Li Other solution(s): . .......................................................................... 
Ll 
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(E) Financial 
1. To what extent do the following staternents represent a technical challenge to your 
organisation in order to reach transactional e-government? 
Not Important very 
Important Important 
a. Finance reqUired installing software systern F-I F-I I--] 
b. Finance required providing inore computers 
Fi vi 
2. It' the answer to the staternent a or b above is -important or very important". \k hat arc 
the used/suggested SOILItiOll(S)'? Please, select. 
Li Specifying fix budget to buying sollware system and computers. 
Li Buying oftechnology in phases in order to spread the cost over several years. 
Lj Other: .......................................................................................... 
3. Ifthe answer to the staternent a or b above is -not important". why'? 
(F) Back-end servers 
1. flow is the back - end servers (commun I cat ion tai I ures between intcrna I sNstem and 
external web - server) an important challenge? 
Very Important F-I Important F-I Not Important F-I 
2.11"'very important or important". what tire the used/suggcsted solutions I'Or dealing , NIth 
this challenge? Please, select. 
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Li Installation some tools to monitor back - end server performance. 
Li Use tools to monitor the availability ofnetwork. 
Li Other solution(s): 
(G) Compatibility 
1.1 loxN much ol'a challenge is compatibility ofe-government technology available vvith 
internal system? 
Very Important E:: ] Important F-I Not Important F-I 
2. It"very important or important", what are the suggested solutions t'or dealing with this 
challenge'? Please, select. 
Li Study technology solutions carefully to ensure high compatibility. 
Li Invest in strong integration solutions. 
La Other: 
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(H) ChallenjZes of vendors 
1. To what extent do the following staternents represent challenges related to vendors in 
buying the technology solutions such as software and computers? 111casc, select. 
Not Important Very 
Important Important 
a. Vendors pressures Ior buying their F-I F-I F-I 
solutions. 
b. False promises of vendor. F-I Ll 
c. Exaggerated vendor prices. F-I F-I F] 
2. If the answer to the staternent a, b or c above is -important or very important". what are 
the used/suggested solution(s)? 
3. If the answer to the statement a, b or c above is "not important", \vIly? 
Othcr: ................................................................................................... 
Other technical challenges already faced by your government organisation in order to reach 
transactional e-government systern: 
Other: 
t-h e -r. - 
Other: 
Other: 
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